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ARC INVESTMENTS
AT A GLANCE

18.1% voting interest
UBI was founded in 2004 initially as Sanlam’s empowerment
partner.

UBUNTU-BOTHO
INVESTMENTS
(UBI)

SANLAM

13.1% economic interest

It aims to make a difference in the lives of South Africans by being
a premier Broad-Based Black-owned and Black-controlled financial
services investment holding company.

African Rainbow Capital Investments Limited (ARC Investments/the Company/ARCI) is an investment
holding company incorporated in the Republic of Mauritius and listed on the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange (JSE) and has a secondary listing on A2X. It holds a Category One Global Business Licence
under the Mauritian Financial Services Act, 2007 and is regulated by the Mauritian Financial Services
Commission. ARC Investments forms an integral part of the Ubuntu-Botho Investments (UBI) structure.
This Integrated Annual Report aims to provide readers with the necessary information to establish the
context of ARCI in the broader UBI group.

100%
ARC was established in 2015 as UBI’s operating investment entity
to diversify UBI’s investment portfolio.

1.2%

Contributed its holdings in various non-financial services investments plus
49.9% of it’s interest in ARC FinHoldCo to ARC in exchange for shares in
ARCI amounting to a 51.1% interest at the time of listing ARCI.

AFRICAN RAINBOW
CAPITAL
(ARC)

47.7%
OUTSIDE
INVESTORS

AFRICAN
RAINBOW
CAPITAL
INVESTMENTS

Assists UBI GP in sourcing investment opportunities for the ARC Fund
and provides certain administrative and back office support.

Investment Services Agreement

51.1%

2004

2015
2013

UBI acquires an 8% equity
interest in Sanlam Limited for
R7.65 per share.

The partnership matures with UBI’s
interest in Sanlam having risen to
13.5% at a value of ± R15 billion.

The ARC Fund is established and
ARC Investments is founded and
listed on the JSE as a Limited
Partner in the ARC Fund. ARC
Investments provides shareholders
with an opportunity to grow
their capital through its single
investment in the ARC Fund.

2019
ARC Investments’ share of the ARC
Fund’s Intrinsic net asset value reaches
R9 854 million at 30 June 2019.
49 underlying investments in
the ARC Fund.
Good progress made by significant
Portolio companies including Rain and
TymeBank.

ARC Investments was incorporated as a Mauritian registered
permanent-capital pooling vehicle and listed in 2017 as an
investment entity offering shareholders the opportunity to
participate in the long-term capital appreciation of the investments in
the ARC Fund.

2015

ARCI is a Limited Partner in the ARC Fund and plays no role in its dayto-day management or investment decisions.

ARC is established to diversify UBI’s
asset base beyond the shareholding
in Sanlam. ARC acquires strategic
equity stakes in financial services
product providers and significant
minority empowerment stakes in
non-financial services businesses.

Positive developments at Alexander Forbes
GemCap and Fledge.

2017

Diversification outside South Africa
through ARCH Emerging Market
Partners Limited.
Many of our investments operate in
entry level market segments, offering
cost-effective services and promoting
economic inclusion.

100%

Our strategy:

Telecommunications

BUILD
Acquire significant minority stakes in
businesses that have the potential to
exceed our 16% hurdle rate and our
building block approach after establishing
primary need for a B-BBEE partner.

99.95%
0.05%
ARC Fund is an en commandite partnership between ARCI as
limited partner and UBI GP as the general partner. It is a Blackowned empowerment private equity fund with a portfolio
of diversified investments and a single investment at a 49.9%
interest in ARC FinHoldCo.

ARC FUND

50.1% 49.9%

FINANCIAL
SERVICES
INVESTMENTS

ARC Investments
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100%

DIVERSIFIED
INVESTMENTS

50%

ARCH
EMERGING
MARKETS
PARTNERS
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ARC FinHoldCo was formed by ARC as the financial services
holding entity within the UBI group.
In August 2017 ARC concluded an asset for share transaction with
ARC FinHoldCo whereby all its financial services investments were
sold to ARC FinHoldCo.

GROW
Grow the portfolio through improved
business performance and synergy
potential by leveraging the network
of ARC leadership and strength of
its brand.

Our value proposition:
•
•
•
•

Strong B-BBEE credentials;
Financial stability and access to funding;
Extensive network and excellent reputation; and
Leadership with a strong track record in execution.

DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENT
PORTFOLIO

UBI GP is a wholly owned subsidiary of UBI. It is the fund
manager of the ARC Fund and is assisted by ARC in terms of
the Investment Services Agreement.

FINANCIAL
SERVICES
PORTFOLIO

UBI
GENERAL
PARTNER

Fund composition by value 30 June 2019 (%):
29.0%

Mining, construction and energy

15.7%

Business process outsourcing

12.1%

Property

5.9%

Other

5.3%

Agriculture

4.5%

Insurance and asset management
Banking

16.6%
8.2%

Specialist financial services

2.7%

The entity is 50.1% held by ARC and 49.9% held by the ARC Fund.
4
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

This Integrated Annual Report covers the activities of ARC Investments for the year to 30 June 2019.
The report discusses the Company’s strategy, business model, material matters, stakeholders and
performance over the year under review. It also provides relevant information about the Company’s
relationship with related entities to contextualise the Company’s role in the UBI group structure and
overall value creation objectives.

Report scope and boundary
ARC Investments’
Audited Annual Financial Statements are available on the Company’s website at www.arci.mu and cover
the activities of the Company and performance of its investments for the year. In considering the risks, opportunities and outcomes
relevant to ARC Investments’ shareholders and other stakeholders, this report includes relevant information about Ubuntu-Botho
Investments (UBI), African Rainbow Capital (ARC), African Rainbow Capital Financial Services Holdings (ARC FinHoldCo), the ARC
Fund Partnership (ARC Fund) and UBI General Partner (UBI GP).

100%

51.1%

UBI

ARC

99.95%

ARCI

ARC Investments is incorporated in Mauritius and adheres to Mauritian company law. However, since the Company is listed on the
JSE and A2X in South Africa, all amounts presented in the Integrated Annual Report are presented in South African Rand (ZAR).

49.9%

ARC
FUND

ARC
FinHoldCo
50.1%

1.2%

Report approval
The ARC Investments Board believes the Integrated Annual Report has been prepared in accordance with best practice and addresses
all relevant and material matters related to our business and performance in a transparent manner. The report was presented to the
Audit and Risk Committee of ARC Investments as well as the Audit and Risk Committee of the UBI General Partner.

Responsibility statement

0.05%
100%

While this Integrated Annual Report is not assured, the financial information disclosed is sourced from the Company’s
Audited Annual Financial Statements, which were independently assured by PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. Their assurance
statement is included on page 22 of the Annual Financial Statements, which are available on our website, www.arci.mu.

Reporting currency

Financial reporting boundary

Reporting boundary

Independent assurance

The Board of Directors acknowledges its responsibility for ensuring the integrity of this Integrated Annual Report. With the assistance
of the Audit and Risk Committee, the Board has applied its mind to the report and believes it addresses all material matters and
presents fairly the integrated performance of the Company.

UBI GP

This report was approved by the Board of Directors of ARC Investments Limited on 27 September 2019.

Reporting frameworks
This report has been prepared to comply with the requirements of the Mauritius Companies Act (Act 15 of 2001) and the JSE Listings
Requirements as well as the recommendations of the King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa (King IV). Financial
information included in this report and the Annual Financial Statements has been prepared according to International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS). The report aligns with the guidance in the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) International
<IR> Framework, which was adopted by the Board.

Mark Olivier
Chairman of the Board

Clive Msipha
Chairman of the Audit and Risk Committee

Dr Renosi Mokate
Independent Non-executive Director

Deans Tommy Lo Seen
Independent Non-executive Director

Anil Currimjee
Independent Non-executive Director

Bridget Radebe
Non-executive Director

Materiality
The information in this report aims to give readers a clear understanding of matters that we believe have the potential to materially
impact the Company’s ability to create value, whether that impact is positive or negative. As an investment holding company, our
two key performance metrics are the Intrinsic Net Asset Value (INAV) and the Intrinsic Portfolio Value (IPV).

Contact

Definitions
Intrinsic Portfolio Value (IPV)
The Portfolio Value calculated in terms of IRFS1, adjusted for non-IFRS measurements, mainly:
• Valuing underlying listed investments on a 30-day VWAP2 basis (instead of on a closing spot
price), net of taxation; and
• Valuing underlying listed investments after recognising a B-BBEE discount on a 30-day
VWAP2 basis, net of taxation.
1

International Financial Reporting Standards

2

Volume-weighted average price

ARC Investments
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Intrinsic Net Asset
Value (INAV)

We welcome feedback to improve the quality of our reporting to our stakeholders. Please address any feedback and questions to
Ainsley Moos (investors@arci.mu).

The IPV plus cash and
other net assets.
Scan QR code for quick access to our report.
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KEY FACTS AND HIGHLIGHTS

Incorporated in the Republic of Mauritius
Company number: C148430
JSE share code: AIL
ISIN code: MU0553S00000

Increase of 2.5% in
INAV Per Share to R9.34 (30 June 2018: R9.12)

Intrinsic Portfolio Value R9 359 million
(30 June 2018: R8 148 million)

Cash in the ARC Fund at year-end of R725 million
(30 June 2018: R1 601 million)

Victor Mohlala
UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

TymeBank and Rain are meeting their milestones
(Fair value write-up of R640 million)

MPUMALANGA

Kropz Elandsfontein commissioning delayed
(Kropz Group fair value write-down of R480 million)

ARC Investments 2019 Integrated Annual Report
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OUR STRATEGY

OUR VALUE GOALS
ARC Investments’ vision is to become the leading Black-owned and Black-controlled empowerment
investment holding company on the JSE with a dual focus to build a world-class business and have a
positive impact on communities in South Africa. We aim to achieve this through the investment in the
ARC Fund, which holds (in most instances), a significant minority equity shareholdings in both financial
and non-financial services businesses that continue to deliver growth in ARC Investments’ INAV.
Financial inclusivity and broad social benefit are fundamental
principles that underpin the activities of the UBI group. Since
inception, profits generated and dividends declared have
channelled significant financial flows to development trusts with
various community groups as beneficiaries, which invest in social
infrastructure. The result is transformation that positively affects
the political, economic and social aspects of South African people.
Since the listing of ARC Investments in September 2017, the
focus of the ARC Fund has been on building a portfolio of
Strategic focus areas

Strategic aspirations

businesses that will achieve the Group’s strategic goals. With
49 investee companies and a portfolio value of R9 359 million
at 30 June 2019, the bulk of the portfolio is now in place. The
strategic focus has shifted to driving growth by facilitating
relationship building with the specific aim of ensuring that
synergistic opportunities are being explored. The renewed
strategic focus also includes ensuring that governance and
human resources structures and policies support the strategy
and objectives of the business.

Key performance indicators
(KPI)

Performance in 2019

BUILD
Acquire significant
minority stakes in
businesses that have
the potential to exceed
our 16% hurdle rate
and our building
block approach after
establishing primary
need for a B-BBEE
partner.

• Establish the ARC
Fund as a leading
empowerment investor
• Leverage ARC’s
networks to access
unique investments

• Portfolio companies’ B-BBEE status
• Impact of B-BBEE shareholder on
portfolio companies
• Cash position in the ARC Fund

• At 30 June 2019, the ARC Fund
had a cash position of R725 million
(2018: R1 601 million)
• All portfolio companies invested in
benefited from enhanced B-BBEE
status from Black ownership

In executing our strategy to create long-term shared value, we aim to deliver on our four value goals:

HOW WE
DEFINE
VALUE
MEETING OUR >16%
NET HURDLE RATE
AFTER COSTS
ARC Investments is
committed to adding
significant value to
its shareholders. The
Company’s goal is to
achieve a hurdle rate of
more than 16% net of fees
and costs, which is what
we see as an acceptable
market-related return to
shareholders. As a leading
empowerment investment
holding company, this
hurdle rate demonstrates
the Fund’s commitment
to unlock value for
shareholders.

GROW
Grow the portfolio
• Achieve superior
through improved
investment returns
business performance
• Drive synergies across
and synergy potential
our building blocks
by leveraging the
network of ARC
leadership and strength
of its brand.

• Growth in Intrinsic Portfolio
Value (IPV)
• Cash generation of individual
portfolio company
• Increased profitability of
individual portfolio company
• ARC Fund cash returns

ACQUIRING
INVESTMENTS AT A
B-BBEE DISCOUNT
There is strong demand
in South Africa for quality
empowerment investment
holding companies, which
puts such companies in a
favourable position when
negotiating an investment
on behalf of shareholders.
In some cases, prospective
business partners may
require a minimum lock-in
period for the investment to
ensure that the business’s
empowerment status
remains intact, resulting in
a less liquid investment that
commands an attractive
discount on the acquisition
price.

DRIVING SYNERGIES
BETWEEN
COMPLEMENTARY
PORTFOLIO COMPANIES
While the ARC Fund
assesses potential
investee companies on a
standalone basis using a
risk-adjusted hurdle rate,
we also evaluate potential
synergistic opportunities
between companies in a
particular sector or industry.
Opportunities for merging,
cross-selling or facilitating
business between
companies in related
sectors offer opportunities
for enhanced value creation
that support the ARC
Fund’s long-term growth
ambitions.

• Intrinsic investment in the ARC
Fund increased by 2.5% to R9 740
million (2018: R9 500 million)

ACQUIRING UNIQUE
INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
ARC is consistently offered
investment opportunities
as an empowerment equity
investor due to the strong
brand and established
reputation of the leadership
in the UBI group. Most
of these opportunities
are declined as they do
not meet the ARC Fund’s
investment criteria. The
ARC Fund’s focus is on
those opportunities that are
likely to drive meaningful
value creation for ARC
Investments’ stakeholders.
Some opportunities are
rare and unique in their
markets, such as our
investments in Rain and
TymeBank.

• Intrinsic Net Asset Value (INAV) per
share of the ARC Fund increased
by 2.5% to R9.34 per share (2018:
R9.12 per share)
• IFRS Net Asset Value (NAV) per
share increased to R9.45 per share
(2018: R9.31 per share)
• Interest capitalised on loan
investment increased net
investment by a further R68 million,
thus total net investments for the
year of R1 198 million

ARC Investments
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CAPITAL INPUTS

FINANCIAL CAPITAL
ARC Investments raised R4 300 million on listing in 2017
and has deployed R4 224 million into the ARC Fund. The
Company has significant growth ambitions, which will require
sustainable funding. The success of the relationship between
Sanlam and UBI, which created an asset of significant value,
allows UBI to leverage its investment so that ARC and its
related subsidiaries, which includes ARC Investments, can
implement their growth initiatives.

SOCIAL AND
RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

Dr. Nozipho Jaxa

African Rainbow Capital was established to further the aims
of UBI to make a difference in the lives of South Africans. As
the capital-raising and investment entity for the group, ARC
Investments plays a key role in delivering the benefits arising
from sustainable B-BBEE. ARC Investments leverages social
and relationship capital in the form of the extensive networks
available across the group, which represent a unique
and significant asset that provides access to high quality
investment opportunities. The value of the African Rainbow
Capital and Ubuntu-Botho Investments brands and the
established reputation of key people in the group represent
a further aspect of social and relationship capital. Trust and
ethical conduct are critical aspects of our corporate culture,
as well as a key consideration in assessing investee companies
and their performance.

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

EASTERN CAPE

NATURAL CAPITAL
Although the group’s direct environmental impact is
immaterial, all of our investee businesses require access to
clean water and air as well as a stable supply of electricity
to operate. The ARC Fund has significant exposure to
mining and agricultural businesses, although most of these
operate in the secondary space rather than the primary.
The Fund supports businesses that use natural resources in
a responsible manner as part of our approach to investing
responsibly to unlock value for stakeholders.

HUMAN CAPITAL
ARC Investments is an empowerment investment holding company
and has no full-time employees or executive management. The
Company has a part-time Chief Financial Officer, Karen Bodenstein,
who is a Mauritian resident. As a Limited Partner, it is a passive
investor in the ARC Fund and plays no part in investment decisions
or the day-to-day running of the ARC Fund. The UBI Group seeks
to utilise its empowerment credentials, its financial strength, its
strong and well experienced leadership team and brand to achieve
superior capital appreciation for investors in ARC Investments. For
this, UBI is remunerated through the Performance Participation
with the conversion of the C-shares into listed A ordinary shares.
The alignment of the Company’s strategy and the greater UBI vision
is achieved through the partnership agreement with the General
Partner. In terms of the Investment Services Agreement with the
UBI GP, ARC sources investment opportunities and provides certain
administrative and back-office support to the UBI GP. The human
capital available through this agreement is a key determinant of
the success with which the ARC Fund implements its strategy by
identifying strategically and financially relevant transactions. The
ARC Fund generally takes minority shareholding in investments
and therefore relies on the quality of management in investee
companies to deliver the required returns. We therefore prioritise
investment in companies with experienced leadership and capable
management teams.

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL
While ARC Investments does not create or use manufactured
capital directly in a material way, several of our portfolio
companies invest in infrastructure. These include our investments
in telecommunications companies Rain (page 46) and Metrofibre
(page 48), mining and construction companies Afrimat (page 54)
and Kropz Plc (page 50), as well as our Property (page 68) and
Agriculture (page 62) investments. Investments in infrastructure
can play an important part in achieving increased economic
growth and thereby addressing various societal needs.

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL
The skills and experience of executive management and the
governance structures in the ARC group represent key assets
in the execution of the group’s strategy. A number of the
businesses held in the ARC Fund, including the insurance,
mining and telecommunications businesses, operate in terms
of various licences and regulations, and management are
committed to ensuring that their businesses proactively comply
with regulatory and legislative requirements.

ARC Investments
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BUSINESS MODEL

VALUE CREATION

Our purpose is to be a permanent capital Black-owned and Black-controlled entity offering solid
B-BBEE credentials to investee companies in which we invest.

Primary inputs

OUR SHAREHOLDERS

B-BBEE credentials

• Broad-based empowerment
shareholding through UBI
investment
• Institutional and retail
investors participate
through ARC Investments

Funding through equity
investment

Activities

Output

BUILD
Acquire significant minority
stakes in businesses that
have the potential to exceed
our 16% hurdle rate and
our building block approach
after establishing primary
need for a B-BBEE partner.

Primary outcomes

DIVERSIFIED
INVESTMENTS
(NON-FINANCIAL)

FINANCIAL
SERVICES
INVESTMENTS

Telecommunications

Insurance and
Asset Management

Mining, Construction
and Energy

Specialist Financial
Services

Business Process
Outsourcing

Banking and
Digital

• Value creation supports
sustainable B-BBEE and
financial inclusivity
• Enhanced reputation and
further improved access to
investment opportunities
• Strengthened relationship
with portfolio companies

Agriculture

Property

ARC network (includes
access to other
portfolio companies
and business partners)

ARC Investments
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Other (Small Private
Equity Investments)

GROW
Grow the portfolio
through improved business
performance and synergy
potential by leveraging the
network of ARC leadership and
strength of its brand.

14

• Increase in INAV
• Increased cash generation
• Strengthened balance sheet

A portfolio of listed and unlisted growth and early stage businesses
with strong growth prospects and potential for synergies within and
across sectors.

15
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LEADERSHIP REPORTS

CHAIRMAN OF ARC INVESTMENTS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT

MARK OLIVIER
ARC Investments has a dual focus to build a world-class business while having a positive impact on
communities in South Africa. We aim to achieve this by leveraging the group’s assets to build a strong
portfolio of financial and non-financial businesses that will meet our investment hurdle rate while delivering
social impact. These assets include the group’s status as a leading Black-owned and Black-controlled
empowerment investment holding entity, financial strength, proven leadership team and a strong brand.
The Company is incorporated in Mauritius with oversight by an
experienced, multinational Board of Non-executive Directors (the
Board), of which the majority are independent. The Board directs,
oversees and has responsibility for ARC Investments’ business,
strategy and key policies, including the investment in the ARC
Fund, which is the core performing asset of the Company.
ARC Investments is the sole Limited Partner in the ARC Fund and
plays no role in the management or investment decisions of the
ARC Fund. Investment decisions of the ARC Fund are taken by
the General Partner, UBI GP, through its Board or its mandated
committees. These decisions are taken in accordance with ARC
Investments’ Investment Guidelines, which have been incorporated
into the UBI GP Investment Committee charter. The report by the
Chairman of UBI GP is available on page 18.
African Rainbow Capital (ARC) supports UBI GP in identifying
the investments to achieve this strategy and the report by the
co-CEOs of ARC on page 19 provides commentary on strategy
execution during the year.

Investor value proposition
ARC Investments provides investors with a liquid and permanent
capital entry point into the UBI/ARC group to participate in the
growth of the ARC Fund, protected by robust oversight and
governance structures. One of the key intentions in establishing
the structure of the group, which is shown on page 4, is to
secure the B-BBEE status of ARC Investments and the ARC Fund
for potential future developments in B-BBEE regulations.
The ARC Fund holds high quality investments, most of which
are unlisted and would otherwise not be available to investors
on the JSE or A2X. The Fund typically acquires its holdings

ARC Investments
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at a B-BBEE discount and in a limited number of cases,
the investment carries a B-BBEE lock-in for a contractually
agreed period which results in attractive prospective yields.
Empowerment ownership credentials can significantly enhance
the commercial prospects of investee companies, particularly
in industries that lack transformation. These businesses also
benefit from access to capital, strategic support and the
opportunity to unlock value through the relationships and
synergies with other investee companies.

Operating context
The South African economy continues to struggle, with
ongoing policy uncertainty in key sectors, low growth rates and
corresponding poor consumer, business and investor confidence.
In addition, levels of sovereign debt are too high and projected
increases are not affordable. Without a plausible policy response
to this issue, both confidence and growth will continue to be
impeded. These trends and a less sanguine view of the future
are reflected in the weak performance of key indices on the JSE
over the year.
The companies in which the ARC Fund is invested performed
reasonably well in the context of a weak South African economy
and a further R1 630 million of capital was deployed into
investments that we believe will work towards achieving our
hurdle rate of more than 16% return after fees and costs. Intrinsic
Net Asset Value (INAV) per share increased 2.5% to R9.34 at 30
June 2019. Key information regarding the ARC Fund’s investments
is available in the section starting on page 44 of this report and
ARC Investments’
Audited Annual Financial Statements
are available on our website at www.arci.mu.

16

ARC Investments currently trades at a significant discount to the
Company’s INAV, which is a concern for the Board, our General
Partner and shareholders alike. The access the ARC Fund
provides to unlisted investments is one of the unique aspects of
ARC Investments. However, many of these disruptive businesses
are at an early stage of their growth cycle and will take some
time to achieve their full potential. Nearly half of the ARC
Fund’s Intrinsic Portfolio Value comprises early stage businesses
such as Rain and TymeBank.
The Board remains focused on managing the intrinsic value of
the portfolio and believes that the benefits of these investments
and the synergies in the portfolio will be realised with time. We
support the view that the best way to eliminate the discount
to INAV is to keep to our strategy, achieve our targets and
consistently generate growth.

Sustainability
The concepts of sustainability and positive social impact
underpin the group’s strategic vision and play a key role in the
ARC Fund’s choice of investments. ARC Investments’ investment
parameters prohibit participation in illegal or unethical activities,
and the quality and commitment to ethical business practices of
investee companies’ management are important considerations
in selecting investments.
The group aims to achieve positive social impact by creating
economic returns that benefit its shareholders including UBI
shareholders, which comprise historically disadvantaged
groups, including Black women, Black youth and disadvantaged
communities.
The group’s investments can also drive social transformation
by backing disruptive businesses such as TymeBank and Rain,
which since launching have led to significant cost reductions in
their industries. Kropz Plc and Kropz Elandsfontein aim to set a
new standard in the green mining of fertiliser feed minerals that
improve food security in sub-Saharan Africa. ARCH Emerging
Markets Partners Limited includes a renewable energy fund, as
well as a fund for cold chain solutions in East Africa that have

17

the potential to significantly improve food security and the lives
of farmers, agricultural producers and consumers in the region.
The B-BBEE transaction announced by Sanlam in November 2018
represents an endorsement of UBI as an empowerment shareholder
and we are pleased to report that more than 96% of Sanlam’s
shareholders voted in favour of the transaction. The transaction
also makes a R2 billion facility available for ARC FinHoldCo which is
49.9% held by the ARC Fund. These funds will be used to invest in
certain Sanlam subsidiaries and financial services businesses that are
complementary to Sanlam’s strategy.

Outlook
We expect the challenging economic conditions in South Africa
to persist in the short to medium term. We believe that the
ARC Investments strategy remains relevant and will generate
value for our stakeholders over time. The first stage of the
strategy was to determine and establish targeted investment
in the financial services and diversified investments sectors.
This has now largely been accomplished and the acquisition of
TymeBank in November 2018 completes the banking pillar in the
Financial Services portfolio. The strategic focus has accordingly
shifted and in the year ahead the priority is to realise value in
these investments by maximising the relationships and synergies
between the businesses, ensuring that sound governance and
effective human resources structures and practices are in place,
and exploring opportunities arising from the big data asset
within the ARC ecosystem.

Acknowledgements and thanks
I would like to welcome Mr Anil Currimjee, who joined the ARC
Investments Board in March 2019, and thank him and the rest
of the Board for their contribution during the year.
The Board of ARC Investments works closely with the Executive
and Non-executive Directors in UBI GP and ARC. I thank them
for their diligence and commitment in guiding the activities of
the ARC Fund. On behalf of the ARC Investments Board, I would
also like to thank the Company’s broader stakeholders, partners
and shareholders for their continued support.
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LEADERSHIP REPORTS

CHAIRMAN OF UBI GENERAL
PARTNER PROPRIETARY LIMITED
BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S REPORT

AFRICAN RAINBOW CAPITAL PROPRIETARY
LIMITED CO-CEO’S REPORT

JOHAN VAN DER MERWE AND
DR JOHAN VAN ZYL

DR PATRICE MOTSEPE
As General Partner of the ARC Fund, UBI General Partner (UBI GP) carries a significant responsibility.
While ARC assists UBI GP to source investment opportunities in terms of the Investment Services
Agreement, UBI GP makes all the core investment decisions of the ARC Fund. These decisions drive
the financial returns for shareholders in the group, which include the shareholders of ARC Investments
as well as the shareholders of the group’s holding company, Ubuntu-Botho Investments (UBI), which
include women and youth groups, unions, church groups and community trusts.
We take this role of custodian very seriously and recognise
that ensuring the highest standards of governance and ethical
practices in the ARC Fund partnership and the broader UBI/ARC
group is critical to achieving our strategic goals and securing the
sustainability of the group.
Our investment decisions can create positive social impact at the
same time as they generate the market-related return required
by our shareholders. The businesses in the ARC Fund have
already demonstrated the positive impact large scale investments
in disruptive businesses can have by helping to reset data costs,
banking fees and the costs of listing a business on a South
African exchange in favour of the individual or institutional
client. Other investments address key social and environmental
issues including food security and renewable energy.

Ensuring ethical leadership
The UBI GP Board comprises some of the leading businessmen
and women in South Africa. It is critical that, as business leaders,
we conduct ourselves in an ethical way. This is equally true of the
leadership of the companies we choose to invest in. We make our
investment decisions with a long term view that requires a great
deal of faith in the leadership of our investee companies.
We are a small team, managing more than R9 billion in assets
across 49 investee companies. It is essential that we select
high-quality management teams with an equally rigorous
commitment to ethical business practices.

ARC Investments
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The initial Sanlam empowerment deal in 2004 represented
the genesis of UBI and is recognised as a model of successful
empowerment. We are extremely gratified at the faith Sanlam
and its shareholders have shown in the group through the new
empowerment transaction announced in November 2018.
This transaction positions UBI as the custodian of the B-BBEE
aspects of the transaction with responsibility for taking the lead
in selecting the participants and beneficiaries of the Beneficiary
Trusts, which will include a broad range of participants. These
include professional Black women, rural and urban poor Black
women groups, Black youth and Black youth groups, Black
business partners and broad-based Black groups (including
community organisations and black Business partners of Sanlam
and Ubuntu-Botho), and employees of the Sanlam Group.

African Rainbow Capital (ARC) sources investment opportunities for the ARC Fund on behalf of UBI
General Partner in terms of the Investment Services Agreement. This statement by the co-CEOs of
ARC provides insight into the strategy execution and performance of the ARC Fund.
The difficult economic conditions during the year adversely
affected most businesses in South Africa, including the companies
in the ARC Fund portfolio, with the impact on consumer-facing
businesses being particularly severe. Most of the Fund’s investee
companies performed respectably under the circumstances and
demonstrated the soundness of their business models.
The Intrinsic Net Asset Value (INAV) of the Company increased
to R9.34 per share at 30 June 2019 (2018: R9.12). This is
significantly below the medium to long-term expectation of
16% per annum. The ARC Fund’s Intrinsic Portfolio Value
(IPV) amounted to R9 359 million (2018: R8 148 million) for
the period under review. Net acquisitions and divestitures,
predominantly in unlisted companies, amounted to R1 130
million (2018: R2 966 million), with R13 million in net fair value
adjustments (2018: R683 million). Cash resources available for
investments amounted to R725 million (2018:R1 601 million) at
30 June 2019.

We also appreciate the implicit endorsement of the group in
the formation of ARCH Emerging Markets Partners, which
positions ARC as a significant gateway to established developed
world investors who seek exposure to the African continent and
potentially elsewhere in emerging markets.

While the severe challenges in the South African political and
economic environment imply that a recovery will take time to
develop, we believe that businesses offering essential services
more cost effectively, improving efficiencies and making it easier
to do business will remain competitive.

UBI’s vision is to build a world-class business that drives
inclusivity across communities through a Black-owned and Blackcontrolled financial and diversified investment holding company.
I am pleased with the progress we have made to date. This
would not have been possible without the integrity, extensive
experience and commitment to making our vision a reality
exemplified by my fellow Board members. I thank them sincerely
for their dedication and support during the year.

Many of the companies in the ARC Fund have these
characteristics. TymeBank, Alexander Forbes, A2X, Kropz Plc
and Rain provide disruptive and cost-effective solutions that
significantly undercut their competitors and in some cases have
already driven repricing in their industries.
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The businesses in our Business Process Outsourcing cluster
facilitate business growth and the ARC Fund’s agribusiness
investments offer good opportunities to scale up with subsequent
gains in efficiency.
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Implementing our strategy
Despite the tough operating environment, the ARC Fund
achieved a number of highlights during the year. We concluded
the TymeBank transaction and launched the bank to the public
in February 2019, achieving a customer base of about 500 000
clients by the end of June 2019. The roll out of Rain progressed
well and A2X ended the year with 25 companies opting for a
secondary listing on its exchange.
Disappointments included a few of the ARC Fund’s early stage
investments that have not developed as quickly as we had envisaged.
For example, the complexities at Kropz Elandsfontein will take
longer to resolve than initially planned. Where our investment thesis
changes, we will not hesitate to realign the portfolio.

Notable investment updates
TymeBank
ARC FinHoldCo, which is 49.9% held by the ARC Fund, acquired
control of TymeBank in November 2018 and injected a further
R446 million capital in the current financial year. The ARC Fund
contributed R240 million for its share of capital injections into
the bank. ARC FinHoldCo also invested US$2 million to follow
its rights in Tyme Global Limited, a Hong Kong based company
that owns the intellectual property used by TymeBank. Tyme
Global fulfils an important value proposition: the technology is
transferable to other jurisdictions and is already used in three
countries. Since its launch, TymeBank has positioned itself as
the leading low-cost transactional bank to the mass market
segment. TymeBank and its controlling shareholder will embark
on the next phase of inviting strategic investors and partners to
assist in facilitating the growth of the bank.

ARC Investments
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LEADERSHIP REPORTS

In June, Ethos Private Equity announced an investment of
R200 million by the Ethos Artificial Intelligence (AI) Fund and
co-investors to acquire 8% of TymeBank. At the same time,
ARC FinHoldCo announced an investment of R100 million in
the Ethos AI Fund, which provides ARC with access to a pool
of knowledge and experience in the use of artificial intelligence
that could be used to identify opportunities within the data
available in the ARC ecosystem.

Kropz Plc and Kropz Elandsfontein
Due to delays in the commissioning of the mine and plant
discussed below in Kropz Elandsfontein, the investment in Kropz
Plc was written down by 25% from a fair value of R510 million to
R380 million at 30 June 2019, resulting in a fair value write-down
of R130 million for the portfolio asset.
Kropz Elandsfontein (Elandsfontein) is a phosphate mine and
processing plant situated on the West Coast. Commissioning
of the mine and plant was initially scheduled towards the end
of 2017. Several challenges were encountered, and operations
were postponed until additional laboratory and pilot plant testing
could be conducted and funding could be procured.
At an Elandsfontein board meeting held in May 2019, the board
approved a three-month period for confirmatory test work for the
required plant modifications. The objective of the three-month test
programme was to improve the level of confidence in the performance
of the proposed circuit modifications. Workshops were held, followed
by a test work programme focussing on reverse flotation.
With most of the work done, it was confirmed that the ore body
is significantly more complex than originally expected, in terms
of mineralogy, particle and grade variability. The provisional
conclusion of the test results is that the envisaged reversed
flotation modification to the circuit could struggle to deliver the
required process efficiencies at consistent economic returns.
After due consideration of the recently completed test work results
and historical work completed, an alternative process solution is
required to allow the production of more consistent processing
efficiencies from Elandsfontein’s ore resource. Additional time is
required to conduct further test work, design and financial modelling
to define this alternative process. The Elandsfontein executive team
has been granted further time to complete the work necessary
to propose the test work and engineering design programme for
alternative processes, to derive capital and operating cost estimates.
This latest development means that there will be a further delay in the
commissioning of the Elandsfontein mine and concentration plant. It
is too early to determine the exact impact on costs and commissioning
dates. Against the background of the further delay and potential
additional funding requirements, the ARC Fund recognised a 75%
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AFRICAN RAINBOW CAPITAL PROPRIETARY
LIMITED CO-CEO’S REPORT continued

reduction on its investment in Kropz Elandsfontein comprising of a
R328 million fair value write-down and R22 million foreign exchange
loss on shareholders loans.

Sanlam B-BBEE transaction
Sanlam’s new empowerment transaction was implemented in
March 2019. At the same time, a R2 billion facility was created
by Sanlam for UBI/ARC to invest in certain Sanlam subsidiaries
or in complementary financial services businesses. Discussions
with Sanlam regarding an investment in the third party asset
management business are ongoing.
A new entry level mass market life insurance business, African
Rainbow Life, was launched on 30 May 2019, with a strategy
to provide cost effective life insurance to the low and middle
income market segment. The company is 51% owned by
Sanlam, 26% by ARC FinHoldCo and 23% by a consortium
comprising African Rainbow Life management and staff.

concluded at a consideration of R289 million, of which R118
million is subject to performance hurdles over the next two years.

distribution of Rain SIM cards via TymeBank kiosks, which makes
it easier to on-board Rain clients.

Last Mile Fund

Two recurring themes of our engagements with shareholders
and analysts are the discount of the ARC Investments’ share
price to intrinsic net asset value and the diversity of the
investment portfolio.

During the year under review, the ARC Fund converted the
bridging loan of R40 million advanced to the entity in June 2018
to preference shares and further injected capital in the form
of preference shares amounting to R180 million into the Last
Mile Fund. The business has utilised these funds to support the
Mooiplaats mine which was acquired from Coal of Africa.

BKB
Following an arbitration ruling issued in December 2018, BKB
acquired the ARC Fund shareholding for a total consideration of
R410 million. This resulted in a pleasing profit of R190 million on
the investment and a return well in excess of the 16% hurdle for
the less than two year holding period of the portfolio asset.

Alexander Forbes

Fledge Capital
In September 2018, Naspers announced that its e-commerce and
classifieds unit, OLX Group, intended to acquire a 60% interest
in the specialised car buying service, We Buy Cars, from Fledge
Capital for an amount of R1.4 billion. The ARC Fund owns 52%
of Fledge Capital, which holds 31.5% of We Buy Cars.
In the period under review, the Competition Commission
announced that it had recommended to the Competition Tribunal
that the acquisition be prohibited. We await the ruling of the
Competition Tribunal and will assess our position thereafter.

ARCH Emerging Markets Partners
ARCH Emerging Markets Partners was launched in March
2019 as a new investment business outside South Africa that
leverages international relationships to position ARC as an
entry point for investments in projects in Africa and potentially
elsewhere in emerging markets. Initial focus areas include a
Renewable Energy Fund, a Cold Chain Solutions East Africa
Fund, a Credit Fund and a Resources Fund. The ARCH Africa
Renewable Power Fund achieved a first close at US$105 million
in February 2019, targeting a final close of US$250 million. The
ARC Fund committed to invest $30 million in the fund, with the
African Development Bank Group and the European Investment
Bank subsequently committing similar amounts.

Rand Mutual Holdings
The ARC Fund acquired an effective 15% indirect equity interest
in Rand Mutual Holdings (RMH) during the year. The acquisition
is an excellent fit within the financial services portfolio and was
20

The ARC Fund’s indirect interest in Alexander Forbes Group
Holdings increased to 6.5% for a consideration of R153 million.
ARC FinHoldCo has the right to convert its shares in unlisted
Alexander Forbes Limited into listed Alexander Forbes Group
Holdings shares in February 2020 which will increase the ARC
Fund’s effective indirect interest to 10.3%.

Building relationships and unlocking
synergies between portfolio companies
The first phase of our strategy concentrated on acquiring the
businesses in line with our building block approach to establish
the ARC Fund portfolio. With the build stage largely complete,
the strategic focus has now moved to the growth phase, which
involves identifying and unlocking synergies between the
companies in the ARC Fund.
Our role as co-CEOs requires us to engage extensively with a
range of stakeholders, including existing business partners,
shareholders and analysts. One of our primary activities is to
connect key people in investee businesses and to open doors
for them. ARC hosted its inaugural ARC Business Partners
Conference in November 2018, which was attended by senior
executives of the ARC Fund’s portfolio companies.
The conference provided a networking opportunity and created
a platform to present each company’s value proposition so
that potential business opportunities could be identified and
explored. An early example of the benefits of such interactions
is the agreement between Rain and TymeBank to pilot the
21

The ARC Fund’s investments in the financial and non-financial
portfolios aim to deliver significant value. When viewed in isolation,
these businesses may seem unrelated, but each investment has
been made with a long-term view and the strategic intent to
consolidate businesses and unlock value for shareholders. As our
strategy unfolds, we believe this value will become evident and the
discount in the ARC Investments share price will be addressed.

Outlook
The South African economic growth is likely to be muted in the
short term and this will inevitably have an impact on business.
While we remain carefully optimistic that the political situation
will stabilise, to support improved economic sentiment, we
believe the inclusive and cost-effective solutions offered by many
of the ARC Fund’s investee companies should do better than
most in this environment.
We aim to forge ahead with our strategy to unlock value within
the specific investment categories and create synergies in
portfolio companies, while diversifying beyond South Africa with
international partners and investors through ARCH. We will also
explore opportunities to raise funding and introduce gearing
into ARC FinHoldCo and ARC Investments.
At an investee company level, TymeBank will drive growth
by increasing the number of accounts, exploring cross-sell
opportunities and extending the offering to include small
businesses. Rain will continue with the roll-out of its data network
and the company has announced its intention to launch a 5G
network before the end of 2019, which will make South Africa one
of the first countries in the world to have such a network capability.
The difficult trading environment has not decreased the number
of opportunities we see. The ARC Fund remains an attractive
partner to the right kind of business. We have funds to deploy,
excellent empowerment credentials and considerable expertise
to help these companies take their businesses to the next
level. We are excited at the opportunity to realise the potential
inherent in the ARC Fund portfolio.

ARC Investments
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MATERIAL MATTERS

The table below provides details of the matters that have the potential to materially impact ARC Investments’
ability to create value for its stakeholders. These material matters are derived from a consideration of the
relevant ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial risks, opportunities and other factors that affect the strategy, performance,
prospects, stakeholders and governance of the Company and its related entities.

BROAD-BASED BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT (B-BBEE) STATUS

GROWTH IN ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT (AuM)

Material matter

Risks and opportunities

Our response

Strategic impact

Capital outcome

Material matter

Risks and opportunities

Our response

Strategic impact

Capital outcome

The ARC Fund’s B-BBEE
status is a key aspect of
its competitive positioning
in what the group offers
portfolio companies.
The broad base of Black
shareholders (individuals
and groups) invested in the
group continue to benefit
as ARC Investments and
related entities deliver
financial growth and
returns over the long-term.

Risks:
• The broad base of Black
shareholders need to
remain invested in the
group as this is a key
aspect of the value
we offer to portfolio
companies.
• The group’s approach
to empowerment rests
on having a broad base
rather than one or a few
individuals.

• The group pro-actively
communicates with
its empowerment
shareholders on an
ongoing basis.
• Engagements with
empowerment
shareholders include
updates on the
financial health of UBI.

• Continue to
offer value to
both portfolio
companies as
well as Black
shareholders.
• UBI shareholders
derive value from
their participation
and therefore
want to remain
invested over the
long-term.

• Improved
shareholder
relationships.
• Better informed
shareholders.

Provides the ability to
convert cash into new
investment opportunities.

• Management favours
investing in established
businesses and backing
good leadership at
investee companies.

Opportunities:
• Identifying unique and
cost-effective ways of
expanding the group’s
empowerment status
– to the benefit of our
portfolio companies and
other business partners.
• Expanding the value
created for the group’s
existing broad base of
Black shareholders.

• The strategic
objective of
meeting ARC
Investments’
net hurdle rate
of >16% (after
costs and fees) is
achieved.
• Investor
sentiment
is positively
impacted with a
commensurate
increase in the
share price.

• Proof that the
group’s value
proposition
is relevant to
stakeholders.
• Supports the ARC
Fund’s growth
ambitions.

Stakeholders affected:
• Shareholders
• Portfolio companies
• Communities

Risks
• A decrease in this figure
is viewed as value
destructive, which could
create adverse investor
reaction and lead to a
decline in the share price.
• Stagnant position or
lack of performance
could affect the ARC
Fund’s ability to market
its value proposition
to likely portfolio
companies, which could
negatively affect investor
confidence in ARC
Investments.

Demonstrates that capital
allocation is paying off in
terms of growth assets
being acquired and new
assets being acquired.
Is an important indicator
that supports share price
movement, and is a key
indicator of value creation.

Opportunities
• As ARC is approached
increasingly by
established players in
the market, we have
options to decide who
we partner with to
grow our assets under
management (AuM).
• Driving synergies
between related
businesses will result in
an increase in AuM.

CAPITAL ALLOCATION
Material matter

Risks and opportunities

Our response

Strategic impact

Capital outcome

Funds are directed to meet
strategic objectives and
growth ambitions and thus
value creation.

Risks
• Non-optimal use
of limited financial
resources.
• Incorrect allocation of
capital.
• Investment portfolio not
well diversified.

• The capital allocation
policy was formulated
and approved by the
UBI GP Board.
• Management and the
individuals they lead
are implementing the
policy.

• Optimal use of
capital underpins
the growth and
sustainability of
the business.
• Judicious capital
allocation allows
ARC Investments
to maintain
a favourable
financial position
when raising
funds from
investors or
financiers.

• Enhances the
long-term
sustainability of
the business.
• Inspires
stakeholder
confidence in the
leadership of the
business.

Capital is allocated to
investments where returns
on capital employed exceed
our required hurdle rate.
Stakeholders affected:
• Shareholders
• Investor community
• Communities

ARC Investments
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Opportunities
• Establishing the optimal
capital allocation model
to optimise value.
• Allocating capital so
that it contributes to the
sustainability of financial
resources.
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MATERIAL MATTERS

PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE AGAINST THE HURDLE RATE

LEVERAGING AND MAINTAINING GOOD STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS AND NETWORKS

Material matter

Risks and opportunities

Our response

Strategic impact

Capital outcome

Material matter

Risks and opportunities

Our response

Lead indicator of value
creation for stakeholders.

Risks
• A number of portfolio
companies do not
meet their respective
hurdle rates which
negatively impacts ARC
Investments’ hurdle rate.
• If portfolio performance
does not exceed the
hurdle rate, investor
sentiment will be
negative and the share
price will reflect it.

• With Board
representation on
each of the portfolio
companies, we support
management to
execute the agreed
strategy.

• Favourable
market sentiment
is proof to our
stakeholders
that we are able
to deliver on
our strategic
objectives.

• Inspires investor
confidence.
• Enhances ARC’s
brand.

Our business operates in
a broader network and
is dependent on other
stakeholders to succeed.

Risks
• Optimal stakeholder
relations must be
maintained in order to
ensure we obtain value
from our relationships.
• Possible contagion
where a stakeholder
suffers poor financial
performance or ethical
misconduct.

• ARC appointed an
• Stakeholder
executive to take
relations will
ownership of group
be directed to
stakeholder relations
support strategy
and drive the process
implementation.
to yield benefits to all
• Value accruing to
parties.
stakeholders has
• Management is
to be maintained
prioritising specific
to succeed with
initiatives to expand on
stakeholder
its stakeholder relations
relations.
offering.

• Enhances the
ARC brand.
• Supports morale
among our
employees and
the notion of
value creation
at our portfolio
companies.

Our response

Strategic impact

Capital outcome

• The ARC Fund invests
in businesses with
good corporate
governance track
records.
• We will consider
divesting from
businesses where
corporate governance
is poor.

• Good corporate
governance is
a key driver of
stakeholder
confidence
and allows the
business to attain
its strategic
objectives.

• Inspires investor
confidence.
• Strengthens
the group’s
relationship
with portfolio
companies.

Ensures that stakeholders
attach value to their
relationship with the
group.

We are likely to succeed
if we can both offer value
to others as well as realise
value from others.

Opportunities
• Deriving value from the
relationship requires the
group to be clear with
stakeholders regarding
our expectations of their
conduct.
• Ongoing opportunities
to do more with
stakeholders and
therefore realise more
value to the benefit of
both parties.

Opportunities
• Investing in portfolio
businesses where the
return exceeds the
hurdle rate.
ENHANCEMENT OF STAND-ALONE PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE BY DRIVING SYNERGIES
Material matter

Risks and opportunities

Our response

Investment decisions are
made on the strength of the
stand-alone business and
synergistic opportunities
that may arise.

Risks
• Lack of synergistic
opportunities may limit
enhanced performance
of overall portfolio.
• Value creation per standalone business could
be limited as growth
opportunities can be
unlocked via synergies.

• ARC hosts internal
• Opportunity to
conferences to create
address relative
a platform where
long tail of
such interaction is
investments.
encouraged.
• Where synergistic
• It provides the
opportunities
opportunity for the
make sense, the
leaders of the various
possibility of close
portfolio companies
collaboration or
to meet and explore
even a merger
opportunities for
may arise.
synergy potential.
• In some cases,
conversations to unlock
synergy potential
among portfolio
companies are ongoing
and yield positive
results.

Synergistic opportunities
lead to enhanced value
creation and further
strengthen the individual
businesses.

Opportunities
• Introducing leaders from
specific financial services
businesses to explore
possible synergistic
opportunities.
• Within the diversified
investments businesses,
opportunities exist to
encourage interaction
between leaders in
the same sector (e.g.
agriculture).
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Strategic impact

Capital outcome
• Has a positive
impact on
revenue and cash
flows.
• Strengthens our
opportunity to
deliver on our
growth trajectory.

Strategic impact

Capital outcome

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Material matter

Risks and opportunities

Risks
• Stakeholders, and
shareholders in
particular, have an
Since we aim to invest for
extreme sensitivity to
the long term, we uphold
poor governance.
strict corporate governance
• Weak corporate
requirements.
governance practices
tend to be severely
punished by providers of
capital (both investors
and financiers).
Trust and ethical business
conduct underpin our
stakeholder relations.

Opportunities
• Stakeholder confidence
is based on business
performance as well
as leadership conduct.
Efforts to improve
governance therefore
benefit the organisation.
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS

From the start, our philosophy has been that creating sustainable value for ourselves rests on our
ability to create value for others. This ethos has carried through from UBI to ARC and into ARC
Investments. We acknowledge that we cannot create value without engaging with our stakeholders to
understand, and where possible address, their needs.
We define our stakeholders as those groups that are affected by our activities and that have the
potential to impact our ability to create value. The table below lists ARC Investments’ key stakeholder
groups and describes the reciprocal expectations and primary requirements in these relationships.
Stakeholder

What we need

Stakeholder requirements

How we address these
requirements

SHAREHOLDERS
UBI

• Broad-based empowerment
credentials.
• Existing shareholders remaining
invested.

African
Rainbow
Capital

• To continue to leverage the
• Continuing good corporate
opportunity of each entity within
governance.
the related ARC structures for
• Compliance with Mauritian
the benefit of ARC Investments.
Company Law.

Retail investors

• Widespread interest in the
success of ARC Investments.
• Recognition that we are a
competitive wealth creation
vehicle.
• Remaining long-term
shareholders.

Institutional
investors

• Market related return
• Long-term capital appreciation
• Diversification benefits beyond
their shareholding in Sanlam.

• Share price trading at Intrinsic
Net Asset Value or premium.
• Concern that the ARC Fund
portfolio is too diverse to deliver
strategic value.

Investment decisions are made
against a required hurdle rate of
more than 16% net of fees and
costs.
Investing in a diversified range of
investments.
Commitment to good corporate
governance and regulatory
compliance.
Strategy to realise synergies within
the ARC ecosystem.

Asset managers
Sponsors

• Understanding our strategy for
value creation.
• Appreciating that we follow a
particular building block approach
with a three-year time line to
establish a track record.
• Guidance and support to comply
with all JSE-related requirements.

• Detailed information on
financials and operations of
portfolio companies to support
decision making.
• Access to the leadership of
portfolio companies.
• Timeous information related to
market announcements.
• Growth in Intrinsic Portfolio
Value and Intrinsic Net Asset
Value.

What we need

How we address these
requirements

Stakeholder requirements

COMMUNITIES
South African
society in
general

• Understanding our vision of
building a world class company
while making a positive impact
on society.

• Leadership that takes
responsibility for not only
producing a commercial or
financial return, but also works
towards producing a social
dividend to improve the future
of society in general.
• Social and financial stability.
• Progress on financial inclusion.

Three
community
trusts

• The funds channelled to the
trusts are intended to have a
direct positive impact on their
immediate surroundings in terms
of social infrastructure and the
like, and that it is actively used
for the betterment of the people.

• Annual financial flows into each
of the three community trusts
to continue the work of making
a difference in their respective
communities.

• The UBI group makes a
meaningful difference in the
lives of South Africans through
profits generated and dividends
declared to development trusts.
• Several of our investee
companies promote financial
inclusion and provide cost
effective services for entry-level
customers.

PORTFOLIO COMPANIES
A total of 49
companies

• To produce consistent superior
financial performance on a
stand-alone basis.
• To be aware and act on synergy
opportunities with other portfolio
companies in the ARC Fund.

• Stable empowerment credentials.
• Benefits of the synergies in the
network of portfolio companies
in the ARC Fund leading to
growth in client pools.
• Leverage ARC’s network.

• ARC representation on certain
investee companies’ boards.
• Formal and informal
engagements between
companies in the ARC ecosystem.

• Clear and consistent guidance
on rules and policies to satisfy
compliance.

• Consistent compliance with all
rules and policies.
• Contributing to stability of the
financial system.
• Companies do not participate in
empowerment fronting.

• Genuine empowerment through
the UBI group structure.
• Commitment to good corporate
governance and regulatory
compliance.

• Accurate and fair reporting
on the performance of ARC
Investments and the portfolio
companies in the ARC Fund.

• Transparency as a listed entity.
• Availability of spokespeople to
address their queries.
• Business performance and
corporate activity.
• Access to leadership.

• Regular communication
including quarterly investment
updates.
• Formalised investor relations
function.

REGULATORY BODIES

INVESTOR COMMUNITY
Analysts

Stakeholder

• Regular communication
including quarterly investment
updates.
• Formalised investor relations
function.

JSE and
Takeover
Regulation
Panel
FSC Mauritius
BEE Regulator
South African
Reserve Bank
(Prudential
Authority
and Financial
Services
Conduct
Authority)
Competition
authorities
MEDIA
Business/
Financial media
Consumer
media
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW

PERFORMANCE METRICS ACHIEVED

Growth of investment in ARC Fund 2.5%
30 June 2019
30 June 2018
7 September 2017

R8 735 million

8.0%

Increase of 14.9% in
Intrinsic Portfolio Value R9 359 million

Cash in the ARC Fund
at Year-End of R725 million

(30 June 2018: R8 148 million)

(30 June 2018: R1 601 million)

Increase of 2.5% in
INAV Per Share R9.34

INCLUDING
Kropz Plc R510 million
Rand Mutual Holdings R289 million
TymeBank R240 million
(30 June 2018: R2 735 million)

TymeBank and Rain
are meeting their
milestones
(Fair value write-up of
R640 million)

ARC FinHoldCo R2 billion
facility from Sanlam

(30 June 2018: R9.12)

Net Investments Made of
R1 198 Million

Net Intrinsic Fair Value
Adjustments for the Year
R13 Million

R9 740 million
R9 500 million

Kropz Elandsfontein commissioning delayed
(Kropz Group Fair value write-down
of R480 million)

INTRINSIC PORTFOLIO VALUE

PORTFOLIO VALUES AT A GLANCE

R9 359 million
2018: R8 148 million

R9 359 million
2018: R8 148 million

ARCI
(99.95%)

16.5%

UBI GP
(0.05%)
ARC Fund

72.5%
2018: 80.8%

R6 782 million
2018: R6 583 million

Diversified Investments

Diversified Financial
Services

R2 577 million
2018: R1 565 million

g Listed shares

R1 334 million

g Unlisted shares

R3 140 million

30 JUNE 2018

17.3%

AT LISTING (7 September 2017)

29.8%

g Listed shares

R1 406 million

g Unlisted shares

R6 742 million

30 JUNE 2019

27.5%

70.2%

2018: 19.2%

g Listed shares

R1 545 million

g Unlisted shares

R7 814 million

82.7%

29.0%

Telecommunications

2018: 28.0%

15.7%

Mining, Construction
and Energy

2018: 15.8%

12.1%
2018: 15.8%

Business Process
Outsourcing

4.5%

Agriculture

2018: 10.8%

5.9%

Property

2018: 6.4%

5.3%

Other

2018: 4.6%

ARC Investments
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R2 711 million
2018: R2 280 million

R1 469 million
2018: R1 286 million

R1 131 million
2018: R1 245 million

R1 555 million
2018: R1 256 million

R250 million
2018: R261 million

R772 million
2018: R158 million

16.6%

Insurance and Asset
Management

2018: 14.1%

2.7%

Specialist Financial
Services

2018: 3.2%

83.5%

INTRINSIC PORTFOLIO VALUE BY SECTOR
AT LISTING

30 JUNE 2018

30 JUNE 2019

8.2%

Banking and Digital

2018: 1.9%

R423 million
2018: R877 million

R550 million
2018: R523 million

R498 million

The values and percentages indicated are
the Intrinsic Portfolio Values being the
99.95% share of ARC Investments’ in the
ARC Fund as at 30 June 2019.

2018: R372 million
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g Diversified Investments
g Diversified Financial Services

R3 506 million
R968 million

g Cash and other net assets

R4 261 million

		

R8 735 million
29

g Diversified Investments

R6 583 million

g Diversified Investments

g Diversified Financial Services R1 565 million
g Cash and other net assets

R1 352 million

8.0% R9 500 million
ARC Investments

R6 782 million

g Diversified Financial Services R2 577 million
g Cash and other net assets

R381 million

2.5%

R9 740 million

		

|
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW

R million

30 June 2019

Fair value movements on the
Investment in the ARC Fund at
FVTPL*
Other income
Other expenses
Performance participation expense
Profit/(loss) before taxation
Taxation
Profit/(loss) for the period
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the year ended 30 June 2019

7 September
2017 to 30
June 2018

272

795

2

2

(7)

(7)

–

(115)

267

675

–

–

267

675

–

–

267

675

Earnings per share
Basic earnings per share (cents)

26

81

Diluted earnings per share (cents)

26

79

* FVTPL: Fair value through profit or loss.

A VIEW INTO THE ARC FUND
ARC Investments is a capital pooling vehicle that offers
shareholders capital appreciation. The ARC Fund, as ARC
Investments single investment deploys integrated thinking in
ensuring the growth of capital provided by stakeholders

R million

7 September
2017 to 30
June 2018

30 June 2019

The fund
requires
a set of
capital
inputs
to make
investment
decisions

CAPITALS
Financial
R1 130 million
net investments
made
Human
ARCI Board; UBI
GP Board and IP
of ARC team

Income:
Fair value movements on Diversified
Investments

(308)

630

Fair value movements on Diversified
Financial Services

334

19

Income from Diversified Investments

166

87

Income from Diversified Financial
Services

93

26

Interest income on cash and cash
equivalents

96

133

Intellectual
ARC Brand and
its Leadership
and reputation
Social and
Relationship
UBI Community
and investor
Community

Expenses:
Fees paid to the Fund Manager

INVESTOR
COMMUNITY

UBI BROAD BASED
GROUPINGS

PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES

ARC Investments
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• Increased Board members of ARCI to 6 and 7
Board members at UBI GP, culminating in excess
of 300 hours Non-executive oversight
• ARC staff complement increased from 16 to 23
within:
- Human Resources
- Deals and Valuations
- Investor Relations
- Finance
- Legal
• 483 Individual Black shareholders at UBI retained
(2018: 491)
• An average of 25 investor analysts engaged with
and tracking ARC Investments (2018: 21)
• First portfolio company investor day proved
successful in connecting portfolio entity
management starting to identify synergies across
the portfolio

Net foreign exchange gains/(losses)
on mark-to-market of foreign
denominated loans and receivables in
the portfolio

25

13

Other expenses

19

(19)

RETURN ON IPV ACHIEVED

272

795

-R42 million

The strategic focus area we invest in
aims at achieving a set of long-term
aspirations:
Achieving superior
investment returns
Establishing ourselves as a
leading empowerment investor

Drive synergies across
our building blocks

(2018: R700 million)

The net IPV returns for the year are based on fair value adjustments
of R13 million (2018: R683 million) plus cash income from
investments of R95 million (2018: R105 million) after INAV fees of
R150 million (2018: R88 million) on an average IPV of R8 754 million
for the year (2018: R6 413 million for the 296 days since listing).

A return on investment of R272 million (2018: R795 million) from the investment in the ARC
Fund, R267 million (2018: R675 million) after associated costs in the Company.

PERFORMANCE

• IPV growth

• IPV growth 14.9% (2018: 8.0%)
• After fees return achieved of 3.2%, consequently the 10% Performance
Participation hurdle was not achieved (2018: IPV return of 12.4% and
13 million Performance Participation shares issued to UBI)
• Improved UBI scorecard for Black ownership at 99.54% (2018: 98.56%)
resulting in enhanced B-BBEE status of Black ownership for portfolio
companies invested in
• Cash management of the ARC Fund yielded R96 million (2018: R131 million)
interest income
• Mainly growth assets; however, R89 million (2018: R90 million) in dividend
cash flows and R6 million (2018: R18 million) interest cash flows from
portfolio companies

• Standalone entity performance
(profitability)
• The ARC Fund’s cash returns
• Portfolio Companies cash flow
generation

Most of the listed portfolio assets performed sub-par on a return basis. Solid performance from the
unlisted portfolio assets, in particular Rain, and Fledge in Diversified and Investment and Tymebank
in Diversified Financial Services. Mining performed poorly.

31

In pursuing our long-term aspirations,
we measure our performance
year-on-year using a set of key
performance indicators

KPIs
• Portfolio Companies B-BBEE Status
• Impact of B-BBEE shareholder on
Portfolio Companies

No performance participation earned in the current year. R115 million Performance Participation
earned in the prior year and 12.6 million C-shares were converted into A-Ordinary shares.

30

GROW – Grow the portfolio
through improved business
performance and synergy
potential by leveraging the
network of ARC leadership
and strength of its brand.

Leverage our networks to
access unique investments

Basic EPS 26 cents (2018: 81 cents (Diluted 79 cents)) representing 25% growth since listing at
basic EPS of 9 cents.
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• R500 million investment capital returned through
disinvestment concluded

(94)

OUTCOMES FOR ARCI STAKEHOLDERS
SHAREHOLDERS

• R1 630 million investment capital expended

(153)

Total

Our capital is invested with the
following strategic focus area in
mind:

HOW WE HAVE INVESTED

ARC Investments
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW

R million

30 June 2019

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Investment in the ARC Fund at
FVTPL*
Current assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets
EQUITY
Stated capital
Retained income/(Accumulated
loss)
Performance participation reserve
Fair value reserve
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Total equity and liabilities
Number of A Ordinary shares in
issue (million)
Diluted number of A Ordinary shares
Net asset value per A Ordinary
share (cents)
Diluted net asset value per A
Ordinary share (cents)
INAV per A Ordinary share
Diluted INAV per A Ordinary share
* FVTPL: Fair value through profit or loss.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 30 June 2019

30 June 2018

9 854

9 582

–
24
9 878

1
29
9 612

8 903
(92)

8 832
(131)

–
1 067

115
795

–
9 878

1
9 612

1 045

1 032

1 045
945

1 045
931

945

920

934
934

923
912

A VIEW INTO THE ARC FUND
ARC Investments is a capital pooling vehicle that offers
shareholders capital appreciation. The ARC Fund, as ARC
Investments’ single investment deploys integrated thinking in
ensuring the returns on capital invested by stakeholders.

R million

30 June 2018

CAPITALS
Financial
R1 130 million
net investments
made
Human
ARCI Board; UBI
GP Board and IP
of ARC team

Investment in the ARC Fund at
FVTPL*
The segmental analysis of the
investment is as follows:
Diversified Investments

6 875

6 656

Diversified Financial Services

2 598

1 548

IFRS Portfolio Value

9 473

8 204

725

1 601

Other net assets in the ARC Fund

(344)

(223)

Total Investment in the ARC Fund
at FVTPL

9 854

9 582

Cash and cash equivalents in the ARC
Fund

Intellectual
ARC Brand and
its Leadership
and reputation
Social and
Relationship
UBI Community
and investor
Community

* FVTPL: Fair value through profit or loss.

• R1 630 million investment capital expended
• R500 million investment capital returned through
disinvestment concluded
• Increased Board members of ARCI to 6 and 7
Board members at UBI GP, culminating in excess
of 300 hours Non-executive oversight
• ARC staff complement increased from 16 to 23
within:
- Human Resources
- Investor Relations
- Legal
- Deals and Valuations
- Finance

• An average of 25 investor analysts engaged with
and tracking ARC Investments (2018: 21)
• First portfolio company investor day proved
successful in connecting portfolio entity
management starting to identify synergies across
the portfolio

The information on pages 28 to 43 has been extracted from the
Audited Annual Financial Statements of the Company available
on the Company’s website www.arci.mu, but is not itself audited. A
number of disclosures in compliance with the JSE Listings Requirements
in section 15 are elaborated upon therein.

UBI share price (NAV)

A 2.5% (2018: 8.0%) growth in INAV from R 9 500 million
(2018: R8 735 at 7 September 2017) to R9 740 million
(2018: R9 500 million at 30 June 2018). Amounts to a R9.23 INAV
per A Ordinary share (R9.12 on a diluted basis).

UBI BROAD BASED
GROUPINGS

PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES

ARC Investments
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16.9% growth in UBI share price since the listing of ARC
Investments.
All of the acquisitions concluded in the year under review
resulted in enhanced B-BBEE credentials for the respective
portfolio companies.

Integrated Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2019

g June 2019 (R1 141.10)
g June 2018 (R1 083.18)
g September 2017 (R976.32)
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Achieving superior
investment returns
Establishing ourselves as a
leading empowerment investor

Drive synergies across
our building blocks

2.5% GROWTH IN INAV

In pursuing our long-term aspirations,
we measure our performance
year-on-year using a set of key
performance indicators

(2018: 8.0%)

• Portfolio Companies B-BBEE Status
• Impact of B-BBEE shareholder on
Portfolio Companies

0

The strategic focus area we invest in
aims at achieving a set of long-term
aspirations:

Leverage our networks to
access unique investments

KPIs

The INAV per share grew 2.5% from R9.12 at 30 June 2018
to R9.34 at 30 June 2019

BUILD – Our focus is
on acquiring significant
minority stakes in businesses
that satisfy both our hurdle
rate and our building block
approach.
GROW – We aim to attain
growth in the portfolio
through improved business
performance and synergy
potential

• 483 Individual Black shareholders at UBI retained
(2018: 491)

• INAV growth
INVESTOR
COMMUNITY

Our capital is invested with the
following strategic focus area in mind:

HOW WE HAVE INVESTED

Annual Financial Statements

OUTCOMES FOR ARCI STAKEHOLDERS
SHAREHOLDERS

30 June 2019

The fund
requires
a set of
capital
inputs
to make
investment
decisions

• Standalone entity performance
(profitability)
• The ARC Fund’s cash returns
• Portfolio Companies cash flow
generation

33

PERFORMANCE
• As a Black-owned and Black-controlled Private Equity Fund in terms of the DTI
codes, the ARC Fund continues to meet the stipulated criteria to maintain its
B-BBEE credentials.
• Majority of the Portfolio Companies’ strategic objectives are beginning to gain
traction and deliver expected results in line with the ARC Fund’s investment
objectives.
• Cash management of the ARC Fund resulted in the conversion of further cash into
investments made amounting to R1 198 million.

ARC Investments
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SEGMENTAL INFORMATION
ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND CHOICES COMPANY CONTEXT IN APPLICATION
OF ACCOUNTING POLICY CHOICES
The Company has determined its operating segments based
on investments held. At year end, the Company held one
investment, the investment in the ARC Fund, for which it has
recognised fair value adjustments. The Company therefore
has only one operating segment in terms of IFRS 8, Operating
Segments. The chief operating decision-makers (CODMs), being
the Board of Directors, evaluate the investment in the ARC
Fund based on Intrinsic Portfolio Value and fair value movement
(which is considered to represent the measure of the segment
result) in this Intrinsic Portfolio Value. The IFRS values and
Intrinsic values are reconciled in the tables below.
Information of the ARC Fund is also reported to the CODMs
for the purpose of assessing segment performance. This
is specifically focused on the reporting to the Board of the
Company by the General Partner in the ARC Fund through its
Investment Committee under the adopted ARC Investments
Limited Investment Guidelines.

Diversified Investments
These are the non-financial services investments acquired by the
ARC Fund for purposes of demonstrated growth potential and
the ability to deliver returns above the internal return target of
16%. These are a combination of growth assets and businesses
about to reach steady state. The key factor around the Diversified
Investments’ strategy is that the ARC Fund partners with industry
leaders to ensure the right level of monitoring and oversight
is achieved with individuals with the requisite knowledge and
experience of the relevant industry. The Diversified Investments’
portfolio is further categorised as follows:
• Telecommunications;
• Mining, Construction and Energy;
• Business Process Outsourcing;
• Agriculture;
• Property; and
• Other Diversified Investments.
Diversified Financial Services
This is the core industry experience of the executive team
within the ARC Fund. The investment strategy is to assemble a
portfolio of assets that lends itself to synergistic benefits within
its ecosystem. To this end, the portfolio is organised into the
following categories:
• Insurance and Asset Management;
• Specialist Financial Services; and
• Banking and Digital.

Elda Matshidiso Mendle
UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

NORTHERN CAPE

ARC Investments
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW

COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

R million
Diversified Investments

Income from
investments1
For the year ended
30 June 2019

Intrinsic Portfolio Value
fair value adjustment2
For the year ended
30 June 2019

Intrinsic Portfolio Value
fair value adjustments
plus income from
investments2
For the year ended
30 June 2019

Telecommunications
Mining, Construction and Energy
Business Process Outsourcing
Agriculture
Property
Other

–
129
35
18
9
–

375
(534)
(191)
(33)
17
64

375
(405)
(156)
(15)
26
64

Diversified Financial Services
Insurance and Asset Management
Specialist Financial Services
Banking and Digital

78
15
–

(40)
9
327

38
24
327

Interest income: cash and cash equivalents

96

–

96

(134)
246

–
(6)

(134)
240

Expenses directly attributable to the ARC Fund
Total

1 Income from investments includes dividend income, interest on loans and Directors’ fees pertaining to Portolio companies in the ARC Fund and ARC
FinHoldCo; and the interest income on cash and cash equivalents in the ARC Fund and ARC FinHoldCo.
2 The values are stated net of related expected taxation cash flows for the Portfolio assets held in ARC FinHoldCo. Differences in the IFRS Portfolio
Value and the Intrinsic Portfolio Value are explained below.

Don Jacobs
UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

NORTHERN CAPE

ARC Investments
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW

SEGMENTAL INFORMATION
Company context in application of
accounting policy choices
The Company obtains exposure and has indirect interests in
a diversified pool of listed and unlisted investments (Portfolio
Companies) by investing as a Limited Partner into an en-commandite
partnership established in South Africa known as the ARC Fund
Partnership (SA) (the ARC Fund or the Fund) through commitments
into the Fund, managed by a Black-owned and controlled Fund
Manager, UBI General Partner Proprietary Limited (UBI GP Co.) as
the General Partner.

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
Company’s medium- to long-term objective is to grow its NAV
by 16% per annum, risk adjusted, gross of dividend distributions
and any management fees paid to the general partner of the
ARC Fund and any performance participation. Each investment
opportunity will be expected to exceed this minimum riskadjusted return hurdle on a standalone basis (i.e., without taking
into account potential synergy benefits that can be derived from
being part of a diversified portfolio).
The Company has a detailed Investment Policy, which has been
formulated in compliance with section 15 of the JSE Limited Listings
Requirements as well as certain other ancillary matters, which sets out
its investment strategy, investment objective, investment focus and
investment parameters which is also mirrored in the ARC Investment
Guidelines. The details of the investment policy and guidelines of the
Company are available on its website www.arci.mu.
Any material changes to the Investment Policy of the Company
must be approved by Shareholders of the Company by way
of ordinary resolution. Any future changes to the Investment
Guidelines must be approved by the Company, as an amendment
or variation to the Partnership Agreement.
The investment in the ARC Fund is a financial asset at fair value
through profit or loss (financial asset at FVTPL) and measured in
accordance with IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement, principles as
set Basis of preparation above.

Fair value measurement of the
investment in the ARC Fund
The basis of valuation of the Investment in the ARC Fund is
dependent on the basis of valuation of all investments in the
ARC Fund Portfolio. The basis of valuation of all investments
in the ARC Fund Portfolio and consequently the Investment at
fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL), is fair value. Fair value
is determined at the end of each quarter. All investments are
valued in accordance with the valuation policy outlined below.
The sum of the individual instruments plus the cash and net assets
in the ARC Fund make up the investment in the ARC Fund. The
valuation of the individual assets is in line with IFRS 13, therefore
the sum of these represents the IFRS 13 fair value of the investment

ARC Investments
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in the ARC Fund. A minority discount was considered as a result of
the Company not controlling the ARC Fund, however, this did not
impact the value as a result of the strength of the protective rights
in the respective shareholder and other agreements.

Foreign investments are those considered to be in jurisdictions
outside of South Africa. These are valued in the local currency
of the country of investment and translated to Rand at the spot
rate at the valuation date.

Market approach methodology

The General Partner values the investment portfolio in
accordance with its valuation policy. The valuation policy
considers the International Private Equity and Venture Capital
Valuation Guidelines (IPEV Guidelines) and is consistent with the
below detailed valuation approach, which will be consistent year
on year except where there has been changes in circumstances
in relation to an investment, and therefore the impact of such
change would be disclosed.

Lack of control/minority interest: To the extent that an
investment is a minority interest and is not able to be easily
realised, an appropriate minority discount would be considered.
However, to the extent that the ARC Fund has certain rights
in respect of an investment (such as minority protections or
Board representations) these rights would be considered in the
IFRS Portfolio Value of the investment in arriving at a control
premium adjustment.

If a multiple approach is used, where appropriate, the General
Partner would apply an Enterprise Value (EV)/earnings before
interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) or
price/earnings (P/E) multiple that is appropriate and reasonable,
based on comparable companies and taking account of the size,
risk profile and earnings prospects of the underlying company. In
other cases, where appropriate, EV/EBITDA and price/book value
may also be considered.

Basis of valuation and approach

Restriction on trading: To the extent that the ARC Fund is
restricted from disposing of the investment for a period of time,
this restriction would be considered in the IFRS Portfolio Value of
the investment in arriving at a marketability discount adjustment.

The General Partner as Fund Manager of the portfolio assets is
contractually bound to perform fair valuation of the Portfolio
Companies on a quarterly basis and provide quarterly accounts
and valuation reports with respect thereto to the partners of
the ARC Fund after approval by the Board of Directors of the
General Partner on recommendation for such approval by the
Audit and Risk Committee of the General Partner with the
support, guidance and direction of the Investment Committee.
Whilst the best judgement is used in determining the fair value
of these investments, there are inherent limitations in any
valuation technique involving securities of the type in which the
ARC Fund invests. Therefore, the fair values presented herein
may not be indicative of the amount which the ARC Fund could
realise in a current transaction.

The fair value approach of the investments in the ARC Fund was
determined as at the measurement date in accordance with the
principles of IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement. Fair value is defined
as the price that would be received for an asset in an orderly
transaction between market participants at the measurement
date. A fair value measurement assumes that a hypothetical
transaction to sell an asset takes place in the principal market or in
its absence, the most advantageous market for the asset.
For listed investments which are suitably liquid investments, the
available market prices (calculated at spot on reporting date) will
be the basis for the measurement of the IFRS Portfolio Value for
identical instruments.
For unlisted investments, the primary valuation methodologies
applied are the income approach (IA) and discounted cash
flow (DCF), compared against a market approach (MA), where
appropriate.
The General Partner uses its judgement to select the valuation
technique most appropriate for an investment. The use of
multiple valuation approaches on an investment is encouraged.
On a specific investment, a single valuation technique or
approach may be appropriate (e.g. when valuing an asset using
quoted prices in an active market for identical assets).
If multiple valuation techniques or approaches are used to
measure fair value, the results of the various valuation methods
are evaluated considering the reasonableness of the range of
values indicated by those results. A fair value measurement is
the point within that range that is most representative of fair
value in the circumstances.

Income approach methodology
When applying the income approach, the General Partner will
consider the appropriateness of any sensitivity and/or scenario
analysis.

Discounted cash flow methodology
The discounted cash flow method is used to derive the enterprise
value of the investment using reasonable assumptions on the
estimations of expected future post-taxation cash flows and
the terminal value (free cash flows to the firm), and discounting
to the present value by applying the appropriate risk adjusted
rate that captures the risk inherent to the projections weighted
average cost of capital (WACC). To arrive at an appropriate equity
value, an adjustment for net indebtedness will be made. Where
appropriate, an adjustment to the valuation would be made for
surplus non-operating assets and liabilities in the investment.
In some valuations (for example, insurance and banking
valuations), the use of free cash flow to equity might be preferred.

Market approach methodology includes P/E multiples, listed
prices and recent transactions.

Control over the ARC Fund
The General Partner directs all the relevant activities of the
ARC Fund and is therefore considered to have power over the
Fund. The Company does not have a currently exercisable right
to remove the General Partner other than for a reasonable
cause. Therefore, the Company does not control the ARC Fund.
ARC Investments does not have the power to participate in
the financial and operating policy decisions of the ARC Fund.
Therefore, ARC Investments does not have significant influence
over the ARC Fund.

The length of period for which it would remain appropriate
to use this valuation technique will depend on the specific
circumstances of the investment and is subject to the judgement
of the General Partner.

In determining the fair value of an investment, the General
Partner uses its judgement. This includes consideration of those
specific terms of the investment which may impact its fair value.
In this regard, the General Partner would consider the economic
substance of the investment, which may take precedence
over the strict legal form. The General Partner would take the
results of each of the valuation methods applied into account in
concluding the final value of an investment.
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW

SEGMENTAL INFORMATION continued
Movement in the portfolio values

R million

30 June 2018

Acquisitions

Divestitures

Fair value adjustment

Expected taxation cash flows

30 June 2019

Diversified investments

6 583

964

(475)

(290)

–

6 782

Diversified financial services

1 565

734

(25)

387

(84)

2 577

Intrinsic portfolio value

8 148

1 698

(500)

97

(84)

9 359

964

(475)

(290)

6 583
Major acquisitions in the year
under review:

DIVERSIFIED
INVESTMENTS
PORTFOLIO
MOVEMENTS

• Kropz Plc

Major divestitures in the year
under review:
• BKB

The fund is largely invested
in growth assets and the
adjustments predominantly
related to:
•
•
•
•
•

• Last Mile Fund

6 782

Rain
Kropz Plc
Kropz Elandsfontein
Bluespec
Fledge Capital

364
(130)
(328)
(239)
106

Major investments at 30
June 2018 included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DIVERSIFIED
FINANCIAL SERVICES
PORTFOLIO
MOVEMENTS

Significant Portfolio assets
at 30 June 2019:
• Rain
• Afrimat
• Gemcap
• Fledge Capital

Rain
Afrimat
Bluespec
Elandsfontein
Gemcap
BKB
Fledge Capital
Acorn Agri and Food
Majik Property Holdings

734
1 565
Major acquisitions in the year
under review:
Major investments at
30 June 2018:
• Alexander Forbes Group
Holdings Limited
• Alexander Forbes Limited
• Tyme Digital
• Afrocentric
• Ooba

ARC Investments
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• Alexander Forbes Group
Holdings Limited
• Rand Mutual Holdings
• TymeBank

387

(25)
Major divestitures in the year
under review:
• Anglo African Finance

The fund is largely invested
in growth assets and the
adjustments predominantly
related to:
• TymeBank
• Tyme Global

40

41

2 577

(84)

355
66

Taxation:
A expected taxation cash flows
liability of R84 million resulted
from the fair valuation of the
financial services assets.

ARC Investments

Significant Portfolio: assets
at 30 June 2019:
• Alexander Forbes Group
Holdings Limited
• Alexander Forbes Limited
• TymeBank
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW

VALUATION OF PORTFOLIO

Valuation of investment portfolio

Key to KPI status:
Exceeded

Intrinsic Portfolio Value

Growing

Nil impact

Sub par

30 June 2018

Net additions (including
capitalised interest)

Intrinsic Portfolio Value
fair value adjustments1

30 June 2019

2 280

56

375

2 711

GROW – Fair value movements of R364 million (2018:R366.4 million) are attributed to the investment in Rain. Overall Rain is tracking well against the
timelines to extend its footprint and the development of the business and prospects remain very good with encouraging revenue growth. Significant
progress has been made to further improve on network performance and stability. The Company is well positioned to become a major player in the 5G
data market following the launch in Johannesburg and Pretoria in September 2019.

Mining, Construction and Energy

1 286

692

(509)

1 469

BUILD & GROW – Following the listing of Kropz Plc on the AIM in November 2018, the ARC Fund recognised an investment in the UK based
holding company f R510 million. Subsequent to that, some challenges were experienced across the Mining Construction and Energy segment
resulting in overall fair value write-downs of R509 million, chief of which pertain to the Kropz Group. These are attributed to further delays in the
commissioning of the Elandsfontein mine and concentration plant. It is too early to determine the exact impact on costs and commissioning dates.
Against the background of the further delay and potential additional funding requirements, the ARC Fund recognised a 75% reduction on its
investment in Kropz Elandsfontein comprising of a R328 million fair value write-down and R22 million foreign exchange loss on shareholders loans.

Business Process Outsourcing

1 245

77

(191)

1 131

BUILD & GROW – Gemcap’s build strategy saw the addition of investments in Linebooker and Moonstone amounting to R53million and the
performance of Gemcap’s portfolio resulted in the recognition of R54 million fair value write ups in the ARC Fund. Bluespec’s performance;
however, was negatively impacted by the lower claims ratios that short-term insurance companies have experienced over the past year. This was
mainly attributable to fewer accident claims due to economic conditions which have compelled consumers to drive less. These factors led to
reduced business volumes for motor body repair shops and tow trucking businesses owned by Bluespec, resulting in a fair value write down on
R239 million .

Agriculture

877

(415)

(39)

423

GROW – RSA and Subtropico were subject to performance hurdle sin the 2018 financial year which were successfully achieved, evidencing that the
Portolio companies are progressing well on their growth trajectory. The ARC Fund was presented with an unsolicited opportunity to exit the investment in
BKB at a profit of R190 million since including this asset in the portfolio at listing at a value of R220 million.

Property

523

17

10

550

BUILD – Limited opportunities were presented to the ARC to progress the strategy to build its property portfolio largely due to the lower performance
of the South African property sector. Progress on the Val de Vie development remain on track with positive developments on engagements with the
municipality and the community on project positively impacting residents in the region. The partnership with Atterbury and Barloworld (BarloPark) is on
track with positive gearing on the infrastructure project achieved in the period under review.

Other

372

62

64

498

BUILD & GROW – Fledge continues to conclude deals that grow the portfolio size and look to unlock synergies in future. Based on the growth in the
Fledge Capital net asset value, the investment has been written up to a fair value of R469 million in the year under review resulting in an additional
capital injection of R21 million and a fair value write-up of R106 million (2018: R27 million).

1 146

444

(35)

1 555

GROW – Major acquisitions in Alexander Forbes Group Holdings Limited (R153 million) and Rand Mutual Holdings for R289 million progressed the
strategy to bulk up the financial services assets in the strategic areas that were cited at the time of listing.

Specialist Financial Services

261

(22)

11

250

GROW – Most of the portfolio assets remain in the early stages of their growth trajectory and the returns are still expected to be in line with the original
investment hurdles, with opportunities for synergies across the Diversified Financial Services segments still on track.

Banking

158

287

327

772

GROW & BUILD – Excellent progress on both the build and grow strategies materialised in the Banking segment resulting in this segment including a
digital cluster to its offering. The main asset that drove the delivery of returns was TymeBank. At 30 June 2019 the bank on-boarded 500 000 customers,
which is ahead of its business plan. The bank is signing up between 3 000 and 3 500 customers per day, with about 40% of bank accounts being active.
The bank is well positioned within the SA banking sector to implement its unique low-cost banking fee model as well as customer experience value
propositions. In addition, the technology which is owned by TymeGlobal is transferable to other jurisdictions and is already being used in 3 countries. The
progress to date, combined with the additional capital that has been injected, results in a fair value of R1.32 billion in ARC FinHoldCo at 30 June 2019 and
thus R674 million for the ARC Fund.

8 148

1 198

13

9 359

R million
Diversified Investments
Telecommunications

KPI
Status

Diversified Financial Services
Insurance and Asset Management

Total
Profile
Listed
• Diversified Investments
• Diversified Financial Services
Unlisted
• Diversified Investments
• Diversified Financial Services
Total
Geographic:
South Africa
International

851
555

153

20
(34)

871
674

5 732
1 010
8 148

489
556
1 198

(310)
337
13

5 911
1 903
9 359

7 771
377

646
552

96
(83)

8 513
846

Total

8 148

1 198

13

9 359

1 The values are stated net of related expected taxation cash flows for the Portfolio assets held in ARC FinHoldCo. Differences in the IFRS Portfolio
Value and the Intrinsic Portfolio Value are explained below.
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LISTED

UNLISTED

GEOGRAPHIC

0

0

0

g Diversified Investments
(R871 million)
g Diversified Financial Services
(R674 million)
g Total (R1 545 million)

g Diversified Investments
(R5 911 million)
g Diversified Financial Services
(R1 903 million)
g Total (R7 814million)

g South Africa
(R8 627 million)
g International
(R840 million)
g Rest of Africa (R6 million)
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OUR INVESTMENTS

OUR INVESTMENTS
Our investment objective
ARC Investments, through its holding in the ARC Fund, aims to
invest in a diversified portfolio of underlying investments that
provide shareholders with superior long-term returns. Our goal is
to grow Intrinsic NAV by greater than 16% per annum over the
medium to long term, gross of dividend distributions but net of
any management fees paid to the General Partner of the ARC
Fund and any performance participation. Investee companies are
expected to exceed this minimum risk-adjusted return hurdle on
a stand-alone basis. The return threshold for start-up businesses
is increased to reflect the higher risks attached to such ventures
relative to established businesses.

Our investment focus
• ARC Investments’ investment objective is achieved exclusively
through its commitment to the ARC Fund.
• The Company’s short-term liquidity requirements are
met through surplus cash invested in a portfolio of cash
management investments.

Our investment parameters
Sectors and Geographies
ARC Investments is a Limited Partner (passive investor) in the
ARC Fund, which provides exposure to a broad range of sectors.
The ARC Fund’s investment policy may be implemented through
a variety of types of financial instruments.
The ARC Fund will not invest in any prospective portfolio company
where a material portion of such portfolio company’s business
activities and operations (as at the date of investment) constitute a
Prohibited Activity as defined in the Investment Guidelines. These
are available on the Company’s website www.arci.mu.

ARC Investments
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The ARC Fund focuses on transactions in South Africa and other
select African countries, but may invest in portfolio companies
with interests and/or operations elsewhere in the world.

Investment No-go Zones
• Production or activities involving harmful or exploitative forms
of forced labour or harmful child labour.
• Production or trade in any product or activity deemed illegal
under host country laws or regulations or international
conventions and agreements.
• The manufacture of equipment (including nuclear products)
primarily designed or primarily designated for military
purposes.
• Production or manufacture of or trade in tobacco or tobaccorelated products, pornography, wildlife products, unbonded
asbestos, illegal drugs or substances.
• Trading in rough diamonds with any country which is not a
Participant (as defined in the Kimberley Process Certification
Scheme) in the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme.
• Drift net fishing in the marine environment using nets in
excess of 2.5 km in length.

Our investments meet the following attributes:
Strong cash flow generation
• Investments into portfolio companies are made using a
mix of debt and equity funding.
• Future acquisitions have to be funded from the cash
generated in existing investments.
• Investing in portfolio companies with strong cash flow
generation potential.

Commercial prospects that can be enhanced
by having strong empowerment credentials
• Having access to institutional business partners is key to
future success and these partners are likely to demand
strong empowerment credentials.
• Our solid track record in empowerment, and specifically,
the fact that we are truly broad-based, positions us
favourably.

Experienced, qualified and capable
management
• Since we generally do not seek a controlling
shareholding in investments we make, we are heavily
reliant on the quality of management.
• Just as the market values the fact that ARC has
experienced leadership and capable management in
place, we expect the same of portfolio companies.

Established market position
• We prefer to invest in businesses with an established
market position with future growth potential.
• An established market position gives us an opportunity
to optimally leverage the client pools and offer products
and services from relevant businesses in our portfolio.

Investment imperatives
The ARC Fund invests in a broad range of sectors and through
a variety of types of listed and unlisted equity and financial
instruments, with a preference for growth and early-maturity
stage businesses in which management teams are appropriately
incentivised. The Fund generally seeks to acquire significant
strategic minority equity interests in established and start-up
businesses. We rarely acquire a majority shareholding in a
portfolio company and only do so if the appropriate opportunity
presents itself.
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A demonstrable track record
• Strategy implementation is key to our success and
therefore proven results following implementation are
key to demonstrate this to the market.
• How the market assesses us relative to our peers
remains an important consideration.

Consolidation opportunities in terms of
markets or business lines
• Unlocking value for stakeholders remains an overriding
objective and one such way to achieve this is to exploit
consolidation opportunities.
• This can be achieved by aiming to have a holistic
solutions offering to clients and position the future
shared benefits to relevant stakeholders.

Investments in disruptive technology

Solid growth prospects

• While we generally invest in established business with
an existing and extensive footprint, we are a focused
observer of new opportunities that advancement in
technology may bring.
• Investments in new technology – such as our
investments in telecommunication and banking – should
create new client pools and thus unlock value for
stakeholders.

• Investments are made with a long-term view.
• This requires us to invest in portfolio companies that
demonstrate solid growth potential.
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS SEGMENT REVIEW

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Details of valuation inputs

Rain
Unlisted

Rain

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

3 276

2 800

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 20.6%

Telecommunications company with an initial focus on data as a primary offering and
the goal of becoming a full-service mobile network operator. Holds spectrum licences,
including an allocation in the 1 800 MHz band with the other major operators and
an allocation in the sought-after 2 600 MHz band which facilitates access to 5G. Rain
plans to build a dedicated national LTE Advanced network and infrastructure.

Valuation information:

Rain Mobile
Sells data directly to the public. Sales of Rain SIM cards are in line with the business
case. Benefits from media coverage and social media posts to grow the customer
base.

Listed/unlisted

Equity

IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Level 3

Valuation methodology

Eight year discounted

Ten year discounted

cash flow

cash flow

Portfolio entity disclosures:

BEE lock-in period

Unlisted
Transfer restrictions and pre-emptives apply to the ARC
Fund’s interest.

Reserved matters

Yes

Business to Business
Provides fixed wireless connectivity to business end users through intermediary
internet service providers. This business is being wound down and will be replaced by
the soon to be launched 5G business.

Other minority protections

Networks
Builds and manages the Rain LTE Advanced network to enable nationwide connectivity
for the B2B and mobile business units. Responsible for roaming agreements with
other major telecommunication companies.

Input 1

WACC

WACC

Input variable

16.8%

18.7%

Input 2

Terminal growth rate

Terminal growth rate

Input 2 variable

3.0%

3.0%

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

Sensitivity of key inputs:
Input 1

WACC

WACC

• Good progress made in rolling out the
data network and improving network
performance and stability. By the end
of June, Rain had 3 104 live sites.
Launched a pilot with TymeBank to
distribute Rain SIM cards via TymeBank
kiosks.

• Launch a 5G network by the end of
2019, making South Africa one of the
first countries in the world to have a
5G network.
• Continue to drive subscriber growth in
the Rain LTE retail business
• Improve network reliability and quality

R2 508 million

26.8%

Input variable

R253.0 million decrease

R204.0 million decrease

per 1% increase

per 1% increase

Input 2

Terminal growth rate

Terminal growth rate

Input 2 variable

R148.0 million decrease

R103.0 million decrease

per 1% decrease

per 1% decrease

Yes

Board representation

Dr Johan van Zyl

Key inputs:

Input 3
Input 3 Variable

www.rain.co.za
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS SEGMENT REVIEW

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Details of valuation inputs

Metrofibre
Unlisted

MetroFibre

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

214

178

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 15.2%
• B-BBEE lock-in to March 2021

An internet infrastructure company that provides managed fibre optic broadband
connectivity in South Africa. Customers include service providers, resellers, residential
and business properties, and consumers. Has a VOIP platform and launched GigaGo, a
new fibre internet service provider (ISP).

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Level 3

Valuation methodology

Recent Transaction

EBITDA multiple

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

• The business is tracking the business
case and is currently ahead of budget.
All metrics are increasing steadily and
indicate promising developments.

• Significant growth opportunities remain R203 million
with the business seeking to expand its
infrastructure roll-out.
• Raise the capital required to complete
the capital expenditure for fibre
infrastructure.

% ARC Fund NAV

BEE lock-in period

2.2% of ARC Fund
Value

Reserved matters

Unlisted
Five years from March 2016. One year and nine months
remaining at 30 June 2019.
Yes

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

Marlene Jennings

Key inputs:
Input 1

Not applicable

Input variable

www.metrofibre.co.za

EBITDA multiple
7.3 x

Input 2
Input 2 variable
Sensitivity of key inputs:
Input 1

Not applicable

Input variable

EBITDA multiple
R1.5 million decrease per
1% decrease

Input 2
Input 2 variable
Input 3
Input 3 Variable
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS SEGMENT REVIEW

MINING, CONSTRUCTION
AND ENERGY
Details of valuation inputs

Kropz Plc
Listed on London’s AIM exchange

30 June 2019

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 47.8%
• 50.5% voting rights

Kropz Plc

R million

An explorer, mine developer and miner of fertiliser feed minerals listed on the London
Stock Exchange AIM board. Developing a vertically integrated fertiliser manufacturing
capability producing a progressive range of plant nutrients for the sub-Saharan African
agricultural industry.
Elandsfontein (74%)
A phosphate mine and processing plant located on the West Coast of South Africa
(see page 52).
Cominco (100%)
A phosphate deposit in the Republic of Congo’s coastal basin that is the largest
remaining undeveloped phosphate ore reserve on the African continent.

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• Listed on AIM on 30 November 2018,
raising US$35 million.

• Completing the redesign and
commissioning of the Elandsfontein
plant.
• Progress with the development of
Cominco.

R380 million

4.1% of Fund value

380

–

Equity

Not applicable

IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Not applicable

Valuation methodology

Sum of the parts

Not applicable

Valuation information:

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

Listed (trade on this entity Not applicable
has very low volumes and
thus it has been classified as
level 3 instead of level 1)

Other details

As a consequence of
the matters relating to
Kropz Elandsfontein (as
explained under the Kropz
Elandsfontein investment),
the investment in Kropz Plc
was written down to a fair
value of R380 million at 30
June 2019, resulting in a fair
value write-down of R130
million for the portfolio asset.

BEE lock-in period

None

Not applicable

Reserved matters

No

Not applicable

Other minority protections

Yes

Not applicable

Board representation

Machiel Reyneke

Not applicable

Input 1

Commodity price

Not applicable

Input variable

$/t FOB 91

Input 2

R/$ rate

Input 2 variable

R/$ spot 14.09 and forward
rate based on 2.6%
inflation differential

Input 3

Cost of Equity

Input 3 variable

16.0%

Aflao (50%)
An early stage phosphate exploration project in the Keta Basin of Ghana.
2019

30 June 2018

Key inputs:

www.kropz.com

Sensitivity of key inputs:
Input 1

Commodity price

Input variable

R17.1 million decrease per
1% change

Input 2

R/$ rate

Input 2 variable

R17.1 million decrease per
1% change

Input 3
Input 3 Variable
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS SEGMENT REVIEW

MINING, CONSTRUCTION
AND ENERGY
Details of valuation inputs

Kropz Elandsfontein
Unlisted

Kropz Elandsfontein

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

105

513

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• Direct holding: 26%
• Via Kropz Plc: 62.6%
• B-BBEE lock-in to April 2026

A phosphate mine and processing plant located on the West Coast of South Africa
near Saldanha. Commissioning of the mine and plant was initially scheduled towards
the end of 2017. Several challenges delayed commissioning of the mine and testing
confirmed that the ore body is more complex than originally expected. An alternative
process solution is needed to allow for the production of more consistent processing
efficiencies from Elandsfontein’s ore resource and additional time is required to
conduct further test work, design and financial modelling to define this alternative
process. The Elandsfontein executive team has been granted further time to complete
the work necessary to propose the test work and engineering design programme for
alternative processes and to derive capital and operating cost estimates.
This development means that there will be a further delay in the commissioning of
the Elandsfontein mine and concentration plant. It is too early to determine the exact
impact on costs and commissioning dates. As a result, the ARC Fund recognised a
75% reduction on its investment in Kropz Elandsfontein.
The appeal against the integrated water use licence of Elandsfontein will be heard by
the Water Tribunal by the end of October 2019.

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• Significant progress made to complete
testing and finalise the engineering
design for the reconfiguration of the
concentration plant.
• Appointed an experienced MD to the
mine.
• Additional capital procured to augment
and reconfigure the plant

• Continue work towards commissioning
of the mine and concentration plant.

R105 million

1.1%

Equity and loans

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy
Valuation methodology

Level 3
Nine year life of mine
Twelve year life of mine
discounted cash flow.
discounted cash flow.
The decrease in the life of
mine is due to uncertainty
of achieving consistent
processing efficiencies from
the lower grade component
of Elandsfontein’s ore
resource.

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

Unlisted

Other details
BEE lock-in period

Ten years from April 2016.
Ten years from April 2016.
Six years and ten months
Seven years and ten months
remaining at 30 June 2019. remaining at 30 June 2018.

Reserved matters

No

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

Dr Rejoice Simelane
Machiel Reyneke
Prof Thandabantu Nhlapo

Key inputs:
Input 1

Commodity price

Commodity price

Input variable

$/t FOB 91

$/t FOB 107

Input 2

R/$ rate

R/$ rate

Input 2 variable

R/$ spot 14.09 and forward
rate based on 2.6%
inflation differential

R/$ spot 14.3 and forward
rate based on 2.6%
inflation differential

Input 3

Cost of Equity

WACC

Input 3 variable

16.0%

17.3%

Input 1

Commodity price

Commodity price

Input variable

R6.2 million decrease per 1% R8.0 million per 1% change
change

Input 2

R/$ rate

Input 2 variable

R6.2 million decrease per 1% R8.0 million per 1% change
change

Sensitivity of key inputs:

ARC Investments
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R/$ rate

Input 3

WACC

Input 3 Variable

R21.0 million per % change
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DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS SEGMENT REVIEW

MINING, CONSTRUCTION
AND ENERGY

MINING, CONSTRUCTION
AND ENERGY
Last Mile Fund
Unlisted

Afrimat
Listed (AFT)

Effective Holding
• 18.4%
• B-BBEE lock-in to September 2020

A leading Black-empowered supplier to the resources, industrial minerals, mining,
road, rail and construction sectors, with a national footprint across southern Africa.
Specialises in open-cast mining, industrial minerals and beneficiates mined products.

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• The challenging economic climate
continues to affect the construction
industry.
• Diversification into iron and coal
mining.
• While some challenges were
experienced in the year that negatively
impacted the share price, the business
is performing well and the share price
has responded accordingly.

• Growing the current business and
investigating strategic diversification.

R738 million

7.9% of the Fund

Effective Holding
• 71.2%

A Black-owned fund that takes advantage of the opportunities that exist in the
broader resource space created and accelerated by B-BBEE legislation. The fund is a
partnership between ARC, Bernard Swanepoel and Clinton Halsey.
There are currently two investments:
Mooiplaats A coal asset in Mpumalanga.
Stahl Supplies cranes to major blue-chip companies in the mining industry with a
good footprint across the country.

2019

Focus for 2020

• LMF is subject to the volatility of the mining • Focus on getting Mooiplaats mine
sector and in particular, coal mining.
operational.

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

R222 million

2.4% of Fund

Details of valuation inputs

Last Mile Fund

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

222

133

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Equity, loans and preference Equity and loans
shares

www.afrimat.co.za

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Level 3

Valuation methodology

Sum of the Parts

Recent Transaction

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

Unlisted

Other details

None

BEE lock-in period

None

Reserved matters

No

Other minority protections

No

Board representation

Johan van der Merwe

No Website
Other Mining, contruction and energy

48.0%
R24 million
(0.2% of ARC Fund)

ARC Investments
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A holding company focused on asset-based financing and
development of alternative energy businesses, including
renewables and waste to energy projects. The business has been
valued on a conservative basis. Significant room for growth exists
if projected cash flows are achieved.

www.global-ltd.co.za
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DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS SEGMENT REVIEW

BUSINESS PROCESS
OUTSOURCING
Details of valuation inputs

Bluespec
Unlisted

Bluespec

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

376

509

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 24.8%

A holding company with specialist businesses that aim to transform the motor vehicle
repair and recovery industry to enable its customers to deliver more effective and efficient
propositions to their clients in the most cost-effective manner. Business units include
Incident Logistics (FirstGroup), Autobody Repair (Renew-it Group), Salvage (Auction
Nation), Motor Retail (Daytona Group), Technology (DreamTec) and StraightThrough

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Level 3

Valuation methodology

PE Multiple

Recent Transaction

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

2019

Bluespec has a Level 1 B-BBEE score, which provides a strong competitive advantage
in the industry that supports increased volumes with insurance companies and
positions the company well to grow market share.

BEE lock-in period

Focus for 2020

Other minority protections

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

months remaining at 30 June 2019.
Reserved matters

Board representation

• The economic downturn has negatively
impacted the business.
• The motor industry continues to
experience challenging trading
conditions, which impacts Bluespec’s
businesses, which focus on the shortterm insurance value chain and luxury
vehicle sales.
• Management implemented appropriate
corrective measures, including cost
saving and efficiency optimising
initiatives.
• Despite the macro-economic
challenges, the business generates
good cash flows and is well positioned
to benefit from any upturn in the
economy.

• Bluespec has a Level 1 B-BBEE status,
which is an improvement from
the 2018 Level 2 B-BBEE status.
This provides the company with a
competitive advantage and provides
a platform to increase volumes from
insurance companies and positions the
company well to grow its market share.
• Implementation of efficiency optimising
initiatives.

Fair value R270
million

Unlisted
Five years from September 2017. Three years and three
Yes
Yes
Johan van der Merwe
Brenda Matyolo

2.9% of Fund

Johan van der Merwe
Brenda Matyolo
Charmaine Padayachy

Key inputs:
Input 1

PE multiple

Input variable

8.4 x

Not applicable

Input 2
Input 2 variable
Sensitivity of key inputs:
Input 1

Level of net earnings

Input variable

R2.7 million decrease per

Not applicable

1% decrease
Input 2
Input 2 variable
Input 3
Input 3 Variable

www.bluespec.co.za
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS SEGMENT REVIEW

BUSINESS PROCESS
OUTSOURCING
Details of valuation inputs

GemCap
Unlisted

Gemcap

R million

30 June 2019

ARC Fund valuation

545

Investment type

Effective Holding
• 96.8%
• B-BBEE lock-in to April 2022

An investment holding company that focusses on knowledge-based, technologyenhanced services investments, with a specific focus on industry wide platform
and portal solutions. Gemcap performed well during 2019, with most investments
increasing profitability and fair values.

Valuation information:

The investment offering is detailed below.

Listed/unlisted

Focus for 2020

• The major driver of growth in Gemcap
was strong Payprop SA results despite
challenging market conditions,
with processing volume growing
significantly. Infoslips, Consumer Friend
and Moonstone showed encouraging
bottom line growth during the year.

Fair Value

• Continue to enhance the Payprop
system and services to meet changing
market demands
• Other Gemcap investments are
focusing on growing their market share
both locally and internationally and
improving profitability
• Embark on fundraising initiatives

PayProp - Unlisted
The leading residential property portal in South Africa
offering a unique end-to-end rental property management
and compliance software platform. An automated payment
platform system that offers settlement functionality within
the real-time banking environment, enabling automation of
the entire letting transaction life cycle according to propertyspecific payment rules set up by clients.

www.payprop.co.za
Linebooker - Unlisted
South Africa’s first and largest online transport platform offering
a transport solution that is simple, transparent, organised and
outsourced. Creates a digital connection linking companies,
producers and farmers to a fleet of more than 7 000 vehicles
from over 120 transport companies across the country.

www.linebooker.co.za
Consumer Friend - Unlisted
The leading debt review platform technology for retail
customers in South Africa, used by most debt counsellors.

Fair value
R545 million

Equity and loans

Level 3

Level 3

Valuation methodology

Sum of the parts

Sum of the parts

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Unlisted
Five years from April 2017. Two years and ten months

% ARC Fund NAV
5.8% of Fund
Value

429

Equity

IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

BEE lock-in period

2019

30 June 2018

remaining at 30 June 2019.
Reserved matters

Yes

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

None

Key inputs:
Input 1

EBITDA multiple (avg)

EBITDA multiple (avg)

Input variable

6.5 x

6.9 x

Input 2

Growth rate

Input 2 variable

6.0%

Sensitivity of key inputs:

InfoSlips - Unlisted
Provides a platform for businesses that designs, composites and
distributes documents that deliver rich, interactive and engaging
experiences to customers. Opened an office in the US in 2018.

www.payprop.co.za

Input 1

EBITDA multiple

EBITDA multiple

Input variable

R5 million decrease per 1%

R4 million decrease per 1%

decrease

decrease

Input 2

Growth rate

Input 2 variable

R17.5 million decrease per
1% decrease

Input 3

CSG - Listed

Input 3 Variable

A contract services group offering a wide range of services
to an array of mostly blue-chip clients. Services include
staffing solutions, facilities management, and security and risk
solutions in Southern Africa.

www.gemcap.co.za

www.csgholdings.co.za
Moonstone - Unlisted
Moonstone’s activities include providing outsourced regulatory
compliance services to financial services providers in South
Africa specifically for higher education and training services to
develop financial services professionals and the conducting of
financial services industry regulatory examinations.

www.moonstone.co.za

www.consumerfriend.co.za
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DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS SEGMENT REVIEW

BUSINESS PROCESS
OUTSOURCING

BUSINESS PROCESS
OUTSOURCING

Humanstate
Unlisted

Other Business Process Outsourcing

Effective Holding
• 10.2%

A technology services group based in the United Kingdom that provides businesses and
non-profit organisations with state-of the-art web-based software applications, integrated
with on-demand payment processing based on their global transactional platform.

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• Payprop SA continues to deliver strong
results despite challenging market
conditions. UK is in early development
phase and the Canadian initiative
is still in a start–up phase, but has
already gained traction and onboarded
customers.

• Continue to establish the business in
the UK and North America

R144 million

1.5% of Fund

A JSE listed special purpose acquisition company
established to pursue the acquisition of fintech
businesses that deliver compelling, innovative and
disruptive solutions. Acquired as a speculative
investment in 2015, it has seen little improvement
in the listed price and is not expected to become a
high price/earnings business.

www.capitalappreciation.co.za
3.2%

Details of valuation inputs

R39 million
(0.4% of ARC Fund)

Humanstate

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

144

139

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Level 3

Valuation methodology

Recent Transaction

Recent Transaction

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

Unlisted

Other details

None

BEE lock-in period

None

Reserved matters

No

Other minority protections
Board representation

None
Johan van der Merwe

1.7%

www.humanstate.com

R51 million
(0.5% of ARC Fund)

The business, including its subsidiaries, is
the largest technology services company in
Africa and has a wide range of solutions in
Industry Consulting, IT Services, Software,
IT Infrastructure, Industrial Technologies and
Business Process Outsourcing. The business
is listed on the JSE. The investment in EOH
is held for sale and will be disposed of at an
appropriate time.

51.0%

Grandmark International. In 2017, the
Parts and Glass Divisions were transferred
into Autoboys Holdings, and the ARC Fund
subscribed for a 51% interest. The company
is a provider of after market automotive
parts and has a large market share of glass
replacements for the insurance industry. The
glass business is showing progress in line
with expectations.

www.eoh.co.za
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AGRICULTURE INVESTMENTS
Details of valuation inputs

Acorn Agri and Food
Unlisted

Acorn Agri and Food

R million
ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 7.8%
• Trades on an over the counter basis
• B-BBEE lock-in to April 2020

Acorn Agri and Food (AAF) is a long-term investor focusing on food and food
processing, agricultural processing and the agricultural value chain. Acorn Agri and
Food has the following investments: Lesotho Milling, Montagu Dried Fruits and Nuts,
BKB, Grassroots and ACG Fruit, Overberg Agri Grain Division, Overberg Agri Retail,
Overberg Mechanisation, Overberg Financial Services, Overberg Insurance, Overberg
Irrigation, Loxton Irrigation, Agpack (supplier of packaging), Boltfast, Bontebok
Limeworks and Bredasdorp Abattoir.
The businesses of Acorn Agri and Overberg Agri were amalgamated early in 2018
creating a leading national agriculture and food investment company.
Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• AAF’s locally focused businesses are
211 million
expected to continue to experience
challenging conditions, while the weak
exchange rate will provide some relief
to its export-oriented businesses.
• AAF should be less vulnerable to climatic
effects in certain geographic areas, due
to increased vertical integration and
diversification within AAF.

211

277

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 1

Valuation methodology

Over the counter share price.

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

Unlisted

Other details
BEE lock-in period

Three years from April 2017. Ten months remaining at 30
June 2019.
Yes

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

• Solid performance from the Agri Inputs
& Services, Agri Inputs: Fuel, Overberg
Agri and Moov Fuel.
• Weaker performance from Fresh Fruit,
Food Processing and Health Foods
focus areas.
• P&B Lime Works and Bredasdorp
Abattoir expanded production capacity
during the financial year.
• Grassroots Group and Montagu Dried
Fruit & Nuts are in the process of
changing their strategic focus.
• ACG Fruit and Boltfast are in the
process of restructuring and/or
turnaround.

30 June 2018

Equity

Reserved matters

2019

30 June 2019

Johan van der Merwe

2.3% of Fund

www.acornagri.com
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AGRICULTURE INVESTMENTS
Details of valuation inputs

The RSA group
Unlisted

RSA

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

139

106

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 40%

Trades in fresh fruit and vegetables on behalf of its principles. The group has a market
share of around 30% spread across all the national fresh produce markets in South
Africa, with the three largest, being Johannesburg, Pretoria and Cape Town. It also
has export operations.
RSA continues to be a leader within fresh produce markets and sets itself apart through its
innovative approach to creating value including the use of digitisation and technology.

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy
Valuation methodology

Level 3
PE multiple

Recent Transaction

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

Unlisted

Other details

None

BEE lock-in period

None
No

Other minority protections

No

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

Reserved matters

• Grew market share through expansion
into other markets and continues to
grow volumes despite the slowdown in
the sector.
• Expanded into Nelspruit and aims
to expand into Lusaka as well as the
Western and Eastern Cape.

• Expanding into new markets.
• Finalise acquisition and integration of
Freshworld.
• Identifying other acquisition
opportunities.
• Building African presence starting with
Lusaka
• Reducing the cost base through
pro-active management

R106 million

1.1% of fund

Board representation

Charmaine Padayachy

Key inputs:
Input 1

PE multiple

Input variable

8x

Not applicable

Input 2
Input 2 variable
Input 3
Input 3 variable
Sensitivity of key inputs:

www.rsa.co.za

Input 1

PE multiple

Input variable

Minority and marketability
discounts of 10% and
12.5% respectively

Input 2
Input 2 variable
Input 3
Input 3 Variable
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AGRICULTURE INVESTMENTS
Details of valuation inputs

Subtropico
Unlisted

Subtropico

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

143

78

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 25.1%

Operates in the services side of the food and agricultural sector. Includes fresh
produce market agents, livestock agents (Vleissentraal), a packing facility, an equity
interest in Farmwise, a 35% shareholding in Natsure (insurance business), and a 26%
shareholding in KLK Landbou (an agri-business operating in the Northern Cape).

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Level 3

Valuation methodology

PE Multiple

Recent Transaction

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

2019

Focus for 2020

• Despite the prolonged drought
• The business’ long-standing CEO,
in many parts of the country and
Dr Piet Botha, will retire at the end of
unprecedented policy uncertainty in the
2019, and the business will implement
agricultural space, Subtropico continues
a system of having two co-CEOs. The
to perform well.
current COO and CFO have been
• Delivered satisfactory growth while
earmarked for the new roles of co-CEOs.
exercising good cost containment.
• The business has a healthy financial
position and is likely to make a
strategic acquisition to bolster its future
prospects.

Fair Value
R 106 million

% ARC Fund NAV
1.1% of Fund
Value

Unlisted

Other details

None

BEE lock-in period

None

Reserved matters

No

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

Ainsley Moos

Key inputs:
Input 1

PE multiple

Input variable

8.1 x

Not applicable

Input 2
Input 2 variable
Input 3
Input 3 variable

www.suptropico.co.za

Sensitivity of key inputs:
Input 1

Level of earnings

Input variable

R1.1 million decrease per
1% decrease

Input 2
Input 2 variable
Input 3
Input 3 Variable
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PROPERTY
Details of valuation inputs

Majik Property Holdings
Unlisted

Majik Property Holdings

R million
ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 20%

A private equity structure that invests in commercial real estate in the United
Kingdom through the Squarestone Growth Limited Liability Partnership (Squarestone).
Squarestone acquires, actively manages, holds, markets and sells secondary commercial
real estate with a predominant focus in Scotland and the North of England.

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

265

253

Equity, listed debt notes and loans

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Valuation methodology

Net Asset Value

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

2019

Focus for 2020

• The portfolio produced a solid
result in a relatively stagnant real
estate environment as a result of the
prolonged Brexit process.
• Improved portfolio quality, offering
and tenant mix, with lease renewals
and new lettings continuing. Vacancies
continue to reduce.

• Managing the portfolio through letting
of vacant space, lease renewals, tenant
mix optimisation, capex management,
cost control, refurbishment and
repositioning initiatives.
• Review impact of tax amendments on
the structure and identify workable
solutions.

Fair Value
R250 million

% ARC Fund NAV
2.7% of Fund

Unlisted

Other details

None

BEE lock-in period

None

Reserved matters

Yes

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

None

Key inputs:
Input 1

GBP : ZAR

GBP : ZAR

Input variable

18.65

18.29

Input 1

GBP : ZAR

GBP : ZAR

Input variable

R2.5 million decrease per

R2.4 million decrease per

1% change

1% decrease in GBP:ZAR

Input 2
Input 2 variable

www.squarestone.co.uk

Sensitivity of key inputs:

rate
Input 2
Input 2 variable
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PROPERTY

PROPERTY

Val de Vie
Unlisted

Other Property

Effective Holding
• 20%

An established luxury residential estate located in Paarl, which includes Pearl Valley.
Paarl is fast becoming a new node away from the Cape Town northern suburbs in
the Western Cape. Returns will be realised as the development sells out after which
annuity income will be earned from the retirement precinct.

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• Completing La Vue II, Riverclub,
Safariland and other development
precincts on time and within budget.
• Completing construction projects (above
ground, including communal facilities).
• Appealing to the development rights
of adjacent property and potential
defensive acquisition.

• Consider expansion of estate to further
adjacent areas
• Further development of existing estate
and construction areas
• Build and expand on Val die Vie as
one of the most sought after luxury
residential estates globally

R178 million

1.9% Fund Value

A partnership between Barloworld, Atterbury and
African Rainbow Capital to redevelop the prime
Barlow Park Campus, situated at 180 Katherine
Street, Sandton.
The site currently site used to house Barloworld’s
corporate offices. The investment plans to
redevelop the corporate park into a 130,000sqm
mixed-use precinct.
33.3%

Details of valuation inputs

R4 million
(less than 0.1% of
ARC Fund)

Val de Vie

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

247

227

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Valuation methodology

Ten year discounted cash flow.

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

Unlisted

Other details

None

BEE lock-in period

None

Reserved matters

Yes

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

Johan van der Merwe

Key inputs:
Input 1

Real WACC

Real WACC

Input variable

8.23%

7.80%

Input 1

Real WACC

Real WACC

Input variable

R7.0 million decrease per

R5.8 million decrease for

1% increase

every 1% increase

51.5%

Input 2
Input 2 variable

A joint venture between African Rainbow Capital and Signature
Investment Holdings to invest in empowerment linked property
transactions in commercial and retail assets. Signature is a recently
formed property and private equity investment vehicle co-founded
by Buffet Investment Services and KLT Holdings.

Sensitivity of key inputs:

Input 2
Input 2 variable

The largest holding is in the majority Black-owned unlisted Setso
Property Fund, a mixed use commercial and retail portfolio. The
portfolio is spread across Gauteng and the Western Cape and covers
89 000 square metres of lettable space. Other holdings include saleand-leaseback assets and warehousing.

www.valdevie.co.za
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OTHER INVESTMENTS
Details of valuation inputs

Fledge Capital
Unlisted

Fledge Capital

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

581

423

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 52%

Fledge delivers a sizable platform to execute on opportunities of financial and strategic
value that are too small for the ARC Fund to invest in. The founding shareholders
of Fledge have considerable expertise in corporate finance and investment banking
transactions.
Fledge Capital’s net asset value grew strongly during the year and the company has a
healthy pipeline of quality investments currently under consideration.
Key investments include:
We Buy Cars
South Africa’s leading car buying service. OLX Group’s R1.4 billion offer is currently
subject to the Competition Tribunal’s ruling.

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Valuation methodology

Sum of the Parts

Portfolio entity disclosures:

None

Listed/unlisted

Unlisted

Other details

None

BEE lock-in period

None

Reserved matters

No

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

None

Key inputs:

The BetterLife Group
Comprehensive property-related financial solutions, with a market share of
approximately 45% of all originated home loans in South Africa.

Focus for 2020

• The underlying portfolio of assets
performed well.
• Management continue to source
and convert sound investment
opportunities.

• Executing on the healthy quality
pipeline currently under consideration.

Fair Value
R469 million

Weighted average PE

Weighted average PE

Input variable

6.6 x

6.7 x

Input 1

Weighted average PE

Weighted average PE

Input variable

R4 million decrease per 1%

R3.4 million decrease per

decrease

1% decrease

Input 2
Input 2 variable

Safari & Outdoor
The largest retail player in the hunting industry.
2019

Input 1

Sensitivity of key inputs:

% ARC Fund NAV
5.0% of Fund
Value

Input 2
Input 2 variable

www.fledge.co.za
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Regina Shai

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

OTHER INVESTMENTS

LIMPOPO

Other
London-based,US$30 million Africa Renewable Power fund. It is an
emerging markets private equity advisory firm focused on private
market sectors across Africa. The company is a joint venture between
JCH & Partners LLP and African Rainbow Capital. It combines wellestablished networks, strong corporate governance and a vigorous
focus on early-life development to create and unlock growth in the
region and generate attractive and sustainable returns for clients.
Initial focus areas are a renewable energy fund, a cold chain solutions
and logistics fund, a credit fund and a resources fund.
Africa Renewable Power: Focusses on addressing the growing
demand for bankable, de-risked renewable energy generation

in Sub-Saharan Africa while ensuring affordability and strict
adherence to the highest ethical and environmental standards.
The Fund aims to establish 10 to 15 renewable energy projects
across Sub-Saharan Africa.
Cold Chain Solutions: Aims to facilitate the development and
operation of large-scale energy efficient cold chain solutions
businesses throughout five countries in East Africa, with a
logistics network to support the whole region. These projects
will improve food security, improve income levels and living
standards for farmers and agricultural producers, and enable
participation in international trade.

www.archempartners.com
50.0%

0.4%

R23 million (0.2%
of ARC Fund)

ARCI offers a unique investment proposition
with its exposure to African Rainbow Capital’s
Black-owned and controlled investments.
More details are included in this report.

www.arci.com

R6 million
less than 0.1% of
ARC Fund)

Amount is below
R1 million (less than
0.1% of ARC Fund)
A black-owned and women-controlled investment company
that targets medium-sized companies in the Moloto Capital
Investments, which is focused on driving empowerment in
fast-moving consumer goods, manufacturing, agribusiness
and corporate and industrial services.

www.molotocapital.com
ARC Investments
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INSURANCE AND
ASSET MANAGEMENT
Details of valuation inputs

Alexander Forbes Group Holdings (AFH) - Listed
and Alexander Forbes Limited (AFL) - Unlisted

Alexander Forbes Limited

R million
ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Ownership
• 6.5 % AF Holdings (listed equity)
• 5.0% AF Limited (unlisted equity)
• B-BBEE lock-in to March 2020

A specialised financial services group focusing on employee benefits and investment
solutions for institutional clients and the financial well-being of its individual clients.
Recognised as a market leader in its core businesses in South Africa. These include
retirement funds and asset consulting, actuarial consulting, investment and administration
services, employee risk benefits and healthcare consulting, multi-manager investment and
platform solutions, individual financial advice and personal lines insurance.

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

422

486

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy
Valuation methodology

Level 2
Proxy to listed share price 30 day VWAP.

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted
Other details

Unlisted
Alexander Forbes Limited is subject to flip up to the listed
entity which flip up is due to occur in February 2020. This

Alexander Forbes plays a key role in the group’s financial services strategy.

will result in the group having at least an additional 9%

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• Revised strategy to focus on employee
benefits under new CEO and executive
team.
• Good progress on staff and client
retention.
• Sold the short-term insurance business
to MMI for R1.94 billion in July 2019.
• ARC Fund investment in AF Holdings
increased from 4.4% to 6.5%.

• ARC FinHoldCo has the right to convert
its shares in Alexander Forbes Limited
into listed Alexander Forbes Group
Holdings shares in February 2020. This
will increase the ARC Fund’s effective
ownership to 10.3%.
• Well positioned to benefit from
regulatory reform in the industry.
• Conclude restructure of the business,
improve cost control and dispose of
non-core assets.

AFH R495 million
AFL R315 million

8.7% of Fund
Value

interest in Alexander Forbes Group Holdings Limited.
BEE lock-in period

Three years from February 2017. Eight months remaining
at 30 June 2019.

Reserved matters

No

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

Bridget Radebe

www.alexanderforbes.co.za
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INSURANCE AND
ASSET MANAGEMENT
Details of valuation inputs

Rand Mutual Holdings
Unlisted

30 June 2019

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Ownership
• 15%

Rand Mutual Assurance

R million

The long-term insurance business of Rand Mutual Assurance, which handles the
administration of claims for occupational injuries and diseases according to the
Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act (COIDA).

30 June 2018

289
Equity

–
Not applicable

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy

Level 3

Valuation methodology

Recent Transaction

Portfolio entity disclosures:

Rand Mutual Holdings (RMH) is well positioned to use its competitive advantage
in the COID sector via its technology and administration platforms to potentially
administer other classes/sectors for the Compensation Fund. It can also partner with
other insurance companies/governments in the rest of Africa. We believe the inherent
business can be grown and there is significant value that can be unlocked for all
shareholders.

Listed/unlisted

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• Acquired in September 2018.
• The business experienced delays in the
growth of non-COID business, which
includes Group Accident, Individual
Funeral and International COID.
• Key appointments to sales team made
and sales strategy reviewed.

• Transition of new CEO on retirement of
current CEO.
• Strengthen senior management
structures.
• Progress COID project with
Compensation Fund
• Explore equity investment by third
parties to accelerate African expansion.

R289 million

3.1% of Fund
Value

Entity was acquired in
the 2019 financial year
and thus no comparative
information.

BEE lock-in period

2019

Unlisted

Other details

None

Not applicable

Reserved matters
Other minority protections
Board representation

Charmaine Padayachy
Brian Mushonga

www.randmutual.co.za
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INSURANCE AND
ASSET MANAGEMENT
Details of valuation inputs

Afrocentric
Listed (ACT)

Colourfield Liability solutions

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

104

110

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Ownership
• 4.4%

Afrocentric is a Black-empowered investment holding company that provides health
administration and health risk management solutions to the healthcare sector.

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• Delivered a solid operating result in a
very challenging operating environment.

• Continue delivery on the expansion
programme.

R121 million

1.3% of Fund

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy
Valuation methodology

Level 3
Ten year discounted cash

Ten year discounted cash

flow

flow

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

Unlisted

Other details

None

BEE lock-in period

www.afrocentric.za.com

Three years from August

Three years from August

2016. Two months

2016. One year two months

remaining at 30 June 2019.
Reserved matters

remaining at 30 June 2018.

Yes

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

Bridget Radebe

Key inputs:

Colourfield Liability Solutions
Unlisted

Input 1

WACC

WACC

Input variable

18.4%

18.2%

Input 2

Terminal growth rate

Terminal growth rate

Input 2 variable

5.5%

5.5%

Input 1

WACC

WACC

Input variable

R6.8 million decrease per

R4.2 million decrease per

1% increase

1% increase

Input 2

Terminal growth rate

Terminal growth rate

Input 2 variable

R0.9 million decrease per

R0.7 million decrease per

1% decrease

1% decrease

Input 3
Input 3 variable
Sensitivity of key inputs:

Effective Ownership
• 14.2%
• B-BBEE lock-in to August 2019

Asset management firm specialising in liability-driven investment, goals-based
investing, the management of inflation linked bonds and “smart beta” equity
management solutions. Has a scalable and cash-generative business model that does
not require further funding for growth.

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

• Challenging economic conditions led to
pressure on existing business and delay
in roll-out of new business.
• Business remained cash generative and
showed good client retention.

• Conclude renegotiation of contract
R80 million, 0.9%
with Alexander Forbes.
of Fund
• Roll out of Clarity/outcome-based
investment product at Alexander Forbes.
• Work with Portfolium to develop joint
products for their main standalone funds.

% ARC Fund NAV
Input 3

0.9%

Input 3 variable

www.colourfield.co.za
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INSURANCE AND
ASSET MANAGEMENT
Details of valuation inputs

Indwe Risk Services
Unlisted

Effective Ownership
• 25.45%

Indwe Risk Services

R million

An independent South African general insurance broker providing personal insurance,
business insurance and specialist risk consulting services to private, commercial and
corporate clients.

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

ARC Fund valuation

61

70

Investment type

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy
Valuation methodology

Level 3
PE Multiple

PE Multiple

Portfolio entity disclosures:

2019

Focus for 2020

• Business growth slowed primarily due
to pressure on the small to medium
commercial business. The larger
commercial and corporate sector
showed good growth in existing and
new business.
• Acquired Lyme Street Risk, which adds
new skills and a high-profile complex
and specialist business.
• Awarded the Santam National Broker
of the Year – Specialist award and
achieved second place in the Old
Mutual Insure Business and Personal
Lines Broker of the Year award.
• Indwe was included in the President’s
public private partnership Business Unity
South Africa for its proposal to drive the
development of black intermediaries/
advisors (short-term initiative) and
the repositioning of South Africa as a
regional financial services sector (longer
term strategic initiative).

Fair Value

• Grow market share in new markets and R50 million
where competitors close.
• Well positioned for new regulations in
the industry.
• Exit areas where the business is
overstaffed to invest in skills required to
grow the business.

% ARC Fund NAV
0.5%

Listed/unlisted

Unlisted

Other details

None

BEE lock-in period

None

Reserved matters

No

Other minority protections

None

Board representation

Machiel Reyneke
Brenda Matyolo

Key inputs:
Input 1

PE Multiple

PE Multiple

Input variable

10 x

9x

R0.5 million decrease per

R1.0 million decrease per

1% change

1% change

Input 2
Input 2 variable
Input 3
Input 3 variable
Sensitivity of key inputs:
Input 1
Input variable
Input 2
Input 2 variable
Input 3
Input 3 variable

www.indwe.co.za
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED FINANCIAL SERVICES SEGMENT REVIEW

INSURANCE AND
ASSET MANAGEMENT

INSURANCE AND
ASSET MANAGEMENT

Santam
Listed

Effective Ownership
• 0.2%

Other Insurance and Asset Management

A multinational general insurance group that writes insurance business in South
African and Namibia and has investments and clients in a further 31 countries. Santam
is the leading general insurer in South Africa with more than 1 million policyholders,
including individuals, commercial and specialist business owners, and institutions.
Focusses on growing profitably in South Africa and increasing its international
diversification through the Santam Specialist Business and Santam Re, supported by
close collaboration with Sanlam Emerging Markets.

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• Trading conditions remained very
competitive in a low-growth South
African economic environment,
which translated into limited growth
of insurable assets for the insurance
industry.
• Economic activity in the near term is
expected to remain constrained by
weak consumer spending.
• Increased investment in Saham Finance
in October 2018.
• Challenging environments and lower
growth scenarios are strong drivers for
innovation and efficiency.

• Taking appropriate underwriting
actions to manage the risk associated
with weak economic conditions.
• Establishing a platform for Santam and
Saham Finances to become the leading
Pan-African specialist insurance provider,
with significant growth potential.
• Working with local municipalities to
reduce risk and improve resilience.
• Optimising efficiency by balancing
management costs and underwriting
profitability, as well as using technology
to improve underwriting results.

R59 million

0.6%

25.5%

R16 million
(0.2% of ARC Fund)

Provides hosted member administration
and asset management solution platforms
as well as technology, consulting, disaster
recovery and business continuity services.
Focusses on a concurrent strategy of strong
organic and acquisitive growth through its
subsidiary companies.

www.santam.co.za

DRSA is a 51% Black-controlled company
specialising in the provision of resiliency
services (disaster recovery, business
continuity and other resiliency styled
services) with a focus on organic growth.
EBS Africa provides administration and
consulting services to the employee benefits
industry with an acquisitive strategy.

www.ebsinternational.co.za
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED FINANCIAL SERVICES SEGMENT REVIEW

INSURANCE AND
ASSET MANAGEMENT

Other Insurance and Asset Management

Lima Mbeu is an investment management group
focusing on institutional retirement funds in
the private and public sector market segments.
It commenced operations in 2017, and started
managing assets in April 2018.

ARC Health is a private investment company and
wholly owned subsidiary of ARC FinHoldCo. This
business primarily consists of one key underlying
business, Umvuso, servicing mainly the entry-level
market.

www.limambeu.co.za
25.0%

R13 million
(0.1% of ARC Fund)

49.9%

24.5%
15.9%

R16 million
(0.2% of ARC Fund)

An independent financial advisory company
that targets the middle market in South
Africa to cost-effectively combine “robo”
advice with human interaction.

www.lifecheq.co.za

R5 million
(less than 0.1% of
ARC Fund)

InFund Holdings comprises of InFund
Solutions and Sash Consulting. It
is positioned to take advantage of
amendments to the Pension Fund
regulations effective from 1 March 2019.
InFund primarily provides education and
communication to members of large pension
funds on behalf of trustees as well as
retirement benefits counsellors to the fund.

R62 million
(0.7% of ARC Fund)

25.7%
49.9%

Amount is below
R1 million

An investment management business
providing bespoke investment solutions
using traditional and non-traditional
investment instruments. Has a core
competence in implementing derivativebased solutions (including capital protected
and absolute return, efficient portfolio
management, risk hedging and alpha
transport strategies) as well as fixed income
and credit strategies.

R34 million
(0.4% of ARC Fund)

The largest independent actuarial advisory
business in Africa, operating across 17
countries. Specialist advisory teams offer
actuarial and risk management solutions
to life and non-life insurers, healthcare
providers, pension funds, banks, regulatory
and industry bodies, insurance associations,
retailers and developmental organisations.

www.qedact.com

www.khumocapital.africa
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED FINANCIAL SERVICES SEGMENT REVIEW

SPECIALIST FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Details of valuation inputs

Ooba
Unlisted

Ooba

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

139

137

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 15%

One of South Africa’s leading mortgage originators with a strong life and general
insurance business flowing from the origination business.
Due to the relative growth of the insurance business, Ooba has been reclassified from
specialist financial services to the insurance and asset management cluster

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy
Valuation methodology

Level 3
Embedded value and five-

Five-year discounted cash

year discounted cash flow.

flow.

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted

2019

Focus for 2020

Fair Value

% ARC Fund NAV

• The tough economic environment
created affordability issues for
consumers and resulted in smaller
average bond sizes and lower expected
applications. Good conversion
ratios reflected banks’ willingness to
participate in the mortgage market.
• The aggregation and insurance
business remain strong and performed
in line with expectation.
• The Buyers Trust product was finalised
and launched, and first deposits were
taken.

• New business diversification in the
property value chain.
• Developing and launching of new
business strategies.
• Product diversification in the insurance
businesses.
• Technology investment in digital
customer service tools.
• Geographic diversification of the
origination business.

R112 million

1.2% of Fund
Value

Unlisted

Other details
BEE lock-in period

Three years from February 2016.

Reserved matters

Yes

Other minority protections

Yes

Board representation

Rojie Kristen
Johan van der Merwe

Key inputs:
Input 1

WACC

WACC

Input variable

14.6%

14.0%

Input 2

Growth

Growth

Input 2 variable

5.5%

5.5%

Input 1

WACC

WACC

Input variable

R14.6 million decrease per

R5.3 million decrease per

1% increase

1% increase

Input 2

Growth rate

Growth rate

Input 2 variable

R11 million decrease per

R4.7 million decrease per

1% increase

1% decrease

Input 3
Input 3 variable
Sensitivity of key inputs:

www.ooba.co.za

Input 3
Input 3 variable
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED FINANCIAL SERVICES SEGMENT REVIEW

SPECIALIST FINANCIAL
SERVICES
An independent Southern African investment
banking firm, founded in 1999, specialising
in corporate finance, structured solutions and
property asset management services. Has two
principal operating divisions:
• Bravura Capital (Corporate Finance)
• Bravura Solutions (Structured Solutions)

Other Specialist Financial Services
Primarily a derivatives trading and structuring business that trades only backto-back and does not hold proprietary positions. Has established an asset
management business.

www.bravura.net

www.constellationsa.co.za
15.1%

R14 million (0.1%
of ARC Fund)

14.9%

R40 million
(0.4% of ARC Fund)

Bold thinking. Bespoke solutions.

12.5%
12.2%

R26 million
(0.3% of ARC Fund)

A stock exchange providing the market with an efficient
and cost-effective trading option to secondary list and
trade shares. Leverages the latest high-performance
exchange technology supplied by Aquis Exchange in the
UK and other efficiencies to significantly reduce the endto-end cost of transacting. A2X is licensed and regulated
by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (former FSB)
and the Prudential Authority (SARB).

24.5%

R41 million
(0.4% of ARC Fund)

An independent Black-owned and controlled
member of the JSE providing core services of
securities trading and research.
The company has strong capital adequacy
and continued to grow market share and
client base despite declining trade on the JSE.

www.sinayo.co.za

15.4%

R11 million
(0.1% Of ARC Fund)

A leading enterprise and supplier
development firm that focusses on
underlining strategic partnerships that
connect business and SME development,
commercial leadership, corporate citizenship,
and Enterprise Development Strategy (ESD).

R6 million
(less than 0.1% of
ARC Fund)

Alternative Prosperity is a majority Blackowned company that offers products
and services in responsible investment,
transformation and sustainability.
Management refined the strategy during the
year to reposition the company as a holding
company with investments in entities that
offer advisory services, research and products
to support large public and private entities to
address Economic, Environmental, Social and
Governance issues. The business continues
to have a solid value proposition and enjoys
good credibility among its stakeholders.

www.edgegrowth.com

A2X made steady progress, ending the year with
27 listings with a combined market cap of R2.5 trillion
and a healthy pipeline of potential issuers expected to
secondary list on the exchange over the coming year. Key
focus areas include rolling out a post-trade system for
brokers and increasing the volumes traded by brokers on
the issuers currently on the exchange.

www.alternativeprosperity.com

www.a2x.co.za
ARC Investments
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED FINANCIAL SERVICES SEGMENT REVIEW

BANKING AND DIGITAL
Details of valuation inputs

TymeBank
Unlisted

TymeBank

R million

30 June 2019

30 June 2018

253

158

ARC Fund valuation
Investment type

Effective Holding
• 32.7%

2019

TymeBank is South Africa’s leading low-cost transactional bank to the traditionally
under-served and under-serviced mass market segment. The bank has an unrivalled
low-cost operating platform as a result of its innovative use of technology and its
strategic relationship with Pick n Pay and Boxer stores, all geared towards offering
customers a compelling banking value proposition. Clients are quickly and easily
on-boarded and bank charges are more affordable. Ethos Private Equity’s Artificial
Intelligence (AI) Fund invested R200 million for an 8% holding in TymeBank, providing
access to a pool of knowledge and experience in the use of AI. This will support
TymeBank to rapidly scale its business with more appropriate products, at a lower cost
and with superior service levels.
Focus for 2020

• ARC FinHoldCo increased its holding to
100% in TymeBank in November 2018
(ARC Fund share 49.9%).
• Introduction of new partners reduced
ARC Fund share to 32.15%.
• Successfully launched TymeBank in
February 2019.
• Customer acquisition running ahead of
plan with 500 000 customers signed up
by 30 June 2019 and around 40% of
bank accounts being active.
• Key appointments made to the board
and executive team.

• Embark on a capital raise to facilitate
the growth of the bank.
• Reach two million customers by June
2020 at an activation rate of 40-45%
• Conclude personal loan product pilot
and launch offering to small business
owners during 2020.
• Progress strategic partnerships to
offer new products and distribution
channels.

Fair Value
R674 million

Equity

Valuation information:
IFRS 13 fair value hierarchy
Valuation methodology

Level 3
Recent transaction

Recent transaction

Portfolio entity disclosures:
Listed/unlisted
Other details

% ARC Fund NAV

Unlisted
A controlling stake was

The bank was owned by

acquired by ARC FSH in the

Commonwealth Bank

current year in TymeBank.

of Australia at 90% and

Over the course of the

ARC FSH owned a 10%

year, new partners were

interest resulting in a 4.9%

introduced resulting in a sell-

effective interest held by

down of control to 65.5%

the ARC Fund.

at 30 June 2019. The bank is

7.2% of Fund

embarking on a capital raise
which will see the ARC FSH
interest dilute further.
BEE lock-in period

Not applicable

Reserved matters
Other minority protections
Board representation

Charmaine Padayachy
Johan van Zyl

Key inputs:
Input 1

None applicable

None applicable

None applicable

None applicable

Input variable
Input 2
Input 2 variable

www.tymebank.co.za

Input 3
Input 3 variable
Sensitivity of key inputs:
Input 1
Input variable
Input 2
Input 2 variable
Input 3
Input 3 variable
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OUR INVESTMENTS

DIVERSIFIED FINANCIAL SERVICES SEGMENT REVIEW

BANKING AND DIGITAL

Other Banking and Digital

The AI Fund identifies and invests in businesses
that can benefit disproportionately from the use
of artificial intelligence, particularly algorithmic
decision making to help organisations make high
frequency decisions in multiple places in their
value chain. The investment provides ARC with
access to an ecosystem where new technologies
in support of the Fourth Industrial Revolution are
optimally commercialised.

www.ethos.co.za
14.7%

Tyme Global

R32 million
(0.3% of ARC Fund)

AI FUND

Lynette Mahlangu
16.5%

R66 million
(0.7% of ARC Fund)

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

Tyme Global is a Hong Kong-based company
that owns the intellectual property used by
TymeBank.

MPUMALANGA

The technology owned by Tyme Global is
transferable to other jurisdictions and is
already being used in three countries.

ARC Investments
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KEY RISKS

The ARC Investments Board is responsible and accountable for implementing an effective policy framework
to ensure proper risk assessment and management. The Board is supported by the Audit and Risk
Committee in fulfilment of these responsibilities.
The portfolio companies in the ARC Fund mainly operate in the
South African market and are affected by economic conditions in
South Africa. Business and investor confidence remained under
significant pressure in the year to 30 June 2019, affected by a
number of factors including:
• Continued political uncertainty, particularly in the period leading
up to the general election in May 2019;

Risk
Component

Risk

Inherent Risk Scale
Likelihood

Country/
Geographical
concentration
risk

Impact

Rating

Strength

• Being part of the greater UBI group
affords the ARC Fund and some of
the portfolio companies access to a
strong group backing

Rating

• Expansion to exposure outside of
South Africa and Africa

Protacted pedestrian
growth in SA economy

Failure of a major/
significant investment

• Investment committee oversight
• Regular review and oversight by
Audit and Risk Committee

• Strong legal and compliance team

Failure to consistently
meet your 16% hurdle in
the medium term

• Review at the annual Board Strategy
Summit as well as quarterly Board
meetings
• Strict selection criteria in determining
partners

Contractual B-BBEE lock
ins for extended period

• Strong deal structuring and support
• Minority protections

• Quarterly review of portfolio
• Exercising of minority protections to
drive strategic change

Discount to NAV deepens

• Investment committee oversight
• Quarterly review of portfolio by
executive management
Concentration risk which
cannot be mitigated

• Thresholds for investmnet limits in
the context of concentration risk

Non-adherence to
investment framework

Integrated Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2019

Key

Management bandwidth

• Regular feedback to as well as
review by the Human Resources and
Nominations Committee
• Regular feedback to as well as
review by the Human Resources and
Nominations Committee
• Robust recruitment policies and
practices

Staff incentive and
retention

• Appropriate long-term and shortterm incentive schemes

Impact

Rating
Low

• Adequate evaluation of leadership
and succession planning

Skill and Resourcing
(capacity)

• Investment committee oversight and
Board delegations

Likelihood

Leadership & Key man
risk

Human
Capital

• Investment Committee oversight and
Board delegations

|

Failure to meet regulatory
requirements

• Contractual agreements and ongoing
review of key value drivers

Investment

ARC Investments

• Structuring of the terms of the
B-share in ARCI

Reputational

• Appropriate assurance by external
auditors

Misalignment on shared
vision

• Pro-active engagement with regulator

Regulatory

• Exercising of minority protections to
drive strategic change

Valuation risk

• Long term success of broad-based
nature of UBI shareholders

Adverse changes in
B-BBEE codes

• Market segment diversification in the
portfolio

Moderate

Rating

• Having a strong financial monitoring
and reporting processes in place

Residual
Risk

Factor(s)

Strength

• The ARC Fund's ability to leverage the
Fund as well as within the portfolio
assets of the ARC Fund

Financial

Liquidity risk

Mitigating Factor

Factor(s)

• Being part of the greater UBI group
affords the ARC Fund and some of
the portfolio companies access to a
strong group backing

• Diversification of the portfolio

Downgrade of SA
investment status

Medium

Rating

Inability to raise capital

• Quarterly review of portfolio

High

Impact

Residual
Risk

Mitigating Factor

• Good relationships with corporate
funders

The key risks facing the Company are set out below.
Risk
Component

Inherent Risk Scale
Likelihood

• Sovereign credit downgrade risk;
• Poor management of public funds and related allegations of
grand scale corruption; and
• Investment market and currency volatility.
The very diverse nature of the investments in our portfolio means
that we are able to mitigate concentration risk.

Risk

Minor

96

Strength

Catastrophic

97

Significant

Medium

Low

Strong

ARC Investments

Moderate

|

Weak
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AFRICAN RAINBOW CAPITAL INVESTMENT GOVERNANCE

Cecilia Lipontso Manda
UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

GAUTENG

Overview

Group governance structure

ARC Investments is committed to sound governance and the
application of the highest ethical standards in the conduct of its
business and affairs. The Board of Directors of ARC Investments
(the Board) takes a stakeholder-inclusive approach to doing
business in recognition of the impact stakeholders’ perceptions
can have on the Company’s activities and reputation.

ARC Investments is a subsidiary of African Rainbow Capital (ARC),
which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ubuntu-Botho Investments
Proprietary Limited (UBI). The Board of UBI (UBI Board) has approved
a Group Governance Policy which proposes certain principles to
be applied throughout the UBI Group in respect of subsidiary and
associate companies, partnerships, joint ventures as well as business
divisions across statutory entities. This also covers the broader ‘tight’
governance aspects such as people management, risk management,
information management and technology, culture and ethics.

The Board acknowledges the link between effective governance,
sustainable performance and the creation of long-term value for
all of its stakeholders. The Board is committed to the principles
of transparency, integrity, fairness and accountability, and
recognises the need to implement good corporate governance
principles. The Board’s approach to good governance aligns
with the requirements of the Mauritius Companies Act (Act 15
of 2001), the JSE Listings Requirements and the King Report on
Corporate Governance for South Africa (King IV).

The relationship between ARC Investments, UBI General Partner
(UBI GP) and the ARC Fund is governed by the Partnership
Agreement which determines the authority and responsibilities of
the entities in the partnership. UBI GP is a special purpose vehicle
that seldom acts on its own behalf other than in terms of its duties
and responsibilities as general partner. The governance structures
and processes in the partnership are largely aimed toward ensuring
that the parties to the partnership fulfil their responsibilities under
the Partnership Agreement and that ARC Investments meets its
obligations to its shareholders and other stakeholders.

AFRICAN RAINBOW CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

UBI GENERAL PARTNER

ARC Investments is a capital raising and investment
entity incorporated under the laws of Mauritius and
listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE).
The ARC Investments Board has final oversight and
responsibility in respect of the Company’s business,
strategy and key policies, including the investment in
the ARC Fund. ARC Investments is a limited partner
(passive investor) in the ARC Fund and plays no role
in the management or investment decisions of the
ARC Fund.

Audit and Risk Committee

99.95%

ARC Investments
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UBI General Partner is the general partner (fund
manager) of the ARC Fund and is responsible for the
day-to-day management of the Fund. UBI GP is 100%
owned and controlled by UBI, and accordingly is a
Black-owned and Black-controlled company. While
ARC assists UBI GP to source investment opportunities,
all investment decisions of the ARC Fund are taken by
UBI GP through its Investment Committee or, subject
to the terms of any delegations in place, its Investment
Advisory Committee.
Investment Advisory
Committee

Investment
Committee

Audit and Risk
Committee

0.05%

ARC FUND

ARC Investments
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AFRICAN RAINBOW CAPITAL INVESTMENTS BOARD
Nakedi Lekota
The Board of Directors
UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

LIMPOPO

The Board of ARC Investments comprises five Independent
Non-executive Directors and one Non-executive Director. In
compliance with Mauritian regulations, the Board includes three
Mauritian resident Directors. There are no Executive Directors on
the Board. As an investment holding Company, ARC Investments
does not have a Chief Executive Officer.

The key purpose of the Board is to ensure the sustainable prosperity
of the Company by collectively directing its affairs, while meeting
stakeholders’ appropriate interests. The Board is ultimately
accountable and responsible for the performance and affairs of the
Company and, in doing so, effectively represents and promotes the
legitimate interests of the Company and its shareholders.

The Board meets four times a year. The Board work plan details
the relevant matters to be covered at each meeting during the
year to ensure that all matters laid out in the charter are properly
covered on an appropriate basis.

The Board exercises stewardship and sets the ethical tone for
the organisation by upholding the highest degree of ethics in all
forms of conduct.

Attendance at Board and Committee meetings
Board

Number of meetings held

3

Audit Nomination and
and Risk
Remuneration
Committee
Committee
3

3

Directors’ attendance
Mark Olivier† (Chairman of the Board)

Independent Non-executive Chairperson

3/3

n/a

3/3

Clive Msipha (Chairman of Audit and
Risk Committee)

Independent Non-executive Director

3/3

3/3

3/3

Bridget Radebe (Chairman of Nomination
and Rumneration Committee)

Non-executive Director

3/3

n/a

3/3

Dr Renosi Mokate

Independent Non-executive Director

2/3

2/3

n/a

Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong†

Independent Non-executive Director

3/3

3/3

n/a

Anil Currimjee *

Independent Non-executive Director

2/3

2/3

n/a

†

Meeting dates: 11 March 2019, 9 September 2019 and 27 September 2019
† These Directors are Mauritian residents and thus the composition of the Board meets the Mauritian regulatory requirements.
* Appointed to the Board on 11 March 2019

Short curriculum vitae of all current Directors are available on page 106 of this report.

Chairman
The Chairman is an Independent Non-executive Director
and is elected by the Board. The Chairman is responsible for
representing the Board to shareholders and indirectly to other
stakeholders relating to performance. The primary function of
the Chairman is to preside over Directors’ and shareholders’
meetings and to ensure the smooth functioning of the Board.

Board composition
The Board recognises that its effectiveness depends on its
composition and aims to ensure that there is an appropriate

ARC Investments
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balance of power and authority in the Board as well as an
appropriate balance of skills and diversity in demographics.
The Board considers the current size and composition of the
Board to provide an appropriate range of skills, knowledge and
experience, while retaining common purpose, involvement,
participation and the sense of responsibility necessary to meet
the Company’s strategic objectives. The Board is satisfied that
there is a clear division of responsibilities to ensure a balanced
distribution of power, time and authority so that no one Director
has unfettered powers of decision making.

ARC Investments
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STEWARDSHIP

ARCI BOARD continued
Diversity at Board level
ARC Investments recognises and embraces the benefits of having a
diverse Board and sees increasing racial and gender diversity at Board
level as an essential element in maintaining a competitive advantage.
A diverse Board includes and makes good use of differences in skills
and regional and industry experience, cultural background, race,
gender and other distinctions between members of the Board. These
differences are considered in determining the optimum composition
of the Board and when possible should be balanced appropriately.
The average age of the Board is 45 years with a diverse skillset.
When new or replacement Directors are considered, the Board
assesses the skills of the Board as a whole, to identify any areas
that need strengthening.
A Gender and Diversity Policy for the Board is in place and available
for review on the Company’s website www.arci.mu. The Board
is satisfied with the vision and journey to achieve the objective
of a diverse board. While the Board currently does not have any
gender or diversity targets, the Board is satisfied that the current
composition aligns with the ethos of diversity expressed in its policy.

Board appointments
Directors are appointed in terms of a formal policy that details
the procedure for selection, appointment and reappointment.
Board members are appointed through a formal and transparent
process which includes ensuring that Directors meet the ‘fit and
proper test’ requirements.
Potential candidates are considered with reference to their skills
and expertise and how these complement the current balance of
the Board. Integrity and skills capacity are other key considerations.
Candidates are considered on merit against objective criteria and
with due regard to the benefits of diversity on the Board.
The number of external directorships held by Directors is
assessed to ensure that these do not exceed what is reasonable
for them to be able to exercise due care, skill and diligence in
their role as a Director of ARC Investments.
The Nomination and Remuneration Committee recommends
appropriate candidates for appointment to the Board and
appointments are subject to ratification by shareholders at the
next Annual General Meeting. Directors are required to retire by
rotation in terms of the Company’s incorporation documents,
but may remain eligible for re-election so that the Company’s
shareholders continually participate in the election process for
new Directors and replacing existing Directors.

ARC Investments
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Non-executive Directors retirement age is 70 years, although the
Board is entitled to re-elect a Non-executive director who has
passed the age of 70 provided that the appointment is approved
by a majority of the Directors and the Director consents to the
appointment on an annual basis.
Mr Anil Currimjee was appointed to the Board on 11 March
2019. Three directors retire annually, in terms of the Company’s
constitution, for the current year it is Dr R Mokate, Mr T Lo-Seen
Chong and Mr A Currimjee. Since these directors have made
themselves available for re-appointment they will be considered
for such re-appointment at the the Annual General Meeting
scheduled to be convened on 18 November 2019.

Directors interests in the shares of the Company at year-end*
2019

2018

Number of
shares

Direct
interest

Indirect
interest

Number of
shares

Direct
interest

Indirect
interest

Mark Olivier

305 882

-

0.005%

305 882

-

0.005%

Clive Msipha

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dr Renosi Mokate

-

-

-

-

-

-

Deans Tommy Lo-Seen Chong

-

-

-

-

-

-

Anil Currimjee

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bridget Radebe

-

-

-

-

-

-

* There were no changes in shareholding between 30 June 2019 and the date of approval of this Integrated Annual Report on 27 September 2019.

Conflicts of interest
The Directors exercise the utmost good faith, honesty and
integrity in all their dealings with or on behalf of the Company.
They are required to act in the best interests of the Company and
disclose real or perceived conflicts to the Board. Direct, indirect,
beneficial and non-beneficial interests in any contract or proposed
contract are disclosed to the Company Secretary in writing, who
brings these to the attention of the Directors. An affected Director
recuses himself/herself from the part of the meeting where the
item in which he has an interest is being discussed.
The Board considers other directorships and interests of the
directors on a regular basis to understand any potential conflict
of interests.
A Price Sensitive Information Policy and an Insider
Trading Policy are in place to provide reasonable assurance that
Directors and officers of the Company comply with Insider Trading
requirements, particularly the requirements of the Financial
Markets Act No.19 of 2012 and the Listings Requirements of
the JSE Limited. Directors and their related parties are prohibited
from participating in Company share dealing during closed and
prohibited periods, which include situations where the Company
is in possession of Price Sensitive Information.
A Director or the Company Secretary requires clearance from
the Chairman of the Board before dealing in the Company’s
securities and details of these dealings are disclosed to the JSE
through the Stock Exchange News Service (SENS). Applications
by the Chairman to deal in shares require clearance from the
Audit Committee Chairman.
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During the year under review, there was no contract of
significance to which ARC Investments was a party and in which
a Director of the Company was materially interested, either
directly or indirectly.

Role and responsibilities of the Board
The Board’s role and responsibility is set out in the Board Charter,
which requires the Board to provide leadership and vision to the
Company in a way that enhances shareholder value and ensures
the Company’s long-term organisational health.
The Board delegates certain of its responsibilities to appropriate
entities and committees through a delegation of authority.
The Board’s responsibilities include ensuring that the day-to-day
affairs of ARC Investments are appropriately supervised and
controlled, defining, amending (to the extent required) and
implementing the Investment Policy. The Board is ultimately
responsible for ARC Investments’ business, strategy and key policies.
The Board’s role and responsibilities include:
• Reviewing and approving the Company’s vision, mission and
values;
• Reviewing, contributing to and approving the strategy to
ensure that it will result in sustainable outcomes;
• Identifying key performance and risk areas;
• Satisfying itself that the strategy and business plans do not
give rise to risks that have not been thoroughly assessed;
• Reviewing business plans, annual budgets, dividend policy and
monitoring the Company’s performance against set objectives;
• Setting and declaring dividends;
• Circulars to shareholders, including notices of shareholders’
meetings;
• Financial risk management and capital policies, including
funding and the issue of ordinary shares and loan capital;
• Recommendations to shareholders on changes to the
incorporation documents of the Company, the remuneration
policy and remuneration of directors;
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• Approval of the appointment and removal of the Company
Secretary, and the composition of Board committees;
• Ensuring that the Company’s ethics are managed effectively
and responsibility for approving the Company’s Code of Ethics
and Conduct, and related policies;
• Considering sustainability as a business opportunity that
guides strategy formulation;
• Ensuring the Company is and is seen to be a responsible
corporate citizen;
• Ensuring the integrity of the Company’s Integrated Annual
Report; and
• Ensuring compliance with all relevant legislation.
During the 2019 financial year, the Board discharged its
duties in terms of its charter as follows:
• Reviewing and approving the Company’s strategy and
budgets;
• Reviewing and approving the Company’s management
accounts, interim and annual financial statements;
• Reviewing and approving the declaration regarding ARC
Investments status as a going concern;
• Interrogating the nature, composition and valuation of the
investment portfolio of the ARC Fund;
• Reviewing and approving the Integrated Annual Report and the
Notice of the Annual General Meeting posted to shareholders;
• Attending the Company’s Annual General Meeting;
• Reviewing and approving the dividends declared by the
Company and the ARC Fund;
• Reviewing feedback from the Audit and Risk Committee and
the UBI GP Investment Committee;
• Reviewing and approving the Group Risk Appetite;
• Reviewing the King Compliance Register, policy on Directors
dealings, Directors’ declaration of interest and holding of
Company shares;
• Reviewing Directors’ Remuneration;
• Reviewing the Board Delegation of Authority and the Board
and Committee charters; and
• Assessing the effectiveness of the Board, Chairman,
Committees, Directors and Company Secretary.
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ARCI BOARD continued
Company Secretary

Members:

The Company Secretary is appointed by the Board and is evaluated
on an annual basis as well as subjected to a fit and proper test.

Clive Msipha (Chairman)
Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong
Renosi Mokate

The Company Secretary guides the Board collectively, and each
Director individually, as to their duties and responsibilities,
and makes them aware of all legislation and regulations
relevant to the Company. Directors have unrestricted access
to the Company Secretary. The Company Secretary ensures
the procedure for appointing directors is properly carried out,
coordinates the induction of new directors and attends to
specific training needs of directors in regard to their fiduciary
duties and other responsibilities.
The Company Secretary ensures unhindered access to all
Company information by all Board and Committee members
and helps Directors to access independent professional advice
as required. The Company Secretary assists the Chairman in
monitoring the dealing in securities of the Company by Directors
and is available as a central source of guidance and advice
within the Company on matters of ethics and good governance.
Company Secretarial services are provided by Intercontinental
Trust Limited. The Board considers that the Company Secretary
possesses the requisite competence, experience and qualification
to properly discharge their duties.

Board committees
The Board is assisted in discharging its duties and responsibilities by
various committees, to which it delegates certain functions without
abdicating their own responsibilities. Each committee has a formal
term of reference or charter that is approved by the Board and
reviewed annually. The Chairperson of each Committee presents to
the Board on pertinent matters dealt with at Committee meetings.
Members of the Committees are appointed by the Board with due
regard to the skills required by each committee.

Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee is constituted as a Committee
of the Board as required by the JSE Listings Requirements. The
Committee comprises at least three members to be elected by the
shareholders on recommendation by the Board. All members of
the Committee are suitably skilled and experienced Independent
Non-executive Directors and meet the fit and proper requirements
as required by relevant legislation and regulations.
The Committee meets at least twice a year and the Chairperson
of the Committee provides regular summarised feedback to the
Board on the Committee’s activities and deliberations. The Board
evaluates the performance of the Audit and Risk Committee
annually in terms of its composition, mandate and effectiveness.
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Non-executive Director
Non-executive Director
Non-executive Director

The Report of the Audit and Risk Committee for the year
ended 30 June 2019 is available on page 18 of the 2019 ARC
Investments Annual Financial Statements, which are available on
our website at www.arci.mu. The Report includes a discussion of
the activities of the Committee during the year.
The Board has assigned certain duties of an audit committee
as well as additional responsibilities regarding governance,
compliance and risk management to the Committee.
The Audit and Risk Committee assists the Board in fulfilling
its oversight responsibilities by reviewing:
• the overall quality and integrity of financial, reporting and
integrated and sustainability report disclosures;
• the risks relating to financial reporting and disclosures;
• the appropriateness and effectiveness of internal controls
in general and internal financial controls specifically within
the ARC Fund where the Company has assumed the role of
the Limited Partner, and where the Company has significant
exposure in terms of its investments and obligations arising
from the partnership agreement of the ARC Fund;
• the quality of the work done by the professionals responsible
for financial and internal control;
• the qualification, independence and fees of the external
auditors of the Company;
• the Company’s compliance with applicable legal and
regulatory requirements only to the extent that it would
impact financial reporting.
The Committee’s responsibilities align with the requirements
of the Mauritian Companies Act 2001 and its responsibilities
in terms of the JSE Listing Requirements. These include:
• Nominating an auditor for appointment by the shareholders,
determining the audit fees and auditor’s terms of engagement
and ensuring that the appointment of the auditor complies
with the Act and any other legislation relating to the
appointment of the auditor;
• Determining the nature and extent of any non-audit services which
the auditor may provide to the Company in terms of the non-audit
services policy and pre-approving any proposed agreement with
the auditor for the provision of non-audit services to the Company;
• To make submissions to the Board on any matter concerning
the Company’s accounting policies, financial control, records
and reporting;
• Receive and deal appropriately with any complaints (whether
from within or outside the Company) relating to the
accounting practices and internal audit of the Company,
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the content or auditing of the Company’s financial statements,
internal financial controls of the Company or to any related
matter;
• To perform other functions determined by the Board; and
• Providing an Audit and Risk Committee Report for inclusion in
the Annual Financial Statements.

Nomination and Remuneration Committee
A Nomination and Remuneration Committee was established
on 11 March 2019 to consider the appointment of an additional
Director to the Board. The Committee comprises three members
and met once during the year under review. The Committee will
meet whenever there is a need to discuss on nomination and
remuneration matters.

Members:
Clive Msipha (Chairman)
Mark Olivier
Bridget Radebe

Non-executive Director
Non-executive Chairman
Non-executive Director

Governance at investee companies
The ARC Fund, the core performing asset in ARC Investments,
holds interests in a wide variety of investee companies. ARC and
ARC Investments have the responsibility to manage the UBI and
the UBI Group’s interests, inter alia, through representatives on
the boards of directors of these investee companies, monitoring
the performance of the investments and disposing of investments.
The board of directors of each investee company have a fiduciary
duty towards that specific company, which compels them to
manage the business in a manner that will ensure an effective
control environment and accurate financial reporting. It is the
responsibility of the UBI Group directors on these investee company
boards to ensure that the different companies practice proper
governance and adhere to the UBI Group’s policies and standards,
to the extent practically possible and desirable. This will depend
on the percentage interest held and the degree of control that
UBI could exert in the investee company. These directors report
to the relevant Audit and Risk Committees on material deviations
from the UBI Group policies and standards or the existence of any
significant internal control breakdowns within these businesses.
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Risk
The Board is responsible for the governance of risk, general corporate
governance and compliance, and the Audit and Risk Committee assists
the Board in carrying out its risk responsibilities. The Board maintains
a sound system of risk management and internal control, which is
appropriate to the Company’s size and nature as a capital raising
and investment entity, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the
achievement of organisational objectives. The Directors consider that
an internal audit function is not currently required.
The Board maintains an understanding of the risks facing the
organisation (see page 96) and oversees the Company’s compliance
with the Board-designated policies. The Board determines the
Company’s risk tolerance and, in setting these levels, considers risk
factors in both the external and internal business environments.
The Board sets limits regarding the Company’s degree of risk
appetite with respect to financial, business and sovereign risks.

Board evaluation
The Board, led by the Chairman and with the assistance of the
Company Secretary, evaluates the composition, range of skills,
experience and expertise of the Board, with input from the annual
evaluations conducted of the Board and individual Directors. This
evaluation identifies the particular skills that will best increase the
Board’s effectiveness and includes a consideration for diversity.
An annual performance evaluation and assessment of the
Board, Board committees and individual Directors is conducted,
which includes a consideration of the balance and mix of skills,
experience, independence and knowledge and the diversity
representation on the Board, including race and gender, how the
Board works together as a unit, and any other factors relevant to
its effectiveness. An independent Board evaluation process was
conducted during July/Aug 2019.

Information Management and Information
Technology (IT) governance
The Board is responsible for the governance of risk and information
technology and has delegated this responsibility to the Audit and
Risk Committee. The Company’s approach to IT Governance is
appropriate, given the Company’s small size and nature as a capital
raising and investment entity.
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NC* A&RC# N&RC

ND A&RC* N&RC

ND

Mark Oliver (51)

Clive Msipha (37)

Anil Currimjee (57)

Bridget Radebe (39)

Independent Non-executive Chairperson
British | CA(SA)

Independent Non-executive Director
Zimbabwean | CFA, CA(Z), MBA

Independent Non-executive Director
Mauritian | BA, MBA

Non-executive Director
South African | BCom, BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

Mark has over 25 years’ experience in managing debt, property
and private equity assets and providing corporate finance and
strategic advice, predominantly to public companies in the
United Kingdom. Prior to founding Hibridge Capital UK Limited
(a London-based, boutique private equity and advisory business)
in 2003, he was a shareholder and employee of Hawkpoint
Partners UK Limited, which was previously the corporate finance
division of NatWest Markets Limited. He worked for BoE Limited,
where he served on the executive committee of the group’s
international business headquartered in London, and worked at
KPMG as a manager in their London offices.
He is the Chairperson of Trellidor Holdings Limited and is an
independent Non-executive Director of Greenbay Properties.
He was previously Chairperson of Rockcastle Global Real Estate
Company Limited since inception and prior to its merger with
NEPI. Mark was also Chairperson of a China- and retail-focused
real estate company managed by Blackstone Inc. and Macquarie
Asset Management prior to its disposal.

ND

A&RC

Clive is an independent Non-executive Director. He serves as
a Director of Untu Holdings Limited, a Botswana registered
investment holding company. He is the current Chief Executive
Officer of Untu Capital Limited, a Zimbabwean SME financier. He
spent six years with PricewaterhouseCoopers in Zimbabwe, the
United States and the United Kingdom in Audit and Corporate
Finance. He has experience in the financial services industry
having done a number of corporate finance deals in the sector.
Prior to founding the Untu group, he was with an emerging
market private equity firm, Actis Capital. He is a chartered
accountant by training and won the National Prize for the
best qualifying student in his final qualifying exams. He is
a CFA charter-holder and also holds a Master of Business
Administration from the University of Oxford.

ND

A&RC

Dr Renosi Mokate (61)

Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong (60)

Independent Non-executive Director
South African | BA, MA, PhD

Independent Non-executive Director
Mauritian | BSc, FCA, TEP

A&RC

Mr Currimjee is the Managing Director of the Currimjee group
of companies where he has had executive experience for 36
years. The group is one of the largest diversified commercial
business groups in Mauritius with broad investments in
India and a focus on a wide range of activities including
telecommunications, real estate, hospitality, energy and financial
services. He holds non-executive directorships in Building and
Civil Engineering Co. Ltd and Sanlam Africa Core Real Estate
Fund. He is the chairman of the Joint Business Council Mauritius
and India, and was chairman of the Mauritius Chamber of
Commerce in 2003.
Between 2004 to 2016, Mr Currimjee was the Honorary Consul
General of Japan in Mauritius. He was appointed to the Board of
ARC Investments on 11 March 2019.

ND A&RC# N&RC*

Bridget is the Chief Financial Officer of Ubuntu-Botho
Investments Proprietary Limited and African Rainbow Capital
Proprietary Limited. She is also a Board member of Alexander
Forbes Group Holdings Limited, A2X Proprietary Limited and
Colourfield Liability Solutions Proprietary Limited. Bridget
grounded her experience at Deloitte & Touche where she
served as a Partner on top JSE listed clients, including, inter alia,
Imperial Holdings Limited, PPC Ltd, and Iliad Africa Limited. This
gave her a thorough understanding of the JSE Regulations and
Listings Requirements.
Bridget leverages her multidisciplinary leadership style, strategic
leadership and a solid, practical understanding of both private and
listed client environments in a variety of industries to deliver results.

ARC Investments has an appointed Chief Financial Officer as an executive employee responsible for
the day-to-day activities of the Company. Whilst the Chief Financial Officer is not a Director of ARC
Investments, she has a direct reporting responsibility to the Board and is a permanent invitee to all
Board and Board sub-committee meetings. Details of the Chief Financial Officer are set out below:

ED# A&RC* N&RC#
Renosi has held several leadership positions in the public sector
and academia. She was the Deputy Governor of the South
African Reserve Bank from August 2005 to July 2010 and
Executive Director of the World Bank in 2010 to 2012. She has
also served as the Executive Dean of the Graduate School of
Business Leadership, UNISA, and as a senior policy analyst at
the Development Bank of Southern Africa. She is currently the
Executive Chairperson of Concentric Alliance.

Tommy is the Chief Operating Officer of Intercontinental Trust
Limited, and has previously worked in the United Kingdom for
several years specialising in auditing and taxation. Previously, he
was the Finance Director of a major Mauritian group involved in
various activities, including property, financial services, trading
and leisure. He is a stockbroker (Investment Dealer Type 1)
licensed by the Stock Exchange of Mauritius and a Director of
Capital Market Brothers Limited.

She holds non-executive directorships at Bidvest Bank Limited,
GEPF and Vukile Property Fund amongst others. Her committee
membership includes Remuneration, Governance, Audit and
Social and Ethics.

He is also a member of the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners
as well as a member of the International Fiscal Association. He
holds a bachelor’s degree in Economics and is a fellow of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.

A&RC

Member of the Audit and Risk Committee

N&RC

Member of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
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NC – Non-executive Chairperson
ND – Non-executive Director

Karen Bodenstein (38)
Chief Financial Officer
Mauritian | B.Compt (Accounting Sciences), Advanced Diploma in Management Accounting, CIMA
Karen is an accountant with over 15 years’ post-articles
experience in reporting and the preparation of company
management and financial accounts. She works as a consultant
providing management and financial accounting services to
global and domestic companies in Mauritius. She is an executive
and independent non-executive director of Stock Exchange
of Mauritius listed companies, Rockcastle Global Real Estate

Limited, where she is the chairperson of the risk and ethics
committee, and Greenbay Limited, where she is the chairperson
of the audit and risk committee. She holds a B.Compt
(Accounting Sciences) degree from the University of South Africa
and an Advanced Diploma in Management Accounting from the
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants.

* – Chairman
# – Invitee
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GOVERNANCE OUTCOMES
ARC Investments performed an assessment of the application of the principles set out in the King IV Code, which is shown below
together with key actions envisaged to achieve application, where gaps exist.
10. Applied

1.

2.

3.

4.

Applied

Applied

Applied

Applied

Principle

Comments

The governing body should lead ethically
and effectively.

The Directors, overseen by the Chairperson, hold each other
accountable for decision-making and ethical behaviour. The
Company has adopted the UBI Group
code of ethics which is
referenced and applied in all day-to-day and Board activities.

The governing body should govern the
ethics of the organisation in a way that
supports the establishment of an ethical
culture.

The Board is responsible for the monitoring and governance of
the ethics of ARC Investments. The Board’s commitment to ethical
practices guides the interaction with all stakeholders. This is
underpinned in the
Board charter.

The governing body should ensure that
the organisation is and is seen to be a
responsible corporate citizen.

The Board monitors ARC Investments’ performance as a responsible
corporate citizen.The feedback thereon is captured in the disclosures
included in this Integrated Annual Report.

The governing body should appreciate
that the organisation’s core purpose, its
risks and opportunities, strategy, business
model, performance and sustainable
development are all inseparable elements
of the value creation process.

The Board recognises the undeniable links between these factors and the
Company’s strategy (page 10) and business model (page 14) demonstrate
an integrated approach to value creation (page 22) through identifying
material matters and the opportunities they present, risk mitigation (page
96), sustainability and corporate citizenship.
This Integrated Annual Report provides a thorough overview of the
Company and an assessment of ARC Investments’ performance
against its objectives (page 28-43). The interim and full-year reports are
supplemented by quarterly performance reviews and regular updates
on strategic developments. In addition, the 30 June 2019
Audited
Annual Financial Statements of the Company were opined on by the
external auditors who expressed an unmodified opinion.

5.

Applied

The governing body should ensure
that reports issued by the organisation
enable stakeholders to make informed
assessments of the organisation’s
performance, and its short, medium and
long-term prospects.

6.

Applied

The governing body should serve as
The Board is the focal point and custodian of corporate governance
the focal point and custodian of the
of ARC Investments. Its role and responsibilities and the way that it
corporate governance in the organisation. executes its duties and decision making are discussed on page 99.
Further aspects of governance are addressed through the established
Board sub-committees.

7.

Applied

The governing body should comprise the
appropriate balance of knowledge, skills,
experience, diversity and independence
for it to discharge its governance role and
responsibilities objectively and effectively.

The Board and sub-committees consider on an annual basis their
composition in terms of balance of skills, experience, diversity,
independence and knowledge and whether this enables them to
effectively discharge their role and responsibilities.

Diversity policy

9.

Applied

Applied

ARC Investments
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The Board and its sub-committees comply with the applicable
requirements of the King Code. There is a clear balance of power to
ensure that no individuals have undue decision-making powers. The
Company’s Delegation of Authority Policy ensures that authority is
appropriately delegated to meet the Board’s various responsibilities.

The governing body should ensure that
the evaluation of its own performance
and that of its committees, its
Chairperson and its individual members,
support continued improvement in its
performance and effectiveness.

Assessments of the performance of the Board, its sub-committees,
the Chief Financial Officer and the Company Secretary are conducted
annually through an internal evaluation process. An independent
Board evaluation was conducted during July/Aug 2019.
(page 105)
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The Board is satisfied that ARC Investments is appropriately
resourced. Save for the Chief Financial Officer, ARC Investments does
not employ any staff.
(page 105)

The governing body should govern risk
in a way that supports the organisation
in setting and achieving its strategic
objectives.

The Audit and Risk Committee assists the Board with the governance
of risk. The Board is aware of the importance of risk management as it
is linked to the strategy, performance and sustainability of the business.
Risks are identified and managed within acceptable parameters.

Delegation of Authority

Risk management policy
12. Applied

The governing body should govern
technology and information in a way that
supports the organisation setting and
achieving its strategic objectives.

The Board, together with the Audit and Risk Committee, oversees
the governance of information technology. The Board is aware of
the importance of technology and information in relation to ARC
Investments’ strategy.
(page 105)

13. Applied

The governing body should govern
compliance with applicable laws and
adopted, non-binding rules, codes and
standards in a way that supports the
organisation being ethical and a good
corporate citizen.

The Board is assisted by the Company Secretary to monitor
compliance with the various laws ARC Investments is subject to.
(page 104)

14. Applied

The governing body should ensure that
the organisation remunerates fairly,
responsibly and transparently so as to
promote the achievement of strategic
objectives and positive outcomes in
short-, medium- and long-term.

The Board ensures that Directors are remunerated fairly, responsibly,
transparently and in line with industry standards so as to promote
the creation of value in a sustainable manner. Save for the Chief
Financial Officer, ARC Investments does not employ any staff. All
directors’ remuneration is subject to approval by special resolution at
the AGM.
(page 111)
AGM Notice

Nominations and Remuneration policy

15. Applied

The governing body should ensure that
assurance services and functions enable
an effective control environment, and
that these support the integrity of
information for internal decision-making
and of the organisation’s external reports.

The Board is satisfied that the assurance results indicate an adequate
and effective control environment and integrity of reports for better
decision-making. This responsibility is contained in the
Board
Charter and the
Audit and Risk Committee Charter.

16. Applied

In the execution of its governance roles
and responsibilities, the governing body
should adopt a stakeholder-inclusive
approach that balances the needs,
interests and expectations of material
stakeholders in the best interests of the
organisation over time.

The Board takes a stakeholder-inclusive approach that aims to
balance appropriately the legitimate and reasonable needs, interests
and expectations of the Company’s stakeholders.
(page 26)

17. Applied

The governing body of an institutional
investor organisation should ensure that
responsible investment is practiced by
the organisation to promote the good
governance and the creation of value by
the companies in which it invests.

Delegation of Authority
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The governing body should ensure that
the appointment of, and delegation to,
management contribute to role clarity
and effective exercise of authority and
responsibilities.

(page 96)

Nominations and Remuneration policy

The governing body should ensure that
its arrangements for delegation within
its own structures promote independent
judgement, and assist with balance of
power and the effective discharge of its
duties.

Comments

The Audit and Risk Committee identifies, assesses, mitigates and
manages risks within the existing operating environment. Mitigating
controls are in place to address these risks which are monitored.

Through the annual self-assessment of the Board and its sub-committees,
the knowledge and skills set are evaluated and improved where required.
Where necessary, subject matter experts are available for matters requiring
specialised guidance. An independent Board evaluation was conducted
during July/Aug 2019.
(page 98)

8.

11. Applied

Principle
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The Board, through the ARC Fund
Investment Committee
Charter, the Company’s
Investment Guidelines and
Valuation Policy ensures that the Company practices
responsible investment to promote good governance and the
creation of value by the companies in which the ARC Fund invests.
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REMUNERATION REPORT
Background statement
In line with the King Report on Corporate Governance (King IV) we present our
Remuneration Report in three parts.
• Background statement
• Remuneration policy and philosophy
• Implementation report
The Board is aligning disclosures to the recommendations in King IV and intend to build on the extent
of our disclosures over the coming years.

As an investment holding company ARC Investments has no full
time employees and executive management. The activities of
the ARC Fund partnership are carried out by the General Partner
which is remunerated by way of the fund management fee,
which is discussed below.

Nelson Mosiapoa

The Board is thus ultimately responsible for fair and responsible
remuneration of the Non-executive Directors and ensuring
adequate disclosure and reporting of remuneration matters.

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

In line with King IV, ARC Investments’ remuneration policy and
remuneration implementation report were tabled for separate
non-binding advisory votes by shareholders at the Company’s
AGM on 13 November 2018. 98.87% of the shares represented
at the meeting voted in favour of endorsing the remuneration
policy and 99.55% endorsed the remuneration implementation
report. 99.99% of the shares represented voted in favour of the
Non-executive Directors’ Remuneration.

NORTHERN CAPE

Remuneration policy and philosophy
The remuneration policy provides an overview of the
remuneration principles for ARC Investments as a whole. This
information has been approved by the Board. The overarching
principles and design of the remuneration structure are
consistent to support a common philosophy and to ensure
good corporate governance. The remuneration policy of UBI,
which applies to ARC Investments, is committed to maintaining
high standards of corporate governance and supports and
applies the principles of good governance as advocated by King
IV. Our remuneration approach and disclosures fully comply
with regulatory and statutory provisions relating to reward
governance in all the countries in which we operate.
The policy deals with remuneration of Non-executive Directors
and the General Partner of the ARC Fund. It is recommended
practice that the remuneration policy is aligned with the
corporate strategy. The Board considers fair and responsible
remuneration and has developed specific arrangements to
give effect to this, while ensuring that remuneration to Non-
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executive Directors is justifiable within the broader context of
macro and micro economic factors in the environment in which
the Company operates.
The Company’s constitution provides that, notwithstanding
anything to the contrary contained in the Constitution or any
agreement, understanding or arrangement with a Director,
the Company shall not be obliged, entitled or required to pay
any remuneration to a Director for their services as Directors
(which shall exclude salaries of executive Directors) except such
remuneration as has been approved by and in terms of an
ordinary resolution.
The Board is thus responsible for the Non-executive Directors’
remuneration that will be presented for shareholder approval at
the Annual General Meeting.

Composition of remuneration
The UBI Group remuneration policy framework has been
formulated with reference to the remuneration best practice
principles contained in King IV as well as legislation, standards
and regulations which govern the industry.
The UBI remuneration policy and the principles that underscore
it are aligned to UBI’s business strategy to achieve its long-term
objectives and create value for its investee companies and other
stakeholders.
UBI’s remuneration policy and practices reflect both local and
international best practices, but with proper recognition of
the peculiarities of the economic and social conditions in the
principal markets in which we do business
UBI expects its employees to perform consistently at high
standards in order to achieve the objectives set by the UBI
Board. This is further enforced through careful alignment of
the performance hurdles with the objectives set by the Board;
and the execution of a performance management system
to reward the desired behaviours and to promote a highperformance culture.
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REMUNERATION REPORT continued
The different components of remuneration
are determined as follows:
• The guaranteed component, which is based on marketrelatedness together with performance, competence and
potential;
• The performance bonus component (short-term incentive)
of remuneration. The purpose of the performance bonus is to
align the behaviour of employees with the goals of UBI and
ARC and to motivate and reward employees who meet and/or
exceed the agreed performance objective.
• The long-term incentive component which encourages
individual alignment with the Group’s long-term goals and is
also an effective long-term incentive and retention mechanism
for key individuals.
ARC Investments has only one component of remuneration, being
fixed remuneration payable to Non-executive Directors. The Nonexecutive Directors are paid a fixed, annual, USD based fee, in
accordance with the Company financial year commencing 1 July
to 30 June of the following year. The fees are payable half-yearly.
In accordance with the Mauritius Taxation Legislation, a 15%
withholding tax is levied on gross fees payable, resulting in a net
payment made to each individual Non-executive Director.
The Company does not pay short-term incentives to its Board of
Directors, in line with its long-term business strategy. No Director is
entitled to any pension scheme or other similar benefits that would
typically be associated with permanent employment. Directors
are entitled to be reimbursed for expenses reasonably incurred in
connection with the performance of their duties and attending
Board, general and other related meetings of the Company.

Fees paid to the General Partner
The structure of the fee is as follows:

Fund management fee
The fund management fee is calculated quarterly as follows:
i. where the Opening Invested NAV is below R10 billion, 1.75%
per annum on the average of the Opening Invested NAV and
Closing Invested NAV of that Quarter;

ii. where the Opening Invested NAV is between R10 billion and
R15 billion, the higher of the amount determined in terms of
(i) and 1.5% on the average of the Opening Invested NAV and
Closing Invested NAV of that Quarter;
iii. where the Opening Invested NAV is above R15 billion, 1.25%
on the average of the Opening Invested NAV and Closing
Invested NAV of that Quarter.
The Invested NAV will be adjusted for investments and
realisations during the quarter.

Cash management fee

ARC Investments operates as the Limited Partner with UBI
General Partner taking full responsibility, as mandated by the
ARC Investments Board, to manage the only asset of ARC
Investments – the ARC Fund.
As set out in this document, ARC Investments relies on various
related parties in the UBI group to optimise shareholders’ wealth,
in particular UBI GP as General Partner (in terms of the Partnership
Agreement) and ARC as the company to whom certain functions
are outsourced (in terms of the Investment Services Agreement).
These entities earn management and performance fees that are
fully disclosed in the Annual Financial Statements.

A Cash Management Fee of 0.25% per annum on the average
of the opening and closing balance of the Cash Management
Investments will be drawn down from the ARC Fund at the
beginning (and to the extent required) at the end of each
quarter.

Non-binding advisory votes
This remuneration policy and implementation report are to be tabled
annually at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) for separate nonbinding advisory votes by the shareholders. In the event that either
the remuneration policy or the implementation report, or both, are
voted against by 25% or more of the votes exercised, the Board will
engage with the dissenting shareholders to address their respective
objections, by:
i. issuing invitations to dissenting shareholders to submit written
submissions of their objections to the policy and/or the report;
ii. considering and addressing any objections; and
iii. reporting back to dissenting shareholders.
The Board may also arrange meetings with dissenting
shareholders to discuss and clarify their objections.
For details of the non-binding advisory vote resolution, please
refer to the Notice for the Company’s Annual General Meeting
available on the Company’s website www.arci.mu.

Implementation report
Remuneration of Non-executive Directors
Non-executive Directors do not have employment contracts
with ARC Investments, they do not enjoy benefits associated
with fixed term employment, and they do not participate in the
Company’s long-term incentive plan. The Company reimburses
Non-executive Directors for travel expenses incurred during the
course of fulfilling their duties.
Their independence is reviewed annually which informs their
suitability to remain a Board member. For this they are paid an
annual fixed remuneration fee.
It is imperative that the people who are responsible for these
functions are appropriately remunerated to ensure that their interests
are aligned with ARC Investments, both individually and collectively.
The ultimate responsibility of the UBI Remuneration Committee
is to achieve this alignment and retention of key individuals, also
considering the impact of non-UBI group shareholders.

Name

Nationality

Function

Mark Olivier

British

Independent Non-executive Director (Chairperson)

Amount (USD)

Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong

Mauritian

Independent Non-executive Director

7 500

Dr Renosi Mokate

South African

Independent Non-executive Director

20 800

Clive Msipha

Zimbabwean

Independent Non-executive Director (Chairperson of
Audit and Risk Committee)

20 800

Anil Currimjee

Mauritian

Independent Non-executive Director

20 800

Bridget Radebe*

South African

Non-executive Director (Chairperson of Nomination and
Remuneration Committee)

20 800

–

The amounts above are the Directors’ fees paid to the Directors for the current financial year 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019.
* Appointed as a representative of African Rainbow Capital Proprietary Limited and therefore does not receive director’s fees.
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STEWARDSHIP

THE BOARDS

UBI GENERAL PARTNER BOARD

ARC BOARD

The Board of Directors (the “Board”) of UBI General Partner is
ultimately responsible to ensure that UBI GP discharges its duties
and responsibilities as General Partner. To this end it must ensure:
• Proper governance processes while conducting the business of the
ARC Fund.
• Sufficient and timeous information flow for purposes of reporting,
both internally and externally, in respect of the Company, the ARC
Fund and ARC Investments.
• That ARC performs the duties that have been outsourced in terms of
the Investment Services Agreement.

The key purpose of the African Rainbow Capital Board is to ensure the sustainable prosperity of the group by collectively directing
its affairs, while meeting the appropriate interests of its stakeholders. The Board acts as the focal point for, and custodian of,
corporate governance by managing its relationship with management, the shareholders and other stakeholders of the Company
along sound corporate governance principles. The Board is accountable for the effective governance of the Company and adopts,
implements and documents an effective governance framework that provides for the prudent management and oversight of the
Company’s business.

UBI GP is responsible for the general investment review of the ARC
Fund as well as the management of the pipeline and liquidity of the
ARC Fund. The General Partner also provides representation on the
Boards of Directors of portfolio companies (where appropriate). It is
responsible for the preparation of the quarterly, half year and year end
valuation reports to ARC Investments and provides general feedback to
ARC Investments on relevant matters relating to the ARC Fund.

Audit and Risk Committee

Human Resources
Committee for the UBI/
ARC Group

Investment Committee

ARC Management Structure

Audit and Risk Committee
• Providing assurance regarding the quality of financial reporting and
disclosures, as well as the internal control environment in the UBI group.

co-CEOs:
JOHAN VAN DER MERWE

co-CEOs:
DR JOHAN VAN ZYL

• Manage the independence and relationships with the external and
internal auditors.
• Take primary responsibility for decision-making for statutory duties and
non-statutory duties.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
MACHIEL REYNEKE

Investment Committee
• Makes all investment decisions of the ARC Fund.
• Assists the Executive Director and the Investment Advisory Committee on the investment of Company funds.

Investment Advisory Committee
• Supports the Investment Committee by recommending investments for the ARC Fund.
• Chaired by Johan van der Merwe. Comprises executives of UBI GP and two members who are not on the UBI
GP Board:
·· Charmaine Padayachy BCom (Accounting), Accounting (Hons), CA(SA)
·· Bridget Radebe BCom, BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

UBI BOARD
The UBI Board has as its key purpose the sustainable prosperity
of the group by collectively directing its affairs, while meeting the
appropriate interests of its stakeholders. Our leadership has the
conviction that Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment remains
a suitable and appropriate mechanism for wealth creation and
wealth redistribution. In this regard we celebrate the fact that our
shareholders are of a broad nature and that we have had considerable
success in allowing for wealth creation of individuals and groups on a
relatively large scale.

ARC Investments
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Audit and Risk
Committee

INVESTMENT TEAM
Function
The investment team ensures that acquisitions made are
aligned with the overall strategy as well as meeting and
exceeding the required hurdle rate.

FINANCE TEAM
Function
The finance team ensures that we are able to honour our
financial commitments when doing transactions as well as
ensuring the overall financial health at enterprise levels.

Members
·· Deal Executive: Charmaine Padayachy
·· Deal Executive: Marinda Dippenaar
·· Portfolio Executive: Brian Mushonga
·· Assistant Deal Executive: Francois van Zyl

Members
·· Chief Financial Officer: Bridget Radebe
·· Financial Manager: Daisy Lebepe
·· Financial Manager: Sinethemba Mabenya
·· Accountant: Palesa Nxumalo

LEGAL TEAM
Function
Each transaction is a legally binding contract and as such we
have to ensure that we are adhering to any applicable laws and
regulations, as well as ensuring that our interest and that of
our partners are adequately protected.

SUPPORT TEAM
Function
The support team provides marketing, human resources,
communication and administrative support.

Members
·· General Counsel: Marlene Jennings
·· Senior Legal Advisor: Lerato Nonyana
·· Company Secretary: Matseleng Makume

Human Resources and
Nominations Committee
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Members
·· Executive Human Resources: Robert Goff
·· Executive Corporate and Stakeholder Relations: Ainsley Moos
·· Chief Operating Officer: Brenda Matyolo
·· Office Administrator: Marianka Donkersloot
·· Office Administrator: Maureen Mndau
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STEWARDSHIP

GROUP BOARD MEMBERS
UBI General Partner Board

UBI General Partner Board

ARC Board

ARC Board

Ubuntu-Botho Investments Board

Dr Patrice Motsepe (57)

NC*

Non-executive Chairperson
BA (Legal), LLB, D. Com (Honoris Causa), Doctorate of Management and Commerce
Patrice is the founder and Chairperson of UBI,
ARC and African Rainbow Energy and Power
(AREP). He is also Executive Chairperson of African
Rainbow Minerals, Chairperson of Harmony and
Deputy Chairperson of Sanlam. His past business
responsibilities include being the Founding President of
Business Unity South Africa (BUSA), and Chairperson

Ubuntu-Botho Investments Board

NC*

NC*

IC

IC

Michael Arnold (62)

Non-executive Director
BProc, LLB, LLM, Dip Company Law

Executive Director
MCom, MPhil (Cantab), CA(SA), AMP (Harvard), COL (Insead)

ND

ND

LIND

N&HR

IC

A&RC

ED

ED

ED

A&RC#

IC#

IC#

IAC*

A&RC#

Tom previously served as the CEO of Nedbank, and has a long history working in
financial services as well as retail.

ARC Investments
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IC

A&RC

A&RC

A&RC

Boipelo Lekubo (36)

ND

ND

Non-executive Director
BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

IC

IC

A&RC

A&RC

Abigail Mukhuba (40)

ND

ND

Non-executive Director
BCompt, BCom (Hons), MCom (Tax), MBA, CA(SA)

IC

IC

A&RC

A&RC

Dr Rejoice Simelane (67)

ED

Executive Director
BA, MA, PhD (Econ), LLB

ED

ND

IC#

IC#

Advocate Andrew Matube (74)
Non-executive Director
BA, LLB

ND

ND

ND#

N&HR

IC*

IC*

A&RC*

A&RC*

A&RC*

ND

A&RC#

A&RC#

ND

ND

A&RC

A&RC

Andrew is a legal practitioner in the fields of property law, corporate law,
drafting agreements, magistrate’s court as well as supreme court litigation.

NC – Non-executive Chairperson
ND – Non-executive Director
ED – Executive Director
LIND – Lead Independent Non-executive Director
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ED

Rejoice has been with Ubuntu-Botho Investments since 2004 when she assumed
the position of CEO. Prior to this she spent several years in government, culminating
in serving as a member of the Presidential Economic Advisory Panel under President
Thabo Mbeki. She has also served on the Council for Medical Schemes.

Johan is the co-CEO of African Rainbow Capital as well as the CEO of UbuntuBotho Investments. He previously served as group CEO of Sanlam for a period of
12 years.

Non-executive Director
BCom, CA(SA)

IC

Abigail is the Finance Director at African Rainbow Minerals and has extensive
experience in the financial reporting and tax environments.

A&RC#

Non-executive Director
PhD (Economics), D.Sc (Agric)

Tom Boardman (69)

N&HR#

Boipelo is the Chief Financial Officer of Harmony Gold and has extensive
experience in group financial management and reporting.

IC

Johan is the co-CEO of African Rainbow Capital. He previously served as the
CEO of Sanlam Investments for a period of 11 years.

Dr Johan van Zyl (63)

ND

Michael previously served as the Financial Director of African Rainbow Minerals
(ARM). He is currently also a Non-executive Board member of ARM.

Alexander is the Managing Director of Copper Moon Trading. He previously
held a number of positions with Coca-Cola. He was a Fullbright Scholar and a
member of the Harvard LLM Association.

Johan van der Merwe (54)

ND

Non-executive Director
BSc (Mining Geology), BCompt (Hons), CA(SA)

of the BRICS Council for 2013. Patrice is also President
of Mamelodi Sundowns Football Club. He plays an
active role in the international business arena where
he is a member of the International Business Council
of the World Economic Forum, which is made up of
100 of the most highly respected and influential chief
executives from all industries.

Alexander Maditse (57)

ND
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* – Chairman
# – Invitee
• – Alternate Director

IC – Investment Committee
IAC – Investment Advisory Committee
A&RC – Audit and Risk Committee
N&HR – Human Resources and Nomination Committee
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STEWARDSHIP

GROUP BOARD MEMBERS continued
UBI General Partner Board

UBI General Partner Board

ARC Board

ARC Board

Ubuntu-Botho Investments Board

Machiel Reyneke (62)
Non-executive Director
BCom (Hons), CA(SA)
Machiel is an Executive Director of African Rainbow Capital. He previously
served as the Finance Director of Santam.

Mashilo Matsetela (56)
Non-executive Director
BCom, Hon. BCom, MBA

Ubuntu-Botho Investments Board

ND#

ED

ND•

A&RC#

A&RC#

A&RC#

IC#

IC#

IC#

Non-executive Director
BA, Licentiate in Systematic Theology
Bishop Tlhagale is an ordained priest and previously served as the Archbishop of
Johannesburg.

ND

Non-executive Director
BA, LLB, DPhil

Non-executive Director
BA (Hons)

N&HR*

Mangisi is executive director at ARM Gold. He previously served as Chief
Executive Officer for African Rainbow Minerals Platinum and Chief Executive
Officer at African Rainbow Minerals Coal.

ND

Non-executive Director
BA, MA, DPhil

Non-executive Director
MSc, MPA

N&HR

Max is currently a visiting research fellow with the Wits School of Governance.
He is a trained and qualified economist and has served in several positions
within private and government sectors.

ND

Non-executive Director
BA, Hons BA, MA, PhD

Non-executive Director
Studying towards Masters in Public Management

N&HR

Makgane is the CEO of Nehawu Investment Holdings. He has vast experience in HR
and in Labour Relations in particular. He is also an experienced turn-around specialist
and managing large-scale business restructuring processes.

Bishop Malusi Mpumlwana (68)

ND
N&HR

Integrated Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2019

A&RC

A&RC

Bishop Mpumlwana is the Bishop of the Diocese of Maropeng of the Ethiopian
Episcopal Church, which covers the provinces of Gauteng, Northern Cape, North West
and KwaZulu-Natal. Along with Steve Biko, he and his wife Thoko Mpumlwana were
founding activists in the anti-apartheid Black Consciousness Movement in South Africa.

NC – Non-executive Chairperson
ND – Non-executive Director
ED – Executive Director
LIND – Lead Independent Non-executive Director

|

ND

Non-executive Director
AFTS (Federal Theological Seminary) B.Soc.Sc. (Hons.)

Mimie is a senior lecturer in the UNISA department of Social Work. She
previously served as CEO of Women’s Development Banking, a rural micro
finance institution

ARC Investments

ND

Makgane Neal Thobejane (55)

Tawana serves as the Vice-Chancellor and Principal of the University of Pretoria.
He was previously Vice-Principal of the University of the Witwatersrand (WITS) and
before that held the position of Executive Dean for Humanities for six years at WITS.

Dr Mimie Priscilla Sesoko (61)

ND

Max Sisulu (74)

Professor Nhlapo serves as Deputy Vice-Chancellor at the University of Cape
Town. He previously served as Deputy Chief of Mission and Deputy Ambassador
of South Africa to the United States.

Professor Tawana Kupe (55)

ND

Mangisi Wilson Gule (67)

Mashilo is associated with Sadtu Investment Holdings.

Professor Thandabantu Nhlapo (78)

ND

Archbishop Joseph Tlhagale (72)
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* – Chairman
# – Invitee
• – Alternate Director

IC – Investment Committee
IAC – Investment Advisory Committee
A&RC – Audit and Risk Committee
N&HR – Human Resources and Nomination Committee
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STEWARDSHIP

GROUP BOARD MEMBERS continued
Attendance at Board and Committee meetings
UBI

UBI GP
Board

Audit and Risk Committee

Investment Committee

4

7

5

Number of meetings held

Number of meetings held

Directors’ attendance

Board

Nominations and Human
Resources Committee

Audit and Risk Committee

4

4

5

4

n/a

2

Directors’ attendance
n/a

n/a

6

5

Dr Patrice Motsepe (Chairman of the
Board)

4

n/a

Tom Boardman* (Chairman of Audit
and Risk Committee)

4

2

5

Mashilo Matsetela (Chairman of
Nominations and Human Resources
Committee)

4

4

n/a

Dr Johan van Zyl

4

4

n/a

Johan van der Merwe

3

n/a

4

Michael Arnold

4

n/a

5

Mangisi Wilson Gule

4

n/a

n/a

Professor Tawana Kupe

3

3

n/a

n/a

n/a

5

Alexander Maditse

4

4

n/a

Adv Andrew Matube

4

n/a

5

Bishop Malusi Mpumlwana

4

n/a

3

n/a

n/a

5

4

4

n/a

n/a

n/a

5

Dr Mimmie Sesoko

3

3

n/a

Dr Rejoice Simelane

3

n/a

4

Max Sisulu

3

n/a

n/a

Makgane Thobejane

4

n/a

n/a

Archbishop Joseph Tlhagale

4

n/a

n/a

Dr Patrice Motsepe (Chairman of the
Board)
Tom Boardman (Chairman of
Audit and Risk and Investment
Committees)

ARC and UBI

Dr Johan van Zyl

4

n/a

n/a

Johan van der Merwe

3

5

3

Michael Arnold

4

6

5

Boipelo Lekubo

4

5

5

Alexander Maditse

4

4

3

Abigail Mukhuba

3

4

5

n/a - Not applicable

UBI GP Board meetings: 6 December 2018, 7 March 2019, 6 June 2019 and 6 September 2019
UBI GP Audit and Risk Committee meetings: 20 December 2018, 1 March 2019, 30 May 2019, 22 August 2019, 29 August 2019,
5 September 2019 and 26 September 2019
UBI GP Investment Committee meetings: 28 November 2018, 10 February 2019, 3 June 2019, 5 June 2019 and 6 August 2019
ARC
Board

Investment Committee

4

4

Dr Patrice Motsepe (Chairman of the Board)

4

2

Tom Boardman (Chairman of Investment Committee)

4

4

Dr Johan van Zyl

4

3

Johan van der Merwe

4

3

Michael Arnold

4

4

Boipelo Lekubo

4

4

Alexander Maditse

4

3

Adv Andrew Matube

4

n/a

Abigail Mukhuba

3

4

Machiel Reyneke

4

n/a

Dr Rejoice Simelane

3

n/a

Number of meetings held

Boipelo Lekubo

Abigail Mukhuba
Professor Thandabantu Nhlapo
Machiel Reyneke

Directors’ attendance

* Appointed to the Human Resources and Nominations Committee on 7 March 2019
n/a - Not applicable

UBI Board meetings: 6 December 2018, 7 March 2019, 6 June 2019 and 6 September 2019
ARC/UBI Nominations & Human Resources Committee meetings: 6 December 2018, 7 March 2019, 6 June 2019 and
6 September 2019
ARC/UBI Audit and Risk Committee meetings: 20 December 2018, 1 March 2019, 7 March 2019, 30 May 2019 and
6 September 2019

n/a - Not applicable

ARC Board meetings: 6 December 2018, 7 March 2019, 6 June 2019 and 6 September 2019
ARC/UBI Investment Committee meetings: 28 November 2018, 10 February 2019, 3 June 2019 and 6 August 2019
ARC Investments
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SHAREHOLDER
INFORMATION

SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION

The Company complies with the minimum shareholder spread requirements as set out in the JSE Listings Requirements paragraphs
3.37 and 4.28(e) as 39.4% of the A Ordinary shares disclosed below are held by the public at 30 June 2019.
For the year ended 30 June 2019
Number of
Shareholders

% of total
Shareholders

Number of
shares

% of total
issued shares

Entities in the UBI Group

4

-

609 527 669

58.3

Banks

5

-

44 480 818

4.3

Brokers

10

0.1

1 067 886

0.1

Close Corporations

44

0.4

1 070 956

0.1

Endowment Funds

22

0.2

342 595

-

8 853

84.9

62 261 379

6.0

Insurance Companies

47

0.5

31 893 419

3.1

Investment Companies

14

0.1

1 008 294

0.1

Key Management

19

0.2

6 673 776

0.6

4

-

985 622

0.1

Mutual Funds

136

1.3

72 061 741

6.9

Nominees and Trusts

805

7.7

21 106 501

2.0

Other Corporations

52

0.5

1 681 894

0.2

Pension Funds

162

1.6

158 537 810

15.2

Private Companies

246

2.4

30 706 779

2.9

DISTRIBUTION OF SHAREHOLDERS
Shareholder type

Individuals

Medical Aid Scheme

Public Companies
Total

7

0.1

1 640 575

0.1

10 430

100

1 045 047 714

100

For the year ended 30 June 2019
Number of
Shareholders

% of total
Shareholders

Number of
shares

% of total
issued shares

9 962

95.5

53 559 236

5.1

50,001 - 100,000 shares

180

1.7

12 786 161

1.2

100,001 - 1,000,000 shares

244

2.4

66 191 124

6.4

SHAREHOLDER SPREAD
1 - 50,000 shares

1,000,001 shares and over
Total

44

0.4

912 511 193

87.3

10 430

100

1 045 047 714

100

SHAREHOLDER TYPE for the year ended 30 June 2019

NUMBER OF SHARES HELD BY
EACH SHAREHOLDER

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUMBER
OF SHAREHOLDER

g 1 - 50 000

54

g 1 - 50 000

95.5%

g 50 001 - 100 000

13

g 50 001 - 100 000

1.7%

g 100 001 - 1 000 000

66

g 100 001 - 1 000 000

2.4%

g 1 000 001 and more

912

g 1 000 001 and more

0.4%

SHAREHOLDER SPREAD for the year ended 30 June 2018
SHAREHOLDER TYPE for the year ended 30 June 2019
NUMBER OF SHARES HELD BY
EACH SHAREHOLDER
NUMBER OF SHARES HELD BY
EACH SHAREHOLDER

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
NUMBER OF SHAREHOLDER

g 1 - 50 000
g 50 001 - 100 000

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUMBER
OF SHAREHOLDER

0.4
11.8

g 1 - 50 000

22.0%

g 50 001 - 100 000

37.0%

g UBI group

610.0

g UBI group

0.0%

g 100 001 - 1 000 000 71.5

g 100 001 - 1 000 000 31.9%

g Corporate

344.0

g Corporate

10.0%

g 1 000 001 and more 948.8

g 1 000 001 and more

g Private investors

90.0%

g Private investors

91.0

9.1%

SHAREHOLDER TYPE for the year ended 30 June 2018

NUMBER OF SHARES HELD BY
EACH SHAREHOLDER

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
NUMBER OF SHAREHOLDER

g UBI group

594.5

g UBI group

0.6%

g Corporate

255.4

g Corporate

13.1%

g Private investors

167.4

g Private investors

73.4%

g Other

12.9%

g Other
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SHAREHOLDER
INFORMATION

SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION
continued

Breakdown of Non-Public Holdings		

SHAREHOLDER’S DIARY

The key dates to be noted by shareholders are as follows:
Details
Number of
shares

% of total
issued shares

African Rainbow Capital Proprietary Limited

533 846 624

51.1

Public Investment Corporation (SOC) Limited

139 945 398

13.4

58 823 529

5.6

Beneficial shareholders holding 5% or more

Ubuntu-Botho & Sanlam Community Development Trusts

Date

Annual General Meeting

18 November 2019

Interim Results Announcement

March 2020

Cape Town Roadshows

March 2020

Johannesburg Roadshows

March 2020

Financial year end

BENEFICIAL SHAREHOLDERS HOLDING 5% OR MORE for the year ended 30 June 2019

30 June 2020

Year end results announcement

September 2020

NUMBER OF SHARES HELD BY EACH
SHAREHOLDER

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUMBER OF
SHAREHOLDERS

Johannesburg Roadshows

September 2020

g African Rainbow Capital 		
Proprietary Limited
534

g African Rainbow Capital 		
Proprietary Limited
51.1%

Cape Town Roadshows

September 2020

g Public Investment Corporation
(SOC) Limited

g Public Investment Corporation
(SOC) Limited

Integrated Annual Report
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g Ubuntu-Botho & Sanlam 		
Community Development Trusts
59

g Ubuntu-Botho & Sanlam 		
Community Development Trusts
5.6%

312

g Other

13.4%

29.9%

g Other

BENEFICIAL SHAREHOLDERS HOLDING 5% OR MORE for the year ended 30 June 2018

NUMBER OF SHARES HELD BY EACH
SHAREHOLDER
g Entities in UBI group

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUMBER OF
SHAREHOLDER

594.5

g Public Investment Corporation 146.7
g GIC Private Ltd

31.8

0.4%

g Public Investment Corporation

0.4%
0.2%

g GIC Private Ltd

259.5

g Other

g Entities in UBI group

99.0%

g Other

For the year ended 30 June 2019
Key Management, Public & other shareholders

Number of
Shareholders

Key Management

% of total
Shareholders

Number of
shares

% of total
issued shares

19

0,2

6 673 776

0,6

10 407

99,8

428 846 269

39,4

4

-

609 527 669

60,0

10 430

100

1 045 047 714

100

Van Zyl. J

4 858 328

0.46

Van Der Merwe. JHP

1 393 559

0.13

350 170

0.03

65 051

0.01

Public Shareholders
Non - Public Shareholders
Total

Reyneke. MJ
Moos. A
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CORPORATE
INFORMATION

CORPORATE INFORMATION

Contact Information

African Rainbow Capital Investments Limited
(A Company registered and domiciled in the Republic of Mauritius)
www.arci.mu

Registration number

C148430

JSE share code

AIL

ISIN code

MU0553S00000

Directors

Mark Cyril Olivier (Chairman)
Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong
Clive Msipha
Renosi Mokate
Anil Currimjee
Bridget Ntombenhle Radebe

Executive Management

Karen Bodenstein
(Chief Financial Officer)

Registered Address

Level 3, Alexander House, 35 Cybercity
Ebène, 72201
(Level 3, Alexander House, 35 Cybercity, Ebène, 72201) Mauritius
Registered and incorporated as a private Company in Mauritius on 30 June 2017
and converted to a public Company on 2 August 2017.

Company Secretary

Intercontinental Trust Limited Level 3,
Alexander House, 35 Cybercity, Ebène, 72201
(Level 3, Alexander House, 35 Cybercity, Ebène, 72201) Mauritius
(Company number: C23546)

Sponsor

Rand Merchant Bank, a division of FirstRand Bank Limited
1 Merchant Place
Cnr Fredman Drive and Rivonia Road
Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196
(PO Box 786273, Sandton, 2146) South Africa
Registration number 1929/001225/06)

Transfer Secretaries

Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited
Registration number 2004/003647/07)
Rosebank Towers, 15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank, 2196
(PO Box 61051, Marshalltown, 2107) South Africa

Independent Auditors

PricewaterhouseCoopers and PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
PwC Centre, Avenue de Telfair, 80829, Moka, Republic of Mauritius
5 Silo Square, V&A Waterfront, Cape Town, 8002, South Africa

Investor Relations

Ainsley Moos
investors@arci.mu
+230 (403) 0800
+21 (21) 180 0107
+27 (83) 296 4697

Incorporated in the Republic of Mauritius
Company number: C148 430
JSE share code: AIL
ISIN code: MU0553S00000
www.arci.mu
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